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Abstract

Tracking, the large-scale collection of data about user behaviour, is commonplace
in mobile apps. While some see tracking as a necessary evil to making apps
available at lower prices by showing users personalised advertising and selling
their data to third parties, tracking can also have highly disproportionate effects
on the lives of individuals and society as a whole. For example, tracking has
significant effects on the rights to privacy and data protection, but also on other
fundamental rights, such as the right to non-discrimination (e.g. when data from
mobile tracking is used in AI systems, such as targeted ads for job offers) or the
right to free and fair elections (e.g. when political microtargeting is used, as in
the Brexit vote or the Trump election).

This thesis develops and applies techno-legal methods to study choice over app
tracking at four levels: the impact of the GDPR (Chapter 4), consent to tracking
in apps (Chapter 5), differences between Android and iOS (Chapters 6), and the
impact of Apple’s App Tracking Transparency (ATT) framework (Chapter 7). While
many previous studies looked at data protection and privacy in apps, few studies
analysed tracking over time, took a compliance angle, or looked at iOS apps at
scale. Throughout our analysis of apps, we find compliance problems within apps as
regards key aspects of US, EU and UK data protection and privacy law, particularly
the need to seek consent before tracking. For instance, while user consent is usually
required prior to tracking in the EU and UK (under the ePrivacy Directive), our
empirical findings suggest that tracking takes place widely and usually without
users’ awareness or explicit agreement.

This thesis contributes 1) a scalable downloading and analysis framework for iOS
and Android privacy and compliance analysis (PlatformControl), 2) an improved
understanding of the legal requirements and empirical facts regarding app tracking,
3) a comprehensive database of the relations between companies in the app ecosystem
(X-Ray 2020), and 4) an Android app to support the easy and independent analysis
of apps’ privacy practices (TrackerControl).
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1
Introduction

Over the past decade, smartphones have revolutionised how we use technology.

Individuals can now find and install the right app for millions of use cases in a

matter of seconds. Smartphones have not only rebalanced how we communicate

with our peers, but also how we work, love and live. Many even share their most

intimate and vulnerable moments with them. This, in turn, makes smartphones the

source of some of the most pervasive and valuable data and has helped create the

modern surveillance economy [1–3]. This app data is currently being amassed by

both a handful of tech companies and many opaque, smaller data brokers in order

to derive vast profits but with yet unmitigated societal externalities [1, 4].

The harms that arise from the ongoing mass-scale collection of users’ behavioural

data – known as tracking – are varied and highly individual. They include threats to

individuals as much as threats to society as a whole. Individuals often have no real

choice over their data (e.g. in the absence of consent banners, or when dark patterns

are used [5, 6]). When they are given a choice, this is often ineffective (e.g. when

consent banners assume user consent regardless of a user’s choice [7]). Further,

individuals are often not fully aware of the consequences of their choices over data [8,

9]. Meanwhile, large-scale user tracking by apps is key to many lucrative black-box

technologies, such as recommender systems, online behavioural advertising and

1



1. Introduction

Figure 1.1: Schematic overview of data flows in the mobile tracking ecosystem. Google
pursues vertical integration across the app data ecosystem, while Apple instead aims for
horizontal integration.

microtargeting. These practices have been demonstrated to polarise online and offline

discourse [10, 11], threaten the integrity of elections [12, 13], discriminate against

disadvantaged groups [14, 15], and help design highly addictive and distracting

technologies [16, 17]. More generally, many individuals feel like they have lost

control over their personal data and privacy, leading to frustration and resignation

regarding the design of fundamental digital technologies of the 21st century [8, 18],

thereby discouraging democratic deliberation around those very technologies.

It is an open secret that those end-users who use smartphones often have limited

choice and transparency about how apps treat their data [5, 19]. Despite this, we

have surprisingly few empirical insights into the extent to which individuals have

some choice. How many apps ask their users for consent to such tracking? Does it

matter whether one chooses Android or iOS? Has the introduction of the General

Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) in Europe in 2018 or of new privacy measures

by Apple in 2021 changed the extent to which individuals have a choice over tracking?

Motivated by these observations, this DPhil thesis addresses the following

three-part research question:

What choice do individuals have over app tracking and how can we
measure this with techno-legal methods; to what extent have notable
interventions (such as the introduction of the GDPR and Apple’s App
Tracking Transparency framework) changed the status quo; and what are
the implications for current practice in technology and law?

2



1. Introduction

The first part of the research question, the techno-legal analysis of choice over

app tracking, aims to understand the status quo better. There remain important

gaps in our current understanding, especially as regards the differences between iOS

and Android in terms of privacy protection and the implementation of consent in

apps. Methodologically, this thesis aims to find answers to this part of the question

by applying methodologies from computer science to the compliance domain around

apps, and thereby create novel contributions.

The second part of the question will expand on the methods of the first part but

will additionally consider the longitudinal dimension of app tracking and privacy,

given that there have been a range of notable interventions to improve privacy

protections – notably the GDPR introduced in May 2018 and Apple’s App Tracking

Transparency framework from April 2021. This analysis shall contribute to our

understanding of what interventions are effective at regulating privacy problems

in the app ecosystem, and what key challenges remain.

The last part of the research question will summarise and contextualise the

results of this thesis, and derive concrete recommendations for the relevant decision-

makers working in technology and law. Specifically, we identify six priorities to

improve current practice in technology regulation.

By no means shall this dissertation put too much emphasis on individual

choice, which has been championed as a magical cure for what is a deliberate lack

of data protection and good faith in the surveillance economy (e.g. the DAA’s

AdChoices [20], IAB’s Transparency and Consent Framework [21], W3C’s Do Not

Track [22], Global Privacy Control [23], Apple’s App Tracking Transparency [24]).

To effect fundamental change to the current data ecosystem, an individual’s choice

will hardly make any difference [3, 25–27]. Rather, good insights and methods are

needed to inform the ongoing debate and call out the industry’s fig leaves, motivate

the emergence of new and improved software design and policy, and help the

authorities enforce the existing legal framework at scale across millions of apps. The

development of such insights and methods is the primary aim of this dissertation.

3



1. Introduction

While there is extensive debate about the exact definition of tracking and

what kinds are acceptable (e.g. considering crash reporting and certain forms of

app analytics as acceptable, but not most personalised advertising technologies),

this dissertation considers those debates a distraction and intentionally takes a

broad definition of classifying all large-scale collection of users’ behavioural data,

especially if not explicitly asked for by end-users, as tracking. State-of-the-art

machine learning techniques make it possible to derive highly accurate predictions

(but sometimes also highly inaccurate ones) from whatever kinds of data are fed

into the algorithm. More data is usually better. Instead of getting lost in the

debate of what tracking is acceptable (an agenda that the industry keeps pushing

and that is much debated in the legal and policy discussion) or of what kinds of

data are collected by apps (a debate that technical scholars often focus on since

this is relatively easy to observe), this thesis instead takes the use of tracking in

apps as a proxy for the relative power that actors have in contemporary digital

technologies in forcing their own terms, often illegally, upon end-users.

The focus on tracking (and acceptability of such) in this thesis is primarily legal,

but also one that is critical of immense power in tech that faces limited checks

and balances. It is driven by an observation that there seems to be a widespread

disregard for applicable legal norms. This is somewhat puzzling. Just like cars are

expected to fulfil all relevant product safety laws, one might expect that the same

would be true for fundamental digital technologies; this is not currently the case,

as found in this and other research. When reporting about these data practices,

this thesis will sometimes engage in normative judgements. While some researchers

hold that research should be ‘objective’, such an assumption would be naïve for this

kind of research. Research, unless extremely theoretical and detached from this

world, is never free from researchers’ biases. Indeed, the explanation and normative

contextualisation of observations is especially important in the context of highly

invasive tracking with substantial societal effects; daily disinformation about and

disregard for the requirements of the GDPR (which does not require consent on

every website, despite us being constantly subjected to ‘consent’ pop-ups); and a

4



1. Introduction

research area with significant uncertainty, imbalance of power and limited insights

into the underlying technical systems. If this thesis was confined to objective

and measurable arguments, then there would not be much to say beyond what

types of data apps collect. This would hardly be helpful. Instead, normative

judgements are made with the greatest care in this thesis and are limited as much

as possible to the Discussion and Conclusions sections, where the collected findings

are summarised, contextualised and explained.

The following shall describe this DPhil research – its motivation, methodology,

and contributions – in more detail.

1.1 Structure

We first review, in Chapter 2, the relevant literature and give an overview of the

tracking ecosystem at large. This introduces the reader to the topic of this thesis and

provides the necessary background for the rest of this dissertation. This review will

be loosely guided by Lawrence Lessig’s [28] four modalities of cyberspace to ensure

a comprehensive review of all relevant aspects of the mobile tracking ecosystem.

Following up in Chapter 3, we introduce our app analysis method that is the

foundation for the rest of this dissertation. Core aspects of this are the 1) app

dataset of 2.2 million apps, including iOS and Android apps, and apps from before

and after the introduction of the GDPR in May 2018, 2) the X-Ray 2020 database

with detailed information on tracker companies, and 3) the PlatformControl analysis

toolkit. We restrict this Chapter to a high-level overview of the analysis methods

used in the later Chapters in order to give the reader a point of reference and

guidance. We later provide more details on the methodology to answer sub-questions

arising from the main research questions.

Next, we conduct four studies, one for each sub-question:

1. Law: How has the GDPR affected user choice over tracking? (Chapter 4)

2. Apps: What choice over tracking do apps give users? (Chapter 5)

5



1. Introduction

3. Operating System: How can the choice between Android or iOS affect tracking?

(Chapter 6)

4. Platforms: How have Apple’s recent privacy measures affected user choice

over tracking? (Chapter 7)

By triangulating user choice from different perspectives, we aim to give a holistic

overview of the state of user choice over tracking in the mobile ecosystem, as well

as generate rich findings for regulators, policymakers and the general public.

The first sub-question, on the impact of the GDPR on apps’ data practices in

Chapter 4, is relevant given that many see this law as the ‘gold standard’ of data

protection and privacy legislation [29]. This Chapter illustrates the shortcomings

of current EU/UK legal remedies against apps’ invasive data practices through

an empirical analysis of apps’ data practices at scale.

The second sub-question, on consent in apps in Chapter 5, analyses whether

apps themselves implement measures to give users choice over their data practices.

If they did, one could argue that no further interventions for more user choice

over data would be necessary. However, we find that many apps do not provide

users with any choice over tracking. Many app developers continue to rely on

invasive data practices and are unable to move away from them; others are not

even aware of the compliance obligations that they face [30–32]. This underlines

the need to look beyond individual app developers to effect meaningful change to

current data practices, and towards more compliance.

The third sub-question, on mobile operating systems in Chapter 6, scrutinises

how Android and iOS apps compare in terms of a range of important aspects

that relate to privacy and compliance. This is motivated by the fact that there

is increasing competition between the two platforms in terms of privacy. Apple

even claims ‘Privacy. That’s iPhone.’ in its marketing campaigns, but provides

rather limited evidence and restricts independent research efforts into this topic

through various means as we will discuss. The last large-scale study on privacy

in iOS apps had been done in 2013 [33], which further underlines the need for

6
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renewed study of iOS and the development of reproducible research methodologies

for continued analysis in the future. This strand of research reveals that iOS – at

best – provides marginally better levels of privacy and compliance compared to

Android and that they share many of the same problems.

The last sub-question, looking into Apple’s App Tracking Transparency (ATT)

framework from April 2021 in Chapter 7, analyses the extent to which app platforms

can themselves act on privacy. This is important because the ATT sparked an

unprecedented public clash between Apple and other large tech companies, notably

Facebook, over opt-in popups to tracking. This is somewhat surprising, given

that many forms of app tracking have needed consent since the amendment of the

EU ePrivacy Directive in 2009. Specifically, this law requires consent for access

and storage of information on an individual’s terminal device under Article 5(3)

(see the legal analysis in Chapter 5).

We close this dissertation by discussing the implications of the conducted studies

in Section 8. As part of this, we derive a set of recommendations that emerge

from the research in this work on how to improve the current mobile ecosystem as

well as the regulation of digital technologies more generally. Given the complexity

of the digital economy, it should be clear that there will be no simple ‘fix’ and

this thesis does not attempt to put one forward.

1.2 Contributions

This DPhil research developed the first analysis framework to study app privacy

and compliance at scale, over time, and across iOS and Android – which we call

PlatformControl. The insights generated from this framework offer new perspectives

into architectural and regulatory issues in the smartphone ecosystem regarding data

protection and competition. The findings from this research have been submitted

to EU, UK and German regulators and have been received with great interest.

Crucially, the data and methods developed in this thesis have been made public

at https://platformcontrol.org/ in order to motivate and enable follow-up
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research. The publication of these methods is important since any quantitative

study into the app ecosystems will be outdated by the time of publication. Besides

the core DPhil research in large-scale app analysis studies, we also made some

of our analysis tools available to everyday app users through the release of the

TrackerControl app. This app uses the same database of characteristic tracker

signatures that we used for our large-scale app ecosystem studies (‘X-Ray 2020’),

and has been downloaded more than 100,000 times. A supportive community of

users has even translated the app into 21 languages.

1.3 Publications

The following lists all publications that have been (in part) the foundation for

this DPhil dissertation:

• (Chapter 3.2.2) Konrad Kollnig and Nigel Shadbolt (2022). TrackerControl:

Transparency and Choice around App Tracking. Journal of Open Source

Software, 7 (75), 4270. [34]

• (Chapter 4) Konrad Kollnig, Reuben Binns, Max Van Kleek, Ulrik Lyngs, Jun

Zhao, Claudine Tinsman and Nigel Shadbolt (2021). Before and after GDPR:

tracking in mobile apps. Internet Policy Review, 10 (4). [35]

• (Chapter 5) Konrad Kollnig, Reuben Binns, Pierre Dewitte, Max Van Kleek,

Ge Wang, Daniel Omeiza, Helena Webb and Nigel Shadbolt (2021): A Fait

Accompli? An Empirical Study into the Absence of Consent to Third-Party

Tracking in Android Apps. SOUPS 2021. [6] (Winner of the Student Paper

Award, Privacy Papers for Policymakers 2022, Future for Privacy Forum)

• (Chapter 6) Konrad Kollnig, Anastasia Shuba, Reuben Binns, Max Van

Kleek and Nigel Shadbolt (2022): Are iPhones Really Better for Privacy? A

Comparative Study of iOS and Android Apps. PETS 2022. [36]

• (Chapter 7) Konrad Kollnig, Anastasia Shuba, Max Van Kleek, Reuben Binns,

Nigel Shadbolt (2022). Goodbye Tracking? Impact of iOS App Tracking

Transparency and Privacy Labels. ACM FAccT 2022. [37]
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• (Chapter 8) Konrad Kollnig (2023). Lessons from the GDPR: Five priorities

for effective IT regulation. Ad Legendum, 2023 (2). [38]

While aspects of the work reported in this DPhil were carried out in collaboration

with other researchers, in all cases, the research was led by the first author, including

planning, managing and writing up.
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2
Background: Mapping the Mobile

Tracking Ecosystem

Smartphones are among the most ubiquitous pieces of technology. They bring

great benefits – such as increased connectivity and productivity – but also harms,

including to our data and attention. An important reason for these benefits and

harms is that this technology regulates human behaviour in new ways.

Lawrence Lessig popularised the idea that the design of software can have similar

effects as enacting laws, calling it ‘code is law’ [28]. He identified four modalities

that regulate human behaviour: norms, architecture, markets, and law. Norms

mean the complex net of (often unwritten) rules within society. Nature provides

the architectural constraints of human behaviour. The modalities in the digital

world – which Lessig calls ‘cyberspace’ – are similar, with the exception that code

defines its architecture. Lessig further argues that code makes the digital world

heavily regulatable. Code can be changed easily. In this, Lessig identifies a unique

opportunity for society to write the rules of the digital world. The malleability of

code also means that it may be written against us, with limited opportunity for

change once standards are established. Lessig concludes that, if we want to preserve

the freedoms of liberal democracy in the 21st century, we must take the chance to

regulate code before it is too late. Otherwise, a few private powerful actors might
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take up this regulatory space – something that we arguably see in the current world

where a few platforms write the foundational laws for the digital world in code.

Similarly, Yochai Benkler identifies many unique opportunities in the digital

world. In his book The Wealth of Networks [39], he argues that the high degree

of division of labour on the Internet, paired with new non-monetary incentives,

challenges classical economic thinking, and can create vast efficiencies. He observes

that the corporate behemoths of the past century try to rewrite the rules of the

digital world so that their outdated – often proprietary – business models prevail.

This threatens the enormous efficiencies of the digital world.

The following Sections use the framework by Lawrence Lessig [28], and describe

the mobile tracking ecosystem along the four modalities 1) norms, 2) code, 3)

market, and 4) law. We choose this framework to consider the different forces at

stake in mobile tracking, and to ultimately understand the levers to enact change

to the ecosystem so that user data might be protected better.

Among other aspects, we explore informational self-determination as a driver

of individuals’ decisions in using technology and how individuals often struggle in

practice to exert agency over their data in the Section on ‘Norms’. The Section on

‘Code’ explores what principal parts make up the technological infrastructure of the

tracking ecosystem; we also review methods for app analysis that directly inspect the

app code (static analysis) or observe app behaviour at run-time (dynamic analysis).

In the Section on ‘Market’, we explore the incentives of the market participants

in the tracking market as well as the current distribution of power within this

ecosystem. As part of this, we review the literature on platform studies and work on

app platforms – i.e. on Google and Apple’s app ecosystems. Lastly, in the Section

on ‘Law’, we review the relevant legal framework in the EU and UK, particularly

data protection law (the GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive), competition law in

the context of digital platforms, and targeted platform regulation.
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2. Background: Mapping the Mobile Tracking Ecosystem

2.1 Norms and Struggles around Informational
Self-Determination

2.1.1 Informational Self-Determination and Limits

An important non-monetary incentive in the digital world is the management of

data about oneself. Individuals strive for self-determination, including control

over the flows of information concerning them. From this, there has emerged the

right to informational self-determination, first formalised in law by the German

Constitutional Court in 1983 [40]. Today, this right is known as the right to data

protection, and protected by the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

in the UK and EU.

Informational self-determination falls into the wider objectives of liberal demo-

cracies to embrace individual choice as the main source of power. Individual choice

drives both politics and markets, through elections and purchases, respectively [41].

As an approach to privacy protection, consent is associated with the regime of notice

& choice [25], which similarly relies on individual choice. For many data-processing

activities, companies that want to process data from an individual must

1. Adequately inform the individual (Notice), and

2. Obtain consent from the individual (Choice).

These two fundamental requirements are often implemented in software through

the provision of a privacy policy, accompanied by consent options for the end-user.

The limitations of the notice & choice paradigm have been explored in a range

of scholarship. Regarding ‘notice’, it has been documented that most people do not

read privacy policies, and that when they try to, have difficulties understanding

them [42] and do not have enough time to read every such policy [9].

Regarding ‘choice’, evidence suggests that many individuals struggle with privacy

decisions in practice [8, 43]. The mismatch between stated and observed privacy

preferences is known as the ‘privacy paradox’ [44], although this so-called ‘paradox’
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may be best explained by structural forces that prevent alignment between values

and behaviour [45, 46]. Individuals often have no real choice but to accept certain

data processing because some digital services – such as Facebook or Google – have

become indispensable [19]. Even when offered genuine choice, individuals face

ubiquitous tracking [47], are tricked into consent [5], and do not get adequate

compensation in exchange for their data [48]. Because of the limits to individual

privacy management, various scholars argue that the regime of notice & choice

does not provide meaningful ways for individuals to manage their privacy [25–27].

However, this past research does not mean that individuals do not care about

their privacy, but, instead, that they are often faced with choice architectures that

exploit their known psychological biases [5, 7].

There is a deeper challenge to the individualistic management of personal data.

Individual choice over data has profound limits in the age of big data. Data collection

and processing at scale reduces individuals to statistical predictions, with limited

judicial safeguards [49], and can lead to new forms of discrimination [14]. The

choice of an individual becomes increasingly meaningless [25, 27], and personal data

increasingly social [50, 51]. Indeed, privacy research has long acknowledged social

norms and interactions in shaping privacy expectations, as does Helen Nissenbaum’s

influential theory of contextual integrity [52]. This underlines how challenging

it is to preserve data protection rights in the digital world, and the need to

look beyond the individual.

2.1.2 Conflicts around Data Protection in Practice

The conflict between societal norms and data protection becomes most apparent

when considering the use of social media. While it is known that many social media

providers monetise user data and have previously suffered from immense data leaks

(e.g. the Cambridge Analytica scandal on Facebook), individuals often have limited

choice but to use such digital services to interact with their friends, in part due

to peer pressure, in part due to lack of good alternatives [19].
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While most individuals do care about how their data is used [44, 53], data protec-

tion is not their only interest and they often give in to short-term gratification [54].

The use of data to show targeted advertising even allows developers to offer apps

at lower prices, often for free. An outright ban on all advertising in apps might

not be the most adequate way forward, since it would prevent many individuals

from accessing valuable apps and potentially deepen the digital divide [55]. The

adequate use of data by apps therefore depends as much on the privacy preferences

of individuals as well as their financial means.

Famously, Shoshana Zuboff has coined the term ‘Surveillance Capitalism’ to

encapsulate the business model of online services [3]. Due to strong economic

incentives, these online services are ever more driven towards data collection,

while disregarding the privacy interests of individuals and the implications for

democracy more generally.

2.1.3 Heightened Privacy Expectations of Individuals

The public is becoming increasingly interested in how companies and authorities

treat their data [56, 57], especially since the Edward Snowden leaks in 2013 and

the Facebook-Cambridge Analytica revelations in 2018. The Snowden leaks were

perceived as a key moment by many individuals, including parliamentarians. As

a consequence, the preamble of the GDPR, the data protection law of the EU

from 2016 (see more in Section 2.4), explicitly states that it seeks to tackle the

‘widespread public perception that there are significant risks to the protection of

natural persons, in particular concerning online activity’. Tracking is one such risk

[4, 58, 59], especially since US intelligence agencies can access the data troves of

Google and other tech companies. The risks posed by US intelligence have made

the European Court of Justice restrict the sending of personal data to the US,

as part of its 2020 Schrems II judgement [60] (more discussion in Section 8.3.1).

Whether the proposed EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework from 2022 will address

the problems highlighted in Schrems II remains to be seen.
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As a result of the heightened privacy expectations of the public, gatekeeper

companies have been forced to rethink their data practices. Prominent recent

examples are the introduction of the App Tracking Transparency framework on iOS

(blocking access to unique user identifiers without user consent), the planned ban

of third-party cookies from the Google Chrome browser (preventing websites from

saving unique identifiers in cookies to track users across websites), and Google’s

introduction of a user opt-out from sharing personal identifiers with apps on Android

from the end of 2021. This increased competition around privacy is a choice of

consumers, and shows that consumers can gather to demand better terms around

personal data – despite the privacy paradox that mainly arises when individuals do

not have a genuine choice. This difficulty in choice, then, is an important foundation

of data-driven business models of privacy actors.

2.2 Code and App Analysis Methods

The code to collect data about smartphone users comprises four main pieces: apps,

libraries, app stores and operating systems. We first traverse these four different

parts of the code behind the tracking ecosystem, and then focus on the methods

to analyse the data practices of apps.

2.2.1 Apps and Libraries

Apps are the medium for many tracking technologies. Such tracking is usually

implemented through third-party libraries that serve as plug-in components for app

developers. These libraries, in turn, collect data about users during their app usage,

and send this data to the servers of trackers. The main advantage of this approach

is that it streamlines the processing and collecting of user data. However, the use of

these libraries and backend servers also necessitates a further third party (as opposed

to the developer implementing the services by themselves) and often processes user

data in closed-source systems, with limited transparency for the other stakeholders.
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2.2.2 App Stores

App stores serve as an important part of the tracking ecosystem. They are the first

point of contact for users with apps that these users wish to install. App stores

also provide some information about apps’ privacy practices, including privacy

policies, privacy nutrition labels, and app permissions. However, there exists no

readily available information on these app stores about the tracking software used

by apps, nor the ability to filter for apps that come without tracking or without

internet access at all. That this is possible is demonstrated by the Aurora and

F-Droid stores on Android; these can be installed manually alongside the Google

Play Store, but are not allowed to be shipped through Google Play itself, due to

Google’s policies. App stores are also involved to some extent in the tracking of

users. Both Apple (‘App Analytics’) and Google (‘Play Console’) collect detailed

download statistics and make these accessible to developers, thereby providing basic

analytics to developers even without the integration of analytics tracking libraries.

2.2.3 Operating Systems

Beyond the app stores, the operating systems are also involved in app tracking.

On iOS, the system library SKAdNetwork facilitates the attribution of clicks on

ads, without using user identifiers, thereby reducing the ability of trackers to build

profiles about users. However, this ‘privacy-preserving’ approach by Apple also

discloses information about users’ ad clicks to Apple, which in turn could use this

data to build profiles about users for its own advertising business. Indeed, the

company claims in its privacy policy that it might use users’ ‘interactions with ads

delivered by Apple’s advertising platform’ [61], which might include third-party ads

that use the SKAdNetwork. Furthermore, the iOS operating system provides users

with various privacy choices, including the ability to manage apps’ background

data transmissions, location access and use of tracking.

In the Google Play ecosystem, most of the OS-level tracking software is shipped

through the Google Play Services, which are necessary to access the Google Play
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Store. Similar to iOS, this part of the Android system allows users to limit the

extent of tracking, though not to ban it completely. Furthermore, the Google Play

Services facilitate data collection as part of Google Ads, Google Analytics and

Google Firebase Analytics [62], with currently no options for end-users to disable

this data processing. This implies that every Android phone with access to the

Google Play Store comes with extensive tracking functionality. This raises concerns

about whether end-users are fully informed and have given consent to this practice

at the point of making their purchase decision [63]. The French data protection

regulator CNIL found that this used to not be the case, and fined Google over its

design of the Android ecosystem and the lack of transparency in 2019 [64].

Previous research studying the data sharing by the operating system itself found

that Android and iOS each share data with Google and Apple at high frequency,

with great detail, and with limited user choice [65]. This data collection goes beyond

the examples mentioned in the previous paragraphs. It would be beyond this thesis

to explore all the Android and iOS components that can be used for user tracking.

2.2.4 Analysing Data Use in Apps

To gather meaningful insights into data protection in apps, one needs adequate

analysis tools. Previous research analysing apps’ data practices through technical

means tends to fall into two categories, dynamic and static analysis.

2.2.4.1 Dynamic Analysis

Dynamic analysis observes the run-time behaviour of an app, to gather evidence of

sensitive data leaving the device. Early research focused on OS instrumentation,

i.e. modifying Android [66] or iOS [33]. Enck et al. modified Android so that

sensitive data flows through and off the smartphone could be monitored easily [66].

Agarwal and Hall modified iOS so that users were asked for consent to the usage of

sensitive information by apps [33], before the introduction of run-time permissions

by Apple in iOS 6.
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With growing complexity of mobile operating systems, recent work has shifted to

analysing network traffic [2, 67–72]. Ren et al. instrumented the VPN functionality

of Android, iOS, and Windows Phone to expose leaks of personal data over the

Internet [71]. Conducting a manual traffic analysis of 100 Google Play and 100 iOS

apps, they found regular sharing of personal data in plain text, including device

identifiers (47 iOS, 52 Google Play apps), user location (26 iOS, 14 Google Play

apps), and user credentials (8 iOS, 7 Google Play apps). Van Kleek et al. used

dynamic analysis to expose unexpected data flows to users and design better privacy

indicators for smartphones [2]. Reyes et al. used dynamic analysis to assess the

compliance of children’s apps with COPPA [70], a US privacy law to protect

children. Having found that 73% of studied children’s apps transmit personal data

over the Internet, they argued that none of these apps had obtained the required

‘verifiable parental consent’ because their automated testing tool could trigger

these network calls, and a child could likely do so as well. Okoyomon et al. found

widespread data transmissions in apps that were not disclosed in apps’ privacy

policies, and raised doubts about the efficacy of the notice & choice regime [73]

(as discussed in the previous Section).

Dynamic analysis offers different advantages. It is relatively simple to do,

largely device-independent, and can be used to monitor what data sharing actually

takes place. It also comes with limitations. The information gathered might be

incomplete if not all code paths within the app involving potential data disclosures

are run when the app is being analysed. Network-based dynamic analysis may

wrongly attribute system-level communications to a studied app, e.g. an Android

device synchronising the Google Calendar in the background, or conducting a

network connectivity check with Google servers. Network-based dynamic analysis

is nonetheless a versatile, reliable and practical approach.

2.2.4.2 Static Analysis

Static analysis dissects apps without execution. Usually, apps are decompiled, and

the obtained program code is analysed [74, 75]. The key benefit of static analysis is
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that it can analyse apps quickly, allowing it to scale to millions of apps [4, 59, 76–78].

Egele et al. developed an iOS decompiler and analysed 1,407 iOS apps. They

found that 55% of those apps included third-party tracking libraries [75]. Viennot et

al. analysed more than 1 million apps from the Google Play Store, and monitored the

changing characteristics of apps over time [76]. They found a widespread presence

of third-party tracking libraries in apps (including Google Ads in 35.73% of apps,

the Facebook SDK in 12.29%, and Google Analytics in 10.28%). Similarly, Binns

et al. found by analysing nearly 1 million Google Play apps that about 90% may

share data with Google, and 40% with Facebook [47]. There has been some recent

research on the new privacy nutrition and data labels on the app stores [79–81],

but there are also concerns about the accuracy of these labels (see Chapter 7).

Static analysis can involve substantial computational effort and – unlike dynamic

analysis – does not allow the observation of real data flows because apps are never

actually run. Programming techniques, such as the use of code obfuscation and

native code, can pose further obstacles. This is especially true for iOS apps, which

are often harder to decompile – compared to Android apps – and are encrypted

by default [36]. There are further reasons that make app analysis on iOS more

difficult [4, 58], which we explore in Section 6.1.1. As a result, prior to the present

thesis, the last large-scale study of iOS apps’ privacy practices was done in 2013 [33].

2.3 Market: Platform Power in Digital Techno-
logies

To understand the market of app tracking, we discuss the main stakeholders and their

incentives around tracking. The main market participants (besides smartphone

users, which we discussed in the previous Section on ‘Norms’) are developers,

trackers and app platforms.
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2.3.1 Developers and Trackers

Developers and trackers work closely together. Developers integrate the software of

trackers into their own software for a variety of purposes. The most widespread

mobile tracking technologies are developed by leading tech companies, foremost

Google and Facebook; at the same time, there is a wide range of smaller, less-known

tracking companies that also compete for access to user data [4, 35].

The use of third-party trackers benefits app developers in several ways, notably

by providing analytics to improve user retention, and by enabling the placement of

personalised advertising within apps, which often translates into a vital source of

revenue [30, 31]. However, it can also make app developers dependent on privacy-

invasive data practices that involve the processing of large amounts of personal

data [31, 82, 83], with little awareness from users and app developers [25, 58, 70, 84].

Despite their crucial role within the software development life cycle, placing the

blame for implementing consent incorrectly on app developers might be misguided.

Many lack legal expertise, depend on the use of tracking software, and face limited

negotiation power in the design of tracker software, which is usually developed

by large, multinational companies [30, 31, 85–87]. At the same time, failure to

implement appropriate consent mechanisms in software impacts individuals’ choice

over data collection and their informational self-determination, and may expose

vulnerable groups – such as children – to disproportionate data collection [30, 88].

This underlines the need for robust privacy guarantees in code.

It is an open question to what extent app developers are liable under data

protection law for their use of tracking. While trackers have an obvious interest in

shifting responsibility for data processing onto developers, trackers arguably have

more control over the design of the tracking ecosystem than individual developers.

These, in turn, believe the responsibility lies with the trackers to ensure adequate

levels of data protection [85, 87]. In February 2022, the Belgian Data Protection

Authority (DPA) made an important ruling within this context that found that

the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) Europe had violated EU data protection
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law, by unfairly shifting responsibility for data protection compliance onto software

developers and publishers. IAB Europe has developed the most widely adopted

technology for the retrieval and propagation of user consent to tracking, called

Transparency & Consent Framework (TCF). The IAB had not adequately – according

to the DPA – considered the rights and fundamental freedoms of the individuals

affected by the design of their software [89]. We will explore the implications of

this more in Section 8.3.1. IAB Europe has appealed the decision.

While developers of apps and the publishers of apps do not always coincide, for

simplicity, we refer to both as ‘developers’ in this dissertation.

2.3.2 App Platforms

The hands of app developers and individuals in affecting app privacy are often

tied (as discussed earlier in this Chapter), being faced with the interests of large

data-driven companies. Because of this, it is natural to look at the two dominant

app platform providers, Google and Apple, and review the existing literature on

platform studies within this context.

2.3.2.1 Platform Studies

Much of the previous work derives from media and communication studies, and

focuses on social media companies [90]. For instance, Tarleton Gillespie defines plat-

forms as

‘sites and services that host public expression, store it on and serve it up
from the cloud, organize access to it through search and recommendation,
or install it onto mobile devices’ [91]

This emphasises how platforms act as intermediaries of online discourse. They

are not as neutral as it may seem, given that they often moderate conversation

online, e.g. through search and recommendation functionality [92]. Indeed, Gillespie

argues – discussing the example of YouTube – that digital intermediaries often

use the term ‘platform’ for their ends, by suggesting a neutral role in information

dissemination [93]. They face limited responsibility for user-generated content
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under current law, and may need more regulation [91]. In regulating platforms,

Gillespie warns against the ‘fallacy of displaced control’. Platforms cannot be

blamed for all misbehaviour of their users.

Natali Helberger imagines Facebook as a powerful state with great power over

public opinion [94]. Platforms are becoming ever more important political actors in

the real world. Beyond the many indirect ways in which platforms moderate public

debate, she points out that tech companies – including Google and Uber – have

actively tried to mobilise their users for political ends, such as against the reform

of EU copyright law. She concludes that more work from academia and policy is

needed because the ‘sheer possibility of the abuse of this immense power for one’s

own political goals is in itself a threat to any functioning democracy’.

José van Dijck offers a more general view on platforms, focusing less on social

media and online discourse. She defines platforms as

‘the providers of software, (sometimes) hardware, and services that help
code social activities into a computation architecture’ [95]

Similar to Lessig, this emphasises how platforms can shape social activity, and

that this is done through technology.

In his book Platform Capitalism, Nick Srnicek offers a critical view on platforms.

He considers them a new business model and reincarnation of capitalism [96].

Because of this, he argues that Apple is not a platform. It ‘is more akin to the

1990s Nike business model than to the 2010s Google business model.’ After all,

Apple’s revenue mainly stems from device sales, not the App Store. Unfortunately,

this focus on profits neglects some of the central externalities and resources in the

digital ecosystem, namely data and attention (which are highly related due to the

centrality of ads for digital business models, but pose different risks).

There seems to be a consensus among scholars that platforms exert some power

over their users, and that they may use this power to advance their own objectives,

rather than solely the users’. Unfortunately, previous platform research put limited

focus on app platforms, and how their design might impede data protection rights
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and influence human lives. This is despite the known challenges to data protection

and the immense societal influence arising from smartphone technology.

2.3.2.2 App Platforms

Outside of China, there are two main providers of app platforms: Apple and Google.

These two companies govern their respective app ecosystems, but pursue different

strategies with respect to revenue streams, and the freedoms and responsibilities

they grant to app publishers and users. In terms of revenue streams, both platforms

take a share of up to 30% of all direct revenues created from app sales and in-app

purchases, but differ otherwise [97]. Apple profits from the sale of iOS devices

and does not licence iOS to other device manufacturers. Google’s strategy, in

contrast, is geared towards the global distribution of Android and Google Play on

handsets manufactured by others [98]. Android itself is open-source, but Original

Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) pay a license to distribute the standard Google

apps (including the Google Play Store app). A more significant source of revenue

for Google is advertising; the parent company of Google, Alphabet, is estimated

to have generated $147bn (80%) of its 2020 revenue from advertising [99], with

more than half the revenue stemming from mobile devices [100]. This advertising

business greatly relies on the collection of data about users, including from mobile

devices. More users mean more data, which, in turn, results in more lucrative ads

and revenue. While ads often give users access to software for free, the tracking and

real-time bidding infrastructure that lie behind them are also known as a threat to

individual privacy and can infringe on users’ data protection rights [4, 77, 101, 102].

As well as differences in revenue streams, the two platforms differ in their

approach to the level of freedom granted to app publishers and users. The Google

Play Store grants relative freedom. End-users can modify their devices rather

easily, and install apps from sources other than Google Play. The underlying

operating system, Android, follows an open-source strategy, which has arguably

contributed to its success [97, 98]. The freedom available on Android is not entirely

unbridled. The open-source approach does not extend to many Google services
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on Android, including the Play Services, upon which most apps depend for push

notifications and in-app purchases (IAPs), among other essential functionality.

Further, Google exerts discretionary control over apps admitted to the official

Google Play store, which includes bans on certain types of apps, such as ad blockers.

While no explicit justification is needed, the ban on ad blockers is based on the

claim that such apps may ‘interfere with [. . . ] other apps on the device’ [103].

However, in general, Google’s restrictions have been much more permissive than

those exerted by Apple on the iOS App Store, which has a much more stringent

set of restrictions (e.g. regarding user privacy) and regularly uses manual review

to check for compliance, using criteria that are not always clear [82].

These differences in revenue streams and control over app distribution are often

cited to explain the alleged differences in the efforts each platform has made to

restrict personal data flows and protect user privacy. Of the two, Apple has arguably

placed a larger emphasis on privacy, seeking to gain a competitive advantage by

appealing to privacy-concerned consumers [104]. For instance, as early as 2011,

Apple started to phase out all permanent device identifiers, in favour of a user-

resettable Advertising Identifier (AdId) – also called Identifier for Advertisers

(IDFA). At their 2019 developer conference, Apple announced a ban on all third-

party tracking from children’s apps, a particularly vulnerable group of app users. In

response to vocal industry concerns, Apple later backtracked from this absolute ban,

and now still allows some minimally invasive tracking in children’s apps. And in 2021,

starting with iOS 14.5, Apple requires developers to ask users for permission before

accessing the AdId or engaging in advertising-related tracking, sparking a fierce

public battle between Apple and Facebook over tracking controls in iOS 14.5 [105,

106]. Facebook, like many other mobile advertising companies, is concerned that

most users will not agree to tracking if asked more clearly and explicitly [107]; iOS

users could already opt-out from the use of AdID, but were not explicitly asked

by every app. While Google has followed Apple’s lead in restricting the use of

permanent identifiers, it currently does not allow all Android users to prevent apps

from accessing the AdId (although Google is now rolling out a new opt-out system).
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2.3.2.3 Regulation by App Platforms

Greene and Shilton provided one of the few studies we found that systematically

compared the influence and roles of app platforms on shaping user privacy in

2018 [82]. They found that Apple and Google intervene in very different ways. While

Apple imposes strict rules on its app ecosystem, which generally translates to user

privacy benefits for most users, Google’s ecosystem was mainly characterised by the

absence of intervention. Google’s approach has mixed implications for user privacy;

‘The “wild west” of Android development means that privacy solutions abound for

skilled hobbyists but that baseline privacy measures for the masses are lacking’

[82]. These authors concluded that an app platform might be able to move quicker

than the relevant authorities, being itself a ‘privacy regulator’ ; given the power of

app platforms, they argued that there needs to be greater transparency around

platform governance and enforcement of privacy rules. Similarly, Van Hoboken

and Ó Fathaigh argued in 2021 [108] that Google and Apple increasingly act as

important regulators of data protection and privacy, but with limited regulation,

oversight and accountability. To increase transparency, these authors argued for

mandatory disclosures about the privacy-related activities of smartphone platforms

– as a minimally invasive but realistic intervention.

Zhou et al. hint at more concrete ways in which differences between app platforms

can impact software development. They analysed bug-fixing in open-source projects,

from desktop, Android and iOS [109]. They found that iOS bugs were fixed three

times faster than on Android and desktop. The study only considered 16 open-

source projects on iOS, as opposed to 34 on desktop and 28 on Android. This low

number of iOS projects might be due to the potential incompatibility of Apple’s

App Store with certain open-source licences, such as GPLv2. Indeed, there have

been reported instances of open-source apps having been removed by Apple from

the App Store due to this incompatibility [110]. This provides an example of how

app platform rules might impede the development of (open-source) apps.
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There is some research in economics that analyses the different incentive

structures on iOS and Android. Li et al. pointed out in 2020 that piracy is a

big concern for app developers, and analysed the incentives for duopoly platforms

around implementing strong piracy protection measures [111]. Roma and Ragaglia

suggested in 2016 that paid monetisation models might be more lucrative than

free ones on iOS, but not so on Google Play [112]. Wen and Zhu analysed in

2019 how the threat of the introduction of new Google-developed apps might

influence prices and innovation [113].

There is also research in human-computer interaction that gives insights into

the responsibilities of app platforms. In 2013, Kelley et al. conducted a user study

to compare different ways to disclose app privacy in an app store [114]. They

found that the ‘question of trusting the information was one most [participants]

had never considered, and actually gave some participants pause as they realized

for the first time that this information might not be accurate. Again, users believe

this information is correct, is being verified, and will assume they misunderstand

something before they would believe the displays are incorrect.’ Users place great

trust in the app store providers, but hardly question this trust.

Wetherall et al. observed in 2011 that users often have limited access to low-level

information, which is important for privacy decisions [115]. Because of this, they

suggested that the mobile operating system should establish transparency around

apps’ data practices. Similarly, Shih et al. criticised the fact that ‘mobile platforms

lack support for fine-grained control over data collection’, and called for regulatory

action in the absence of action by app platforms in 2015 [116]. As we will discuss

in Section 2.4.4, there remains limited targeted regulation of app platforms even

today, though this seems to be changing slowly.

2.4 Law: The GDPR and Other Regimes

We now introduce the legal background for app tracking. Since tracking relies on

data collection about individuals, the most relevant laws relate to data protection
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and privacy. In the EU and UK, the main pieces of data protection law are the

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) and the ePrivacy Directive. These

laws establish clear rules when it comes to the processing of personal data and

provide additional safeguards when it comes to information relating to children.

We focus on the EU and UK as they have relatively stringent and specific rules on

consent and third-party tracking. While similar rules exist in other jurisdictions

(such as the COPPA in the US, which requires parental consent for tracking),

recent regulatory actions and rich guidance issued by European regulators offer

an ideal setting for large-scale analysis.

2.4.1 General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR)

The GDPR (General Data Protection Regulation) came into force in May 2018 to

protect data relating to individuals (‘personal data’). It replaced the 1995 Data

Protection Directive (DPD) aiming to address ‘new challenges for the protection

of personal data’ brought abount by ‘[r]apid technological developments and

globalisation’, as stated in the preamble of the GDPR. Like the DPD before

it, the GDPR places obligations on organisations that process personal data. Those

who decide the means and purposes of such processing are ‘data controllers’, who are

required to have a lawful basis for processing (e.g. consent or legitimate interests)

(Article 6), and follow principles of fairness, transparency, purpose limitation,

data minimisation, accuracy, security and accountability (Article 5). Those who

undertake processes on behalf and under the instruction of data controllers are ‘data

processors’ and have a less extensive set of obligations. All companies based in the

EU and UK, as well as companies monitoring the behaviour of, or offering goods

and services to, individuals located in the EU and UK, fall within the territorial

scope of application of the GDPR (Article 3 GDPR).

In the context of third-party tracking, the first party (e.g. the app developer) is

likely a controller; the third parties may be processors (where they only process

data on behalf of the first party, e.g. for app analytics), controllers in their own

right (where they use the first-party data for their own purposes such as targeted
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advertising, improving their machine learning models, etc.), or sometimes both at

the same time. While some third parties may present themselves as mere processors

in order to avoid the obligations of a controller, recent case law of the Court of

Justice of the European Union (CJEU) affirms that the bar may indeed be low

enough to qualify many third parties as controllers (or joint controllers where they

jointly decide on the purposes and means of processing). This has been confirmed,

for instance, in the Fashion ID case [117], finding that when a website embeds a

Facebook ‘Like’ button, which facilitates third-party tracking, it is a joint controller

with Facebook; and the Wirtschaftsakademie case [117], where the operator of a

Facebook fan page operator was deemed a joint controller.

We will further explore in Chapter 4 how the changes under the GDPR might

have affected the extent of tracking in mobile apps.

2.4.2 ePrivacy Directive

Another important and relevant element of the data protection regime is the 2009

ePrivacy Directive; this covers the privacy of electronic communications and includes

rules on the use of cookies and related tracking technologies. Under Article 5(3) of

the ePrivacy Directive, third-party tracking typically requires consent as it involves

accessing or storing data that is not strictly necessary for delivering the app or

service’s functionality on a user’s device [6]. The ePrivacy Directive sits alongside

and complements data protection law; it constitutes a lex specialis, meaning that,

when both the ePrivacy Directive and the GDPR apply in a given situation, the rules

of the former will override the latter. This means that even if it might otherwise be

lawful to process data in third-party tracking under the GDPR without consent

(e.g. using an alternative lawful basis like legitimate interests), the ePrivacy Directive

would still require consent. Despite the UK leaving the European Union, both the

GDPR and the ePrivacy Directive remain unchanged on the domestic UK statute

books (at the time of writing), in the form of the UK GDPR and the Privacy and

Electronic Communications Regulations (PECR).
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We will further explore in Chapter 5 how the ePrivacy Directive requires the

retrieval of user consent to most implementations of user tracking.

2.4.3 Competition Law

Competition law has long been a cornerstone of regulating the misuse of corporate

power and ensuring the functioning of markets. On this basis, the EU has previously

fined Microsoft €497 million for their deep integration of the Windows Media Player

into their Windows operating system in 2007 [118], and Google €4.34 billion for its

design of their Android platform in 2018 [119]. While these fines might seem high,

they make up only a relatively small fraction of overall revenues of such large tech

companies; these cases also tend to be highly complex and take many years, while

the platforms can move on quickly – with potentially only small changes to their

business practices. New Brandeisian scholars argue that current competition law,

particularly in the US, does not go far enough to tackle the monopolistic threats

of the 21st century. Instead of focusing only on economic indicators, competition

regulators should increasingly include non-economic metrics [120–123].

In the context of the third-party tracking ecosystem, several studies have explored

the extent of market concentration in data collection. Binns et al. [47] found that the

current market concentration of tracking in apps and websites might warrant more

attention from EU regulators. Google was identified as the most prominent data

collector from websites and Android apps. Follow-up work studied the decisions

of US and EU competition authorities regarding consolidation among tracking

companies [123], finding that, by taking a traditional competition law focus on

revenues and defined markets, they often failed to address the data dimension to

market power and the resulting potential for abuse of dominance. An important

reason for this lack of intervention is that the competition authorities did not

consider it their responsibility to assess these transactions. Instead, data-related

issues traditionally lie with data protection authorities, which do not usually assess

M&A transactions. Lynskey [124] argues that EU data protection law is better suited

than competition law to oppose such ‘data power’, but that further clarification and
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integration of both legal regimes is needed, and that the current competition law

fails to tackle the threat of data power. She argues that current EU data protection

law implicitly suggests special responsibilities for large data-collecting firms, but

these responsibilities need further clarification. Since neither data protection nor

competition authorities are traditionally tasked with opposing the power (over

data) of large tech firms, Binns and Bietti propose that we need a new regulatory

approach in the EU and US, ‘one that engages in a pluralist analysis of economic and

noneconomic concerns about concentrations of power and control over data’ [123].

Besides potential monopolies around (app) data, there also exists a duopoly in

app markets, which has seen limited regulation as we will discuss in the next Section.

2.4.4 App Platform Regulation

The centrality of app platforms – i.e. Apple’s iOS and Google’s Android ecosystem

– makes them a target for effective privacy regulation, however such regulation is

limited [108, 125]. The US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) established some

baseline rules for app stores in 2013. They strongly recommended app platforms

to require just-in-time consent for sensitive data access, to seek privacy policies

from app developers, and to implement a system-wide opt-out mechanism for

data collection [126]. Despite not being law, Google and Apple followed many of

the recommendations, and have not seen further public recommendations from

the FTC since.

In the EU and UK, there, too, exists limited targeted regulation of app stores.

The Regulation on platform-to-business relations (P2BR) contains general provisions

for online intermediaries, including app stores, but does little to enact better privacy

protections [125]. Data protection laws, such as the GDPR and the ePrivacy

Directive, arguably place the primary responsibility for data protection with the

app developers, not usually with app platform providers – although this is subject

to ongoing debate; this lack of data protection obligations within the entire software

development process – not just deployment – has been widely criticised [127, 128].
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While limited targeted regulation exists, app platforms face increasing scrutiny

by courts and regulators. In the case Epic Games v Apple running since 2020,

a US District Court judge largely found no monopolistic behaviour from Apple,

but did identify some anti-competitive conduct in Apple’s business practices. The

judge ordered Apple to allow app developers to inform app users of alternative

payment methods. Both Apple and Epic Games have appealed the ruling. In

the EU, following a complaint from Spotify against Apple in 2019, the European

Commission identified multiple anti-competitive aspects of Apple’s ecosystem in a

preliminary ruling – the case is, however, still ongoing. In January 2022, the Dutch

competition authority demanded changes from Apple to its App Store policies [129].

The challenges in keeping up with the regulation of platforms have spurred a

recent countermovement by lawmakers. In South Korea, parliament amended the

Telecommunication Business Act to force app stores to allow alternative payment

methods and reduce commissions [130]. In response, Apple lowered the share it

takes from App Store revenues of small developers (making less than $1 million

per year) from 30% to 15%. In the US, Congress is debating a new Open App

Markets Act that aims to address common competition concerns about app stores

and passed the Senate Judiciary Committee with a strong 20—2 bipartisan vote

in February 2022. In the EU, lawmakers, in late 2022, enacted two new pieces of

legislation that aim to improve the regulation of digital markets, the Digital Markets

Act and the Digital Services Act. Any new legal requirement for app platforms

will likely have implications worldwide, due to the nature of digital ecosystems. It

remains to be seen what impact these efforts will have.

2.5 Conclusions

Technology regulates behaviour. Some of the most ubiquitous pieces of technology

are smartphones. These can pose a wide array of harms, including to the right

to data protection. This is why it is important to have the right tools at hand to

analyse how and to what extent end-users make decisions over their smartphone
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tracking. Unfortunately, few studies have looked at iOS, architectural, or regulatory

questions. Yet, an understanding of these dimensions is essential to track the

health of the app ecosystem, understand its deeper problems, and assess the

functioning of applicable regulation. There also exists limited work specifically on

app platforms – rather, iOS and Android are often regarded as a natural extension

of scholarship on social media platforms; this does not do justice to the importance

and centrality of these platforms.

Mobile tracking is a multi-faceted ecosystem with a range of stakeholders, which

each have their own special interests. When it comes to user privacy, app platforms

have been making some promising changes in recent times, and regulators have

increased their efforts in holding platforms’ data practices to account. However, in

all of this, the will of the end-users is essential, whether this is through purchase

decisions (e.g. buying an Android or an Apple phone), casting their vote in elections

(thereby legitimating EU and other politicians in putting forward new regulation),

or by choosing free online services. Because the ultimate power over data practices

lies with the end-users, this dissertation will zoom in on them in detail, and take

a user-centred view. If something is to change about the app ecosystem, this will

be driven by the end-users of the system.

From the above analysis, it is clear that no single measure will improve data

protection on the ground. For this reason, this dissertation will not attempt to

put forward ‘fixes’ for the ecosystem at large. Instead, this dissertation will try to

establish matters of fact, and develop analysis techniques that combine technical

and regulatory state-of-the-art considerations. In this analysis, because the ultimate

choice rests with consumers, we will try to establish the status quo around user choice

over mobile tracking. Since the status quo will change constantly, it is ever more

important to have the right tools in place for constant assessment of the ecosystem.

The main focus of the analysis in this dissertation will be the EU and UK because

these jurisdictions provide relatively mature regimes around the regulation of data.
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In the previous Chapter, we reviewed relevant prior literature and also introduced

fundamental concepts of the mobile tracking ecosystem. A key aspect that emerged

was a continued lack of transparency and understanding around app tracking, in

particular concerning user choice and apps’ compliance.

In this Chapter, we give an overview of the key elements of the methodology

that is used and developed throughout this thesis. These key elements are:

1) The app dataset of ~2.3 million apps. The app dataset shall serve as a

foundation for the app research in this DPhil dissertation and beyond.

2) The X-Ray 2020 database. This database contains comprehensive inform-

ation about the structure of app tracking companies, their jurisdiction as well

as the domains that they use for tracking. It has been derived from analysing

the app dataset.

3) The high-level analysis method (‘PlatformControl’). The analysis

framework PlatformControl provides the first toolset that allows the analysis

of app privacy and compliance across iOS and Android at scale.

4) The TrackerControl app. This Android app makes some of the analysis

methods from this DPhil research (particularly the X-Ray 2020 database)
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2017 2020

Android 959,426 1,066,400
iOS - 294,917

Table 3.1: Number of apps in our app dataset, as well as the year of download. A few
apps were already downloaded in December 2019, but are assigned to 2020, for simplicity.

available to non-expert Android users. This, in turn, allows individuals to

collect real-time evidence of app tracking easily.

Wherever possible, the data and methods from this research have been made

available at https://platformcontrol.org/. This is especially important since

any findings from this research will be quickly out-of-date, due to the fast-changing

nature of the mobile app ecosystem.

3.1 Data Collection

3.1.1 App Download and Dataset

This Section details our process for selecting and downloading apps from the

Google Play and Apple App stores. This is a necessary precondition for any

follow-up investigation in this thesis. To understand problems with app privacy

and compliance at large, it is therefore pertinent to have a large dataset of apps

as a foundation. If one seeks to study a specific subset of apps (e.g. children’s

apps), then a large dataset of apps would contain a sufficiently large and rather

representative sample of apps from such a subset. See Table 3.1 for an overview

of the app dataset used for this thesis.

App selection. To select apps, we fed the auto-complete search functionality

of the Google Play and Apple App stores with alphanumeric strings of up to

three characters to identify popular search terms, similar to previous literature [4,

76]. Searching for these terms on the app stores then allowed us to identify large

numbers of apps and collect relevant meta information (including title, release

date, and time of last update). We restricted our analysis to apps available in the
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UK region for both app stores, on the basis that such apps must comply with the

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR). Despite the UK’s withdrawal from

the EU, the GDPR remained applicable in the UK at the time of our study, since it

had already been adopted into national law. In total, we identified and retrieved

the store entries of 1,459,422 Android and 696,039 iOS apps in December 2019.

The number of identified apps on iOS is smaller, likely because the autocomplete

functionality of the App Store returned fewer results and because the App Store

contains fewer apps overall.

App download. Having identified a large number of apps, we then downloaded

a subset of these apps. Due to storage constraints, we could not download all

of the apps. iOS apps usually have a significantly larger size than Android ones,

because they are already compiled into the different binary formats necessary for

iOS devices (often containing both arm32 and arm64 instructions), while Android

apps are shipped in an intermediary program language (Dalvik code). Our download

methodology expands on the App X-Ray project, which is open-source [131] and

had previously enabled the analysis of ~1 million Android apps in 2018 [4]. Adding

to this project, we have 1) implemented a scalable download method for the Apple

App Store, and 2) restored compatibility with the latest API changes of the Google

Play Store to enable the download of Android apps at scale.

The X-Ray project used the existing Python library gplaycli [132] to download

Android apps from the Google Play Store. For the Apple App Store, we used the

automation tool AutoHotkey [133] to interact directly with Apple iTunes, through its

Component Object Model (COM) interface. For each identified iOS app, a purpose-

built AutoHotkey script opened the app’s download page in the Windows version

of iTunes and clicked the Download button, so as to download the app, similar to

Orikogbo et al. [134]. In total, we downloaded 1,066,400 Android apps and 294,917

iOS apps over 2.5 months between December 2019 and February 2020. This is before

the introduction of Apple’s new opt-in mechanism for tracking in 2021. Our dataset

therefore reflects privacy in the app ecosystem shortly before this policy change.
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Yahoo!

Oath

Flickr

Verizon Communications

Flurry

NEXAGE

AOL

Tumblr ONE by AOL

2017

Yahoo!

Verizon Communications

Flurry

NEXAGE

AOL

Verizon Media

ONE by AOL

2020

Figure 3.1: Company structure of Verizon’s tracking business in 2017 and 2020, as
an example of the diverse and changing nature of the tracking ecosystem. Only leaf
companies present in at least 0.1

To protect against unexpected interruptions of the downloading process, we

downloaded apps month by month with those apps last updated or released first.

Unfortunately, due to Covid-19 and the subsequent closure of the Oxford Computer

Science Department, our iOS download had to stop for apps when starting to process

apps last updated in 2017. However, it was possible to continue the downloading

of Android apps, and this interruption did not turn out to be a problem for our

comparative analysis of the two app ecosystems in Chapter 6. In this Chapter,

we assumed apps released or updated in 2018 or later likely cover the majority

of apps currently in use, thereby sidestepping the problem of interruption. From

this period, the number of downloaded iOS apps (n = 285,680) and Android

apps (n = 283,065) was similar.

In addition to these newly downloaded apps in 2019/2020, we also used the

previously downloaded 959k apps by Binns et al. [4] for our research. Specifically,

we use these old apps by Binns et al. [4] in Chapter 4 to understand tracking in

apps before and after the introduction of the GDPR.

3.1.2 X-Ray 2020 Tracker Database

When analysing tracking in apps, many pieces of previous research tended to focus on

the quantitative presence of certain tracking technologies (e.g. how many apps contain

‘Google Analytics’). While this is useful to gain insights into developer preferences
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of certain tracking services, this approach struggles to characterise the reach of

certain tracking companies fully. Insights into company relationships are especially

important for questions that relate to competition and market concentration, which

are receiving ever more attention from regulators and policymakers. At the same

time, the tracker ecosystem is made up of a large and diverse set of tracker companies,

some of which belong to or get acquired by other tracker companies [123]. For

instance, Verizon Communications sold its subsidiaries Flickr and Tumblr, and

restructured its online advertising business, see Figure 3.1.

To understand these diffuse company relations, a method for resolving tracking

technologies to particular companies and the relationships between them is required.

Binns et al. [47] previously created a database of known tracker companies and their

company hierarchies in 2017, based on the analysis of 5,000 Android apps. For this

thesis, we created two new and separate tracker databases, one for 2017 and one for

2020 apps, based on the previous database. For the 2017 database, we extended

the existing database with those tracker hosts and libraries additionally found from

our overall analysis in this thesis (as a result of the Chapters that follow), following

the same protocols as the previous study by Binns et al. [47]. For each new tracker

host or library, we checked to what company it belongs, what parent companies

this tracker company has (using WHOIS registration records, Wikipedia, Google,

Crunchbase, OpenCorporates, and other public company information), and in what

jurisdictions these companies are based. We carefully included only those corporate

relations that were already formed by the end of 2017 in the 2017 database. To

create the 2020 database, we revisited every company in our 2017 database, and

checked whether its ownership had changed. We used the same protocols as for the

2017 database to identify what companies are ultimately behind tracking.

Our systematic analysis of tracker libraries and hosts identified 24.4% additional

companies (from 578 to 719 companies), comparing our 2017 database to the original

database by Binns et al. [47]. Our 2020 database is slightly larger, and contains

754 companies, since it contains additional company transactions that have taken
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place since 2017. We call the resulting dataset X-Ray 2020, and share it with

the research community for follow-up studies.

3.2 Data Analysis

3.2.1 PlatformControl: Analysis at Scale and Across Plat-
forms

This Section briefly introduces our analysis methods. We will develop these methods

in more detail as we proceed in this dissertation, including the challenges faced

and solutions found – in particular in Chapter 6 on comparing Android and iOS

privacy and compliance. First, the analysis methods developed in this dissertation

are capable of downloading iOS and Android apps at great scale, as discussed

earlier in this Chapter in Section 3.1.1. This is not new per se, but had not been

documented in the public domain in terms of ready-to-use code for the case of iOS

or a unified toolset that targets both Android and iOS. As a result, few previous

studies had focused on iOS – the last large-scale study of iOS app privacy had been

conducted in 2013 [33]. Regarding the actual analysis method, we can derive a range

of information from the analysed apps, for both Android and iOS apps. To achieve

this, we combine static and dynamic analysis (as introduced in Section 2.2.4).

In the static analysis, we look at information about apps’ privacy practices that

can be derived directly from the app code, without the need for execution on a

real smartphone. The information derived from this analysis includes the tracking

technologies present in the app code, the types of personal data that apps can

potentially access, and also the data-minimising configuration of tracking libraries.

This static analysis allows us to study, at scale, the privacy practices of mobile

apps (particularly in Chapter 6) and also the market structure of the tracking

ecosystem at large (particularly in Chapter 4).

In the dynamic analysis, we run each app on a real smartphone and monitor

apps’ network traffic. This allows us to understand what companies receive personal

data and what types of personal data (see Chapter 6). This also gives insights
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into potential data sharing without user consent, which we study by opening each

app but not interacting further with it (see Chapter 5).

Our methods provide two key novelties: 1) Relatively worry-free, scalable analysis

of iOS apps. Previous research has relied on app decryption, which is in a legal grey

area; our iOS analysis method does not rely on decryption (see Section 6.1.1 for a

detailed account) and provides similar performance as previous methods. 2) A focus

on compliance within apps. This has rarely been addressed in previous research.

As a result, we have been active in consultations with regulators and NGOs on the

evolution of tech regulation as well as the application of existing tech regulation.

We make all our app download and analysis methods available online at https:

//platformcontrol.org/. This includes the first-of-its-kind database of signatures

of tracker libraries on iOS (see Chapter 6), as well as the first-of-its-kind framework

to grant permissions to iOS apps from the command line (this is important to

analyse the sending of personal data over the Internet in an automated fashion). In

the end, we hope that the publication of our methods will help motivate continued

analysis of privacy and compliance in app ecosystems.

3.2.2 TrackerControl: Easy-To-Use App Analysis

This thesis develops a broad range of new analysis methods, for both Android

and iOS. Most of these analysis methods require a real smartphone with elevated

access (i.e. jailbreak on iOS and rooting on Android); this can, however, weaken the

security guarantees of smartphones used in day-to-day life. Moreover, app analysis

in research tends to be confined to lab settings, despite the best efforts of researchers.

To make our tracking analysis tools available to a wide audience and let

individuals study their privacy in real-world situations, we developed the Android

app TrackerControl (TC). This app provides users with real-time evidence of app

tracking. TC analyses the network traffic of other apps by establishing a local

VPN on the Android phone and matching all observed network traffic against a

database of known tracking domains. This allows the generation of factual evidence
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(a) Main screen: TrackerCon-
trol is enabled by clicking one
button (at the top). If en-
abled, users can easily see how
many companies apps share
data with.

(b) For each app, users can see
what companies and domains
apps contact, block tracking by
purpose (e.g. ‘Advertising’ or
‘Analytics’), and disable Inter-
net access. Additionally, users
can inspect what tracker librar-
ies are integrated into each app.

(c) Users are provided with fur-
ther information, including the
destination countries of their
data and information about
their GDPR rights (not shown).

Figure 3.2: TrackerControl aims to enable users to inspect easily what companies their
apps share data with, and for what purposes.

of what companies apps share data with, and can support research (both academic

and non-academic) on app privacy.

The tracking database behind TC is a unique feature of the app. The core of this

database is the X-Ray 2020 database which is the product of significant research

efforts over the past years [2, 4, 6, 36]. This database has been introduced earlier

above in Section 3.1.2. The X-Ray 2020 is complemented by the Disconnect.me

database which is the foundation for tracker blocking in Mozilla Firefox on the

web. We further integrate the commonly used StevenBlack hostlist for tracking

in apps, as a fallback. Overall, these databases provide information on 1) the

companies behind tracking on the web and in apps, 2) the countries in which
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these companies are based, and 3) the purposes for which tracking is conducted

(e.g. analytics or ads). The visualisation of tracking inside TC loosely follows

the work by Van Kleek et al. [2, 135].

The core of TC builds on the NetGuard app, which is in active use by millions

of users worldwide [136]. The high maturity of NetGuard ensures the reliability of

the tracker analysis while minimising battery impact and supporting the long-term

maintainability of TC. In addition to providing insights into app tracking, users

of TC can also block unwanted network transmissions, which has contributed to

building a vibrant community of tens of thousands of users. This community has

helped make TC available in 22 languages.

TC can also detect what tracker libraries are integrated into apps on a user’s

phone (i.e. static analysis). The foundation of this is the Exodus Privacy tracker lib-

rary [137].

Beyond giving back to and connecting with the interested privacy community,

TC was used for the research in this thesis in Chapter 5. TC has also facilitated and

inspired other academic research at the intersection of policy and privacy technology

[6, 138]. It has been used by the Finnish innovation fund Sitra for its ‘Digipower

investigation’ into apps’ data practices. As part of this study, leading Finnish

politicians and journalists used TC to analyse the practices of Android apps. The

results of this investigation were presented at the Finnish and European Parliament

in 2022. TC is being considered to be added to the investigation repertoire of the

French data protection regulator, and is used for citizen science on app privacy

as part of the EU-funded CSI-COP project. Together with Dr Jun Zhao and

other colleagues, we are currently developing a version of TrackerControl aimed

at children, called the KOALA Hero app.
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To give citizens ‘better control over how personal data is handled by companies and

public administrations’ [139], the EU updated its data protection regime with the

General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), brought into force in 2018. This law

seeks to address, among other aspects, the risks posed by the widespread collection

of personal data collection in apps, on the web, and in other digital contexts, by

imposing specific requirements in the context of personal data processing. However,

limited empirical evidence exists thus far regarding the effect the GDPR has had

on the actual act of third-party tracking in smartphone apps.

In this Chapter, we examine the Android mobile app ecosystem, which remains

the largest smartphone app ecosystem. We compare nearly two million Android

apps from the UK app store, from before and after the introduction of the GDPR

in 2018, to study how the tracking ecosystem has changed. Our data was collected

when the UK was still bound to EU law – during the transition period of the

EU-UK Withdrawal Agreement. Specifically, we examine the following three

research questions:

1. How has the distribution of third-party trackers across apps on the Google

Play Store changed?
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2. How have the organisations doing the tracking themselves changed, in partic-

ular in terms of ownership and jurisdiction of operation?

3. How has the market concentration in third-party tracking changed?

These questions aim to understand, at a macro scale, whether the GDPR

has thus far had a measurable and material impact on the tracking operations

of smartphone data aggregators.

Our analysis suggests that there has been limited change in the presence of third-

party tracking in apps, limited changes in ownership and jurisdiction of tracking

companies, and that the concentration of tracking capabilities among a few large

gatekeeper companies persists. However, significant change might be imminent,

due to recent changes by gatekeeper companies.

Contributions. This Chapter makes important contributions to our understand-

ing of the impacts of the GDPR. We provide large-scale quantitative evidence of how

this law has affected an invasive and widespread data practice: tracking in apps. We

provide new insights into competition within the tracking data market by applying

the metrics by Binns et al. [47] at scale in 2m Android apps (previously 5,000 apps).

We share all our code and data from this research at https://osf.io/35xps/.

Structure. The rest of this Chapter is organised as follows. We first explore

why the GDPR might have affected the tracking practices in apps in Section 4.1.

We introduce our methodology in Section 4.2 and our results in Section 4.3. We

discuss our results in Section 4.4, the limitations of our approach in Section 4.5

and our conclusions in Section 4.6.

4.1 Implications of the GDPR for Tracking

We already introduced the key principles of the GDPR in Section 2.4. Based on

this, we now explore further how the changes under the GDPR may have affected

third-party tracking in apps, and thereby motivate the subsequent analysis of apps’

data practices before and after the GDPR.
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4.1.1 Key Changes under the GDPR

Previous data protection law was conceptually and formally very similar to the

GDPR, and therefore the legal status and obligations of third-party trackers have

not changed substantially [4, 40, 140]. However, several changes introduced by

the GDPR could be expected to make a difference to the compliance efforts of

third-party trackers on the ground. In the context of the compliance practices of

third-party tracking, three categories of change are particularly pertinent: 1) stricter

data protection standards, 2) new governance and accountability obligations, and

3) improved enforcement mechanisms.

Stricter data protection standards. The GDPR sets a higher bar for consent

to data processing than the DPD (Articles 2 and 7 DPD; Article 7 GDPR). Under

the GDPR, consent needs to be freely given, affirmative, specific, unambiguous, and

informed. In the context of third-party tracking, these new consent standards have

had the effect of enhancing the existing consent requirements under the previously

introduced 2009 ePrivacy Directive (see Section 2.4). Specifically, the ePrivacy

Directive requires user consent, according to the improved consent standards of the

GDPR, for storing and accessing information on a user’s device – a prerequisite

for most forms of third-party tracking. Moreover, third-party trackers may now

struggle to demonstrate their compliance with this consent requirement, as users

confronted with first-party consent dialogues may be overwhelmed with information

about the tens or hundreds of other third parties involved, and subjected to

deceptive design patterns [5].

New governance and accountability obligations. The GDPR introduces

new governance and accountability obligations on data controllers. This includes

mandatory breach notifications (Articles 33 and 34), record keeping of processing

activities (Article 30), data protection officers at larger companies (Articles 37–39),

explicit obligations for data processors (Articles 28 and 29), and data protection

impact assessments (Article 35). More generally, the GDPR puts forward the

principles of data protection by default and design (Article 25), which aim to
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make data protection an integral part of any personal data processing. These

new obligations may be much harder for third-party trackers to meet in practice,

for example where record keeping of individuals’ consent is impossible due to

their technical configuration [141].

Improved enforcement mechanisms. To ensure compliance, the GDPR

enables large fines for violations of data protection provisions, of up to €20 million

or up to 4% of total global annual turnover (whichever is higher). Further, the

GDPR has a global reach: All companies operating in the EU (even those based

outside the EU who are processing EU citizens’ data) must comply with it (Lex loci

solutionis). The law also seeks to reduce legal fragmentation among EU member

states. As a common legal framework for data protection, the GDPR enables

the exchange of personal data across the 27 EU member states, thereby allowing

businesses to exchange data supposedly seamlessly. Additionally, the GDPR allows

for the propagation of personal data beyond member states to countries designated

by the EU Commission to have ‘adequate’ levels of data protection. These countries

currently include the UK, Canada, Japan, New Zealand, and Switzerland.

These new enforcement mechanisms are already used in practice, to reduce the

tracking of individuals. The French data protection authority CNIL fined Google

multiple times over violations of the GDPR [64, 142]. It also ruled against the

practices of the French advertising company Vectaury [141]. The UK data protection

authority ICO investigated the legality of real-time bidding advertising, and stated

that the data protection ‘issues will [not] be addressed without intervention’ [143].

Indeed, the Belgian data protection regulator has concluded in February 2022 that

real-time bidding, as it is commonly integrated into websites and apps, is in violation

of the GDPR [89]. While the regulatory enforcement of data protection law against

tech companies was rare under the DPD [124, 144], this seems to have changed

since the GDPR, with regulators targeting both smaller (e.g. Vectaury) and larger

(e.g. Google) tracking companies. This may reflect not only the changes in provisions

of the GDPR compared to the previous data protection regime, but also the increased

powers and budgets of regulators since the introduction of the new law [145].
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4.1.2 Challenges to the Effectiveness of the GDPR

Various aspects challenge the GDPR’s effectiveness in practice. The GDPR has led

to a proliferation of deceptive and arguably meaningless consent banners online [5,

7]. Such banners often violate the strict principles for consent under the GDPR

and make users’ consent process more complicated than intended by the GDPR’s

transparency principles (Article 5), but the enforcement of the law remains difficult.

While growing, many regulators still operate on tight budgets [124, 145], and

the one-stop-shop principle of the GDPR incentivises tech firms to set up their

headquarters in member states with relatively lax enforcement. For instance, the

Irish Council for Civil Liberties found in 2021 that Ireland is the ‘bottleneck of

GDPR enforcement against Big Tech’ because it failed to resolve most major cases

against these tech companies [146]. The Age Appropriate Design Code introduced

by the UK ICO in September 2021, as a clarification of the GDPR’s requirements

for children (GDPR-K) in the UK, made explicit requirements for online tracking

of children’s data against their best interests. However, proving the (non-)existence

of tracking activities and their impact on children is expected to be challenging

for both technology innovators and law enforcement.

The GDPR is also technology-neutral, which can make it difficult for practitioners

to translate the GDPR’s requirements into software [127, 128]. Smaller companies

that lack sufficient legal expertise or compliance budgets (e.g. independent app

developers) struggle to implement the GDPR [30, 32]. Furthermore, the GDPR

does not contain direct obligations for software developers [127], and the allocation

of responsibility for data processing remains a topic of contentious debate. This

is why Giannopoulou argued that ‘more focus should be placed on the level at

which privacy design decisions are truly taken and that is at an infrastructural

level currently not taken into consideration within the accountability structure

of the GDPR’ [147]. Especially in the tracking ecosystem, a small number of

tracker companies develop the dominant tracking technologies, and ship these to

app developers in the form of premade tracking libraries. App developers usually
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neither have access to the corresponding source code nor have a say in how these

technologies are developed, and according to whose interests and values [30].

Paradoxically, the GDPR might actually contribute to the business models of

large ad tech companies, by putting a market liberal ideology before the protection

of personal data [148–150]. At the same time, there is growing evidence that

there are indeed widespread infringements of the GDPR and other data protection

laws in the app ecosystem [6, 36, 58, 70, 151, 152], as also highlighted by the

work in the following Chapters.

4.1.3 Summary

The changes under the law, particularly the high potential fines, led many to

expect that the GDPR would substantially change invasive data collection practices,

including third-party tracking. Even though the key principles of the GDPR are

similar to those of the DPD, there is reason to believe that the nature and extent of

user tracking in mobile apps may have changed since the enforcement of the GDPR

in 2018, in light of increased potential fines and regulatory enforcement, a higher

bar for consent (which is necessary for most forms of tracking), and heightened

expectations of the public (see Section 2.1.3). At the same time, the GDPR is not

perfect. There remain various challenges to the law’s effectiveness, particularly as

to how the law integrates into established software development processes.

Our subsequent empirical investigation is not sufficient to establish whether

the GDPR is causally responsible for any changes in third-party tracking, and

to what extent. However, if the GDPR has indeed, as many had hoped, tackled

excesses of personal data processing, we should expect at least some changes in

the distribution, ownership, and concentration of third-party tracking in its wake.

Further empirical work would be required to establish a causal relationship between

the GDPR and such changes.
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4.2 Methodology

Our methodology builds on static analysis to analyse tracking in the app ecosystem

at scale. We proceed in four steps: app discovery and download (see Section 3.1.1),

tracking detection, company resolution (see Section 3.1.2), and market concentration

analysis. The first two steps replicate the work of Binns et al. [4] on analysing third-

party tracking in nearly one million Android apps in 2017, which analysed apps from

the UK app store. Since these authors shared their data and analysis tools publicly,

this study can be reproduced. The last step replicates a study by Binns et al. [47]

that computed the market concentration of tracking companies from 5,000 apps and

5,000 websites, but at a larger scale. In contrast to these previous studies, we focus

on the changes in the tracking ecosystem over time and since the introduction of

the GDPR. We summarise the limitations of our study in Section 4.4 (‘Discussion’).

4.2.1 Tracking Detection

To detect tracking in apps, we performed an automated scan of apps’ *.dex files

(corresponding to the compiled application code) to identify all URLs (strings

starting with http:// or https://). We then manually cross-referenced all URLs

corresponding to hosts occurring in at least 0.1% of apps (in 2017 or 2020), to

verify hosts corresponding to trackers. We used the same definition for a tracker

as the previous study: ‘a third-party tracker [is] an entity that collects data about

users from first-party websites and/or apps, to link such data together to build

a profile about the user.’ [4, p. 9]

Overall, we considered more hosts than in the initial study by Binns et al.

[47]. These authors considered hosts occurring in at least 0.5% of apps in a set of

5,000 Android apps (compared to 0.1% of one million apps from 2017 and 2020

in our study). We additionally verified that our results held when considering

the presence of tracker libraries in apps, another metric for tracking commonly

studied in the literature. The use of tracking libraries is a common way for app

developers to integrate tracking capabilities into their apps, because of the ease of
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integration. However, the detection of tracking libraries might fail if developers

use obfuscation techniques to hide their use of tracker libraries [153], or use non-

standard ways to integrate tracking into their apps (e.g. linking to a Facebook

fan page inside an app). This is why we opt for an analysis of tracker hosts in

apps, which is more robust towards code obfuscation and the use of non-standard

ways of tracking, and also more easily reproducible than past efforts to detect

tracking libraries despite code obfuscation.

4.2.2 Market Concentration Analysis

A common measure for market concentration in economics is the Herfindahl-

Hirschman Index (HHI). Given market shares s1, . . . , sN for N companies, the

HHI is defined as

HHI =
N∑

i=1
s2

i . (4.1)

The HHI can attain values between 0 and 1: a higher HHI indicates a more

concentrated market. A market with an HHI above 0.1 is considered potentially

concentrated by EU competition regulators[154], and may motivate a market

investigation. US competition regulators use higher thresholds.

The market share of a tracking company is not trivial to investigate. Traditionally,

market share is measured in terms of a firm’s share of revenue or unit sales of the

industry total. However, in the context of free digital services, market share is

typically defined in terms of the share of users for the service type (e.g. web browsers

or search engines which are not revenue-generating or ‘sold’ to consumers)[48]

Similarly, revenue or unit-sale based measures of market share do not translate

into the mobile tracking ecosystem straightforwardly. Rather, market power in

third-party tracking arises from a tracker company’s ability to collate personal data

across a variety of contexts and generate valuable insights as a result.
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To reflect this situation, Binns et al. [47] proposed two measures to measure

the market share of a tracker: the integration share (ISH) and the prominence-

weighted integration share (PROWISH). The ISH measures the popularity of a

tracker with app developers, and expresses this popularity relative to other trackers.

The PROWISH measures the presence of a tracker in apps most popular with app

users, also relative to other trackers. Using the ISH (PROWISH) in Equation 4.1

then gives the ISH-HHI (PROWISH-HHI).

The integration share (ISH) si of a tracker company ti is computed from its

prevalence, i.e. the percentage of apps that this company is present in:

si = prevalence(ti)∑N
j=1 prevalence(tj)

. (4.2)

The prevalence has been used widely across the app analysis literature, as a

means to assess tracker adoption in apps. Computing the ISH si for every tracker

company ti, and using the computed si in Equation 4.1 yields the ISH-HHI.

We additionally study the prominence of a tracker company ti as the share of

overall app installs that this company is present in:

prominence(ti) = Sum of installs of apps with tracker ti

Sum of all app installs (4.3)

Using the prominence instead of the prevalence in Equation 4.2 gives a prominence-

weighted integration share (PROWISH) si. Using the si computed from the

prominence in Equation 4.1 gives the PROWISH-HHI. For a more in-depth dis-

cussion, see the original publication by Binns et al. [47].

It is important to note that we compute the PROWISH differently than in

previous work [47, 155], which focused on app ranks instead of app installs. The

aim of both approaches is the same: approximate the number of users that a

tracker company has access to.

The assessment of market shares remains the subject of ongoing debate; so far,

there has been limited intervention by competition authorities against excessive

and increasing access to personal data by a single company[123].
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Year Median Count>10 None

2017 5 15.27% 11.56%
2020 5 15.76% 8.63%

Figure 4.1: Number of tracker hosts per app (left) and companies behind hosts (right)
in free apps on the Google Play Store. We exclude extreme outliers having more than 65
tracker hosts (left).

4.3 Results

4.3.1 Downloaded Apps, Installs, and App Death

We downloaded a total of 1,000,750 apps between January and February 2020. This

is about 2.5 years after the original study, which collected 958,270 apps between

August and September 2017. Only 33.9% of the previous apps were still available

on the Google Play Store in 2020; the remaining Play Store entries did not exist

anymore (though they might still exist elsewhere, e.g. outside the Play Store). The

median app was last updated on the Play Store in January 2017 for the 2017 data

set and in June 2019 for the 2020 data set. 75.8% of 2020 apps were last updated

since 25 May 2018, when the GDPR came into force.

4.3.2 Numbers of Distinct Tracker Hosts in Apps

Apps from both years contained a high number of distinct hosts in their source

code that belong to tracker companies (‘tracker hosts’). Their number was highly

right-skewed, see Figure 4.1 (left). The median number of tracker hosts included

in an app was 9 in 2017, and 11 in 2020. 14.30% of 2017 apps contained more
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than 20 tracker hosts, compared to 15.72% in 2020. 88.44% contained at least

one in 2017, and 91.37% in 2020, a slight increase.

4.3.2.1 Numbers of Distinct Companies behind Hosts

The prevalence of ‘leaf’ tracker companies (i.e. companies at the lowest subsidiary

level, such as ‘Flurry’ as a subsidiary of ‘Yahoo!’ in Figure 3.1) in apps was highly

right-skewed, see Figure 4.1 (right). The median number of companies was 5 in

both years. 15.27% contained more than 10 companies in 2017, 15.76% in 2020.

The maximum number of companies referenced in a single app was 45 in 2017,

and 43 in 2020. Among the 68 apps from both years that referenced more than

40 companies, 34 were related to photo editing, 21 to dating, 7 to sports news, 2

to games, and 1 to time tracking. This underlines how seemingly innocent apps

(e.g. photo editing, time tracking) but also highly sensitive apps (e.g. dating) can

expose personal data to an unexpected number of companies.

Since many tracker companies belong to a larger consortium of companies, we

can also consider tracking by ‘root parent’ (e.g. ‘Flurry’ is ultimately owned by its

root parent ‘Verizon Communications’, see Figure 3.1). Figure 4.2 shows both the

‘prevalence’ of root parents (i.e. the percentage of apps that contain this tracker) and

their ‘prominence’ (i.e. the percentage of total app installs that ship this tracker).

The overwhelming share of apps included hosts belonging to Alphabet/Google

and Meta/Facebook. Alphabet/Google has even increased its presence in apps

slightly, while Meta/Facebook has lost some market share. Twitter has also lost

some market share, and has been overtaken by Microsoft. Oracle has greatly

increased its market share (especially in prominence), since its acquisition of Moat

in 2017. Beyond these digital behemoths, many specialised tracking companies

(including AppLovin, AdColony, Chartboost) are among the market leaders when

considering their ‘prominence’ (i.e. share of app installs). The prominence plot

also reflects the acquisition of Vungle by Blackstone in 2019, resulting in a change

of root company. The median tracker company has increased its market share

(prevalence and prominence both up from 3.1 in 2017 to 3.4 in 2020). Overall, the
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Figure 4.2: Prevalence and prominence of hosts relating to certain root tracking
companies in apps in 2017 and 2020. We consider the top 11 companies from both years
and for both prevalence and prominence. The companies are ranked by the values in
2020.

tracking market has seen no new entrants into the top 7 companies, both when

ranking by ‘prevalence’ and ‘prominence’.

4.3.2.2 Company Prevalence by Genre

There exists a wide range of genres on the Google Play Store to help users explore

apps better. The overall number has remained at 49 since 2017. Since the genres

have stayed the same, we group these genres into the same 8 ‘super genres’ as

Binns et al. [4] to provide high-level statistics about the apps (for example, the

genres ‘Comics’, ‘Sports’, ‘Video Players’, and all games are all grouped into

‘Games & Entertainment’). Children’ apps are singled out (which are assigned to

‘Family’ categories on the Play Store), given the concern around data collection

from this group of app users. We re-ran the company analysis for each super

genre, see Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3: Boxplot of number of distinct tracker companies behind hosts referenced
in apps, grouped by super genre. Black bars indicate medians. Height of bars indicates
number of apps in a given super genre.

The genre with the most tracker companies was ‘News’ (seven companies),

both in 2017 and 2020. Family (Children apps), having the second most tracker

companies in 2017 (6 companies), was down by one company in the median. ‘Music’,

‘Education’, ‘Communication & Social’ were up by one company on average. Overall,

the presence of tracking in apps was similar between the years across super genres.

4.3.2.3 Country Differences

We also analysed the countries tracker companies in apps are based in (including the

subsidiary and all parent companies, see Table 4.1). About 90% of apps contained

a tracker that is owned by a US-based company. The next most common countries

were China and Russia in both years. The top 8 countries were also the same,

but with different rankings. South Korea has seen an increase by 22%, while

Germany and Israel have both seen a decline by about 40%. However, overall,

the fluctuation between the years is small across the top 8 countries. Overall,
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Country % Apps (2017) % Apps (2020)

US 88.38 91.31
China 6.35 6.11
Russia 4.12 4.19
Germany 4.04 2.42
South Korea 3.18 3.88
UK 2.92 2.68
India 2.11 1.83
Netherlands 1.87 1.57

Table 4.1: Apps including at least one tracker associated with a company within a given
country.

the share of tracker companies based in UK and EU member states has both

somewhat decreased between 2017 and 2020.

We also computed the country prevalence for each super genre. The US stayed

the most prevalent country (between 83% and 95% for 2017, and 88% and 97% for

2020). China was present in about 9.2% of apps from the ‘Health & Lifestyle’

genre in both years.

4.3.3 Changes in Company Structure

We now analyse the network of companies involved in tracking, and how this has

changed from 2017 to 2020. We included those tracker hosts occurring in more

than 0.1% of apps, the tracking companies owning these hosts, and all their parent

companies. We refer to all included companies as having a significant market

share in app tracking. 0.1% might seem small, but can still amount to millions

of individuals, since there are billions of Android users.

In total, there were 164 companies (including all parent companies) with a

significant market share in 2017, compared to 162 in 2020. There were a total of 102

root companies with a significant market share in 2017, compared to 89 in 2020. On

average, a company consortium consisted of 1.48 companies in 2017, compared to

1.65 in 2020. 62 companies were owned by another in 2017, compared to 73 in 2017.

All these figures point to a subtle consolidation of tracking companies since 2017.
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One straightforward explanation for the consolidation of the tracking ecosystem

would be a substantial number of companies losing a previously significant market

share (i.e. losing access to at least 0.1% of apps). Companies that have lost their

significant market share include Myspace, Loggly, and BugSense. However, no

larger tracking companies have been affected by this.

Another important reason for consolidation in the tracking market were mergers

and acquisitions (M&A). We found a total of 53 M&A transactions between the

beginning of 2018 and June 2020 among tracker companies. For instance, Blackstone,

one of the largest investment firms, entered the tracking market with the purchase of

the advertising firm Vungle in July 2019. Media Games Invest, another investment

firm, purchased the tracking companies PubNative and Verve, as part of over 30

strategic acquisitions over the past six years (Gardt, 2020). Verve, in turn, had

purchased the advertising company Receptiv in May 2018. Overall, there were 7

investment firms in our company data set with a significant market share.

Three of the 53 observed M&A transactions were filed with EU or UK competition

authorities: Bain Capital Investors / Kantar, Silver Lake / ZPG, and Taboola /

Outbrain. The first two were filed with the European Commission, which did not

pursue in-depth investigations and approved the M&A transactions within a few

weeks. Taboola filed the planned acquisition of its rival Outbrain with the UK

Competition and Markets Authority (CMA) in April 2020. The CMA opened a

phase 1 investigation, and found potential competition concerns leading to a phase

2 investigation from June 2020. Taboola eventually abandoned its acquisition plans

in September 2020, which made the CMA cancel its investigations.

We have also observed 11 rebrandings among prevalent tracking companies. For

example, Verizon Communications has restructured its media operations internally,

inside its subsidiary Verizon Media (previously known as Oath). Amazon renamed

its ‘Amazon Marketing Services’ to ‘Amazon Advertising’, thereby seemingly trying

to advance its mobile advertising business. Amazon also purchased the advertising

firm Sizmek in 2019, after a three-year ownership by the private equity firm Vector

Capital led to bankruptcy. Microsoft has integrated BitStadium (purchased in 2014)
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Year ISH-HHI PROWISH-HHI Gini

2017 0.112 0.071 0.491
2020 0.115 0.067 0.493

Table 4.2: Market concentration and equality measures. All three metrics take values
between 0 and 1. A higher HHI value indicates more concentration in the tracking market.
A lower Gini coefficient indicates higher equality between the market participants.

into its other cloud services, and rebranded it as ‘Microsoft App Center’. Notably,

after our data collection, Facebook rebranded itself as ‘Meta’.

4.3.4 Market Concentration

We now consider how the market concentration of tracking companies has changed

between 2017 and 2020. As discussed in our methodology in Section 4.2, we use two

metrics: the ISH-HHI and PROWISH-HHI. The results can be seen in Table 4.2.

The ISH-HHI has seen a subtle increase, and the PROWISH-HHI a subtle

decrease. Since the ISH-HHI is in the range of 0.1, this shows some signs of

concentration in the integration of tracking into all apps in both years. However,

when weighing apps by their prominence (i.e. by the number of app installs),

the concentration decreases to about 0.07. The Gini coefficient, an inequality

metric herein computed among root tracking companies, has increased subtly (see

Table 4.2). This suggests a slightly decreased equality in terms of market access

of tracker companies in 2020.

Overall, there has been very limited change across all studied market con-

centration measures.

4.4 Discussion

In this Section, we discuss the above findings in the context of our original

research questions, and their implications for the ongoing development of data

rights regulation and the future of the third-party tracking sector.
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The distribution of third-party trackers has not changed much. Our

results suggest that the GDPR has not had a large effect on the distribution of

third-party tracking across apps on the UK Google Play Store. The same handful of

third-party tracking companies have similar prevalence and prominence; the average

app contains a similar number of third-party trackers (measured at the level of

companies rather than hosts); and a consistent percentage of apps (15%) contain

more than ten trackers. If the GDPR has led to changes in tracking practices,

they are not showing in the distribution of trackers. This might seem surprising,

given that the GDPR and ePrivacy present challenges for compliance in the context

of multiple third parties. Rather than reduce the number of third parties they

share data with, to enable compliance with the requirements of consent, record-

keeping, data protection by design, transparency and accountability, first-party app

developers continue to share data with multiple third parties.

Some small changes in the distribution of third-party trackers have been observed.

Alphabet-owned trackers have slightly increased in both prevalence and prominence,

while others such as Meta/Facebook and Twitter have decreased on both measures.

The number of apps with no trackers at all has decreased from 11.6% to 8.6%.

While these might in some way be indirect effects of the GDPR, we find no clear

explanation connecting them.

Cross-jurisdictional data flows. As explained above, the EU data protection

regime enables the free-flow of personal data across EU member states, the UK and

other countries that are deemed to provide ‘adequate’ data protection standards,

as determined by the European Commission. This does not mean that data being

sent to a third-party tracker based outside the EU / UK’s list of adequate countries

is necessarily unlawful; some tracker companies may designate local subsidiaries

as the data controller for the personal data of citizens in the EU / UK, and

transfers to non-adequate countries may still be lawful with the use of alternative

measures including ‘standard contractual clauses’ (Article 46 GDPR) and ‘binding

corporate rules’ (Article 47 GDPR).
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Given that these alternative options come at substantial costs, it would be

reasonable to expect at least some decrease in the number of third-party trackers

based in non-adequate countries, as first parties seek to minimise the compliance risk

of unlawfully transferring data across borders. However, despite their jurisdiction

not being deemed as ‘adequate’, companies based in the US, India, China, and

Russia were still behind a large portion of the tracking observed in our analysis

in 2020. In particular, organisations based in the US (about 90%) and China

(about 9%) led the pack for third-party tracking in the ’Health & Lifestyle’ super

genre. These findings are potentially concerning: absent specific justifications, the

GDPR prohibits processing data concerning health (see Article 9(1) GDPR). While

our study did not determine which, if any, third-party trackers were collecting

data that could be treated as health-related data under the GDPR, there is often

a risk of accidental disclosure of sensitive information (e.g. the information that

an individual uses certain sobriety or mental health apps) (Norwegian Consumer

Council, 2020). Overall, there has been limited change in sending data to trackers in

non-adequate countries (which includes the US). Indeed, there is a slight reduction

in the prevalence of third-party trackers based in significant countries inside the EU

(Germany and the Netherlands), supporting the claim that GDPR may actually

be helping global tech firms outside the EU[149].

Market concentration and competition. Our analysis hints at a high level

of concentration in the tracking market. Alphabet/Google and Meta/Facebook

continue to dominate app tracking. Their dominance is particularly present in the

number of apps they cover. If these companies can show ads on devices that other

competitor advertising companies hardly have access to (e.g. due to the default

bias of app developers to use the software solutions of established brands [30, 31]),

they can extract sizeable revenues from their dominance of the tracking market,

and might even be able to exert meaningful control over advertising prices [48].

From our data, this seems to be particularly the case for those apps that have

few installs, but represent the vast majority of apps on the Play Store due to

the long-tailed distribution [4, 76].
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At the same time, many relatively smaller companies are involved in app tracking.

Some of these manage to reach fairly high market shares in terms of app installs

(including AppLovin, AdColony, and Chartboost). These smaller companies usually

focus exclusively on mobile advertising, instead of having a broad portfolio of digital

services like Alphabet/Google, Meta/Facebook, or Verizon. The specialisation

and small size of these tracking companies seems to allow them to gain a certain

competitive advantage, and potentially offer better deals to app publishers (who

might otherwise choose the market leaders). An important competitive advantage

of these companies might be reduced public awareness and regulatory scrutiny,

allowing them to compete with the market leaders in certain segments, at the

expense of data protection and user privacy.

Smaller companies may have access to fewer apps, but they might still be able to

gain deep insights into the lives of individuals, especially at the aggregate level. Even

if a tracker company gets access to a small subset of users only, the use of permanent

user identifiers can enable these companies to exchange data with other tracking

companies, such as data brokers, and gain insights into larger numbers of users. The

average user has about 30 apps installed at any given time [156, 157], but for a third-

party aiming to obtain a profile of the user, it might be sufficient to be integrated

into only one of those apps. As such, there may be diminishing returns for third

parties aiming to increase their prevalence or prominence in the app marketplace.

While a concentration of data with only a few companies can help transparency

of tracking and compliance with data protection and privacy legislation, it also puts

more power into the hands of a few companies. By contrast, a tracking ecosystem

with dozens of market participants – as we continue to have – is difficult to oversee

by regulators and the interested public.

4.5 Limitations

The analysis in this Chapter has certain limitations. The analysis of hosts in apps

only gives a partial picture of app tracking, as explained in Section 4.2.1. We do
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not analyse the handling of personal data on the servers of tracking companies or

how these companies might share data with other companies, but only tracking

that happens directly on users’ devices. We only focus on tracker hosts that are

present in at least 0.1% of apps. Some of these hosts may never be contacted,

while other hosts may not be present in the app code at install time. Further, the

definition of ‘tracking’ (see Section 4.2.1) is, while based on the protocols of previous

research by Binns et al. [47], open to debate. Lastly, we treat all tracker hosts

equally, and do not account for different purposes (e.g. advertising and analytics)

or different levels of intrusiveness. While this Chapter focuses on Android apps

and the Google Play Store, tracking is also widespread on iOS and the Apple

App Store as we will see in Chapter 6.

4.6 Conclusions & Future Work

In this Chapter, we analysed the presence of third-party tracking in apps, before

and after the introduction of the GDPR. We found that tracking has remained

prevalent across a wide range of mobile apps and prominent in its reach of app

user data. The number of tracking companies has stayed about the same between

2017 and 2020 in the average app on Google Play. The top destination countries

have likewise stayed the same, as have the most prominent tracking companies –

namely Alphabet/Google and Meta/Facebook – and the sending of personal data

to trackers based in a third-party country without an ‘adequate’ level of data

protection. Our observations are consistent across super genres. Apps continue to

rely on tracking technologies, e.g. to retrieve analytics and show advertising, even

after the introduction of the GDPR. The law does not appear to have changed

these incentive structures fundamentally.

We also found that the market concentration in the tracking ecosystem has

seen limited change over time. Competition between tracking companies seems to

revolve at least partly around data protection and user privacy due to the relevance

of little-known tracking companies that evade public and regulatory scrutiny but
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collect data about sizeable numbers of individuals. As such, our study provides

empirical evidence of fears expressed in previous academic work that the GDPR

might entrench the existing power imbalances in the digital ecosystem [148–150].

While our current analysis points to limited change in the tracking ecosystem so

far, change might be imminent. Apple and Google have been introducing various

privacy measures that could, despite increasing the concentration of data collection

with these companies, improve data protection and user privacy. The most notable

recent example is Apple’s introduction of mandatory user opt-ins to tracking in iOS

apps in April 2021. First reports suggest high refusal rates of tracking [158, 159],

with the direct result of tripling the iOS market share of Apple’s own advertising

business [160], which itself sidesteps the new rules against tracking [161]. However,

the effects of this new policy are still subject to ongoing debate and analysis.

Meanwhile, Google is considering removing third-party cookies from its Google

Chrome browser and replacing them with the Topics API (formerly FLoC), thereby

shifting away from identifying individuals to targeting cohorts of users with similar

interests. Google is also considering similar steps within apps with its Android

Privacy Sandbox. We will explore the impact of Apple’s changes more in Chapter 7.

An important driver of these new privacy measures has been the emergence

and overhaul of data protection and privacy laws around the globe, more extensive

regulatory action, and ultimately the increased privacy expectations of citizens.

In this sense, the GDPR has already contributed to changing the mobile tracking

ecosystem by shaping people’s expectations around privacy and increasing data

protection enforcement. Beyond the EU, the GDPR has also encouraged the

emergence of new and revised data protection laws, notably in Brazil, Japan, China

and California. In the UK, the government is discussing a reform of its domestic

implementation of the GDPR. Meanwhile, the EU is planning to introduce a new

ePrivacy Regulation, which would overhaul and supersede the existing ePrivacy

Directive in the EU, but not in the UK, leading to further regulatory divergence.

According to our analysis, the lack of enforcement of the existing rules is one of

the key issues that needs to be addressed.
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Transparency is essential in holding power to account, but the analysis of privacy

practices remains difficult in the mobile tracking ecosystem. This conflicts with the

strict transparency requirements for the processing of personal data laid out in the

GDPR (Article 5). More research as well as changes to the current data protection

and privacy practices of the gatekeepers will be needed to afford regulators and

independent researchers more transparent access and to build more sustainable

business models that can live without the continuous surveillance of those individuals

that these technologies are meant to serve. The following Chapters will try to

provide more detailed insights into the data practices around tracking, and also

develop the necessary methodology to support these efforts with ease.
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Data protection and privacy legislation such as the General Data Protection

Regulation (GDPR) [162] in the EU and the UK, and the Children’s Online Privacy

Protection Act (COPPA) [163] in the US, establish clear rules when it comes to

the processing of personal data and provide additional safeguards when it comes to

information relating to children. As explained in Section 5.2, consent is usually a

necessary precondition for third-party tracking. The implementation of consent has

even, as explained in Section 2.3.2, sparked a fierce public battle between Apple and

Facebook over tracking controls in iOS 14.5 around the end of 2020 [105, 106]. The

importance of consent aside, there exists little empirical evidence of whether mobile

apps implement any type of consent mechanisms before engaging in tracking.

Driven by these observations, this Chapter aims to answer the following re-

search questions:

1. Do app developers need to obtain valid user consent before engaging in

third-party tracking in the EU and UK? (consent requirements for tracking)

2. To what extent do apps engage in third-party tracking, and obtain valid user

consent before doing so? (practices of app developers)
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(a) This app uses the Consent
API developed by Google.
The popup suggests that per-
sonal data may be shared
with 199 companies before
user consent is given (‘con-
tinue’).

(b) This app uses the con-
sent implementation by Twit-
ter MoPub. By declining, a
user rejects a ‘personalized ad
experience’, but potentially
not all app tracking.

(c) This app uses a custom
consent solution. Consent is
not granular. The answer op-
tions do not match the ques-
tion. It is unclear if ‘No’
rejects analytics.

Figure 5.1: While most apps on the Google Play Store use third-party tracking, only
few apps allow users to refuse consent (less than 3.5%). The figure shows three common
examples of these 3.5% of apps. Since very few apps give users a genuine choice over
tracking, this Chapter suggests widespread violations of EU and UK privacy law.

3. To what extent do third-party tracking companies encourage and support

app developers to obtain consent as and where required? (practices of tracker

companies)

We previously explored in Section 2.1 that individuals often struggle to express

their choice concerning their data use – termed the privacy paradox. Despite such

limitations, consent remains a key component of many privacy and data protection

regimes. For the purpose of this Chapter, we do not assume that consent is the

only or best way to address privacy and data protection issues. Rather, we aim to

investigate whether, in addition to all these problems and limitations, the basic

process of consent itself is even being followed where it is currently required in

the context of third-party tracking in apps. In this Chapter, we also use a rather

broad definition of consent, classifying any affirmative action as consent; we explain

more about this methodological choice in Section 5.3.

Contributions. In answering these questions, this Chapter makes three

contributions. First, we clarify the role of consent in the regulatory framework
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applicable in the EU and the UK when it comes to the processing of personal data

for third-party tracking. Second, we provide empirical evidence as to a widespread

absence of consent mechanisms to legitimise third-party tracking in 1,297 apps.

Third, we analyse the guidance provided by 13 commonly used tracker companies

and assess whether they inform app developers about how to translate consent

in code (see Figure 5.2 and Table 5.2).

Structure. The rest of this Chapter is structured as follows. Section 5.1 reviews

the existing system-wide tracking controls for Android. Section 5.2 discusses the role

of consent for third-party tracking in the EU and UK by drawing on the guidance

issued by national Data Protection Authorities (DPAs). Section 5.3 analyses the

presence of consent for third-party tracking in 1,297 Android apps randomly sampled

from the Google Play Store. Section 5.4 reviews the guidance offered by tracker

companies to app developers. We first discuss our results in Section 5.5, then turn

to the limitations of our approach in Section 5.6 and our conclusions in Section 5.7.

5.1 Alternatives to In-App Consent

Before turning to the legal analysis concerning when consent for third-party tracking

within individual apps is required, it is worth considering the options users currently

have to limit app tracking on Android at a system level. This is pertinent to our

subsequent analysis because, if system-level controls were sufficient, the question

of efficacy and compliance with individual app-level consent requirements might

be redundant. The options for users fall into three categories: system settings,

system modification, and system APIs.

System settings. The Android operating system offers users certain possibilities

to limit unwanted data collection. Users can manage the types of data each app

can access through permissions. This does not stop tracking, but blocks access

to certain types of data, such as location. A problem inherent in the permission

approach is that trackers share permission access with the apps they come bundled

with. This means that, if a user allows location access to a maps app with integrated
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trackers, all these trackers have access as well. This, in turn, might give users

a false sense of security and control. Google offers users the possibility to opt-

out of personalised advertising. If users choose to do so, apps are encouraged to

cease using the system-wide Google Advertising Identifier (AdID) for personalised

advertising (although apps can continue to access the AdID). Unlike iOS, Android

does not offer the option to opt-out of analytics tracking using the AdID, or to

prevent apps from accessing this unique user identifier on all such devices. However,

Google intends to change this [164].

System modification. Since the early days of Android, many developers have

set out to modify its functionality and implement better privacy protections. Custom

ROMs are modified versions of Android that replace the default operating system

that comes pre-installed on Android smartphones. Popular examples are Lineage OS

and GrapheneOS, which both try to reduce the dependency on Google on Android

and increase user privacy. Another is TaintDroid, which monitors the flow of sensitive

information through the system [66]. A popular alternative to custom ROMs is

rooting devices by using exploits in the Android system to gain elevated access to the

operating system, or by changing the bootloader of the Android system. Rooting is

a necessary prerequisite for many privacy-focused apps, including AdAway [165],

XPrivacy [166], and AppWarden [167]. System modification grants maximum control

and flexibility regarding tracking, but requires a high level of technical expertise. It

also relies on security vulnerabilities, often creating risks for (non-expert) users.

Google nowadays restricts attempts to modify Android by preventing custom

ROMs from running apps using Google’s Safety Net. This is meant to protect

sensitive apps (e.g. banking apps) from running on unsafe devices, but is also used

by other popular apps such as Pokemon GO and Snapchat [168]. Some Internet

outlets have declared the ‘end for Android rooting, [and] custom ROMs’ [169].

System APIs. Another alternative to system modification is to develop apps

that build on the capabilities of Android’s system APIs to detect and block network

traffic related to tracking. This is possible without the need for system modification

at the cost of more advanced functionality. Popular apps in this category include
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AdGuard (using a local VPN on the Android device) [170] and DNS66 (changing

the DNS settings of the Android device) [171]. Another is NetGuard [136], a

firewall that allows users to monitor network connections through a VPN, and

to block certain domains manually. All these tools block connections regardless

of the actual content of the communications. These content-agnostic approaches

can lead to over-blocking and breakage within apps.

Alternative tools aim for more fine-grained protection by removing sensitive

information from network requests, such as device identifiers or location data [67,

172]. Unfortunately, these content-based approaches rely on breaking secured

network connections, and on installing a self-signed root certificate on the user’s

device. This practice was banned by Google with the introduction of Android 7

in 2016 because of the security risks it entails [173]. While these apps grant users

the possibility to block tracking through system APIs, Google does not allow them

on the Play Store [103]. Instead, users must sideload them onto their devices from

alternative sources, such as GitHub and F-Droid.

In conclusion, while there exists a wide array of options for end-users to reduce

tracking, none of them can provide the granularity of consent implemented inside

each app. Many of the existing tools require a high level of technical expertise,

including root access or modifications to the operating system, and are therefore

unsuitable for non-expert users. This makes many users dependent on the privacy

solutions offered by apps themselves and their operating systems.

5.2 When is Consent to Tracking Required?

In this Section, we analyse whether consent is a prerequisite for third-party

tracking under EU and UK law, as well as its role under the Google Play Store

policy. As discussed in Section 2.4, two main legal instruments are relevant to

the issue of consent to third-party tracking on mobile apps: the GDPR and

the ePrivacy Directive1.
1It is worth noting that the ePrivacy Directive is currently under revision. A change to

the current regulatory requirements not expected soon in practice due to the nature of the EU
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5.2.1 GDPR and the Need for a Lawful Ground

As covered in Section 2.4, the GDPR imposes a wide array of obligations on so-called

controllers, paired with high fines for non-compliance, besides granting individuals

various rights regarding the protection of their personal data. For the purpose of

this Chapter, we assume that app developers qualify as controllers. In other words,

this means that they ‘determine the purposes and the means of the processing

of personal data’ (Article 4(7) GDPR). While this might well be the case when

the company actually processing the personal data at stake is also in charge of

the development of the app, it is important to highlight that controllership does

not always end up on their shoulders. This is the case, for instance, when a

company outsources the development of its app to an external team of software

developers working based on clear-cut specifications and requirements, in which

case the latter is likely to be considered as a processor (Article 4(8) GDPR) or

a third party (Article 4(10) GDPR).

If app developers want to collect personal data for whatever purpose, they need

to rely on one of the six lawful grounds listed in Article 6(1) GDPR. Only two usually

apply in the context of mobile apps, namely: consent and legitimate interests2. On

the one hand, and as specified in Article 4(11) GDPR, valid consent is

any freely given, specific, informed and unambiguous indication of the
data subject’s wishes by which he or she, by a statement or by a clear
affirmative action, signifies agreement to the processing of personal data
relating to him or her

As clarified by the Court of Justice of the European Union in 2020, this bans

the use of pre-ticked boxes to gather consent [174]. Legitimate interest, on the other

hand, is a viable alternative to consent but requires a careful balancing exercise

between the controller’s interests in processing the personal data and the data

subjects’ interests and fundamental rights (Article 6(1)f GDPR) [175]. The other

guarantees stemming from the GDPR (including transparency, security, purpose

legislative process.
2The remaining four lawful grounds listed in Article 6(1) GDPR are the fulfilment of a contract,

a legal obligation, the data subject’s vital interests, and the performance of a public task.
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and storage limitation, and data minimisation) remain applicable regardless of the

lawful ground used to legitimise the processing.

Legitimate interest and direct marketing. The GDPR explicitly foresees

in Recital 47 that the ‘processing of personal data for direct marketing purposes

may be regarded as carried out for a legitimate interest.’ In the context of mobile

apps, direct marketing purposes usually refer to the provision of mobile advertising

in the app. In other words, the text of the GDPR underlines that controllers

can have a legitimate interest in showing mobile ads – a success that had been

celebrated by the advertising lobby at the time. Since app tracking underpins

many forms of mobile ads, this Recital might support the legitimate interest of

controllers in such data collection.

Consent for high-risk data processing. Despite these existing provisions

in the GDPR, it is less clear what data practices are expressly permitted. Do

controllers only have a legitimate interest in contextual advertising (which relies

on personal data to a lesser extent), or are invasive data practices like real-time

bidding advertising also covered? While the controller’s legitimate interests could

potentially be a viable option for legitimising third-party tracking on mobile apps,

this processing is also likely to qualify as a high-risk data processing activity.3

Features of third-party tracking, that indicate such high-risk processing, include

the use of ‘evaluation or scoring’, ‘systematic monitoring’, ‘data processed on

a large scale’, ‘data concerning vulnerable data subjects’, or ‘innovative use or

applying new technological or organisational solutions’. Some of these features

undoubtedly apply to third-party tracking, since tracking companies usually engage

in large-scale data collection, at a high frequency, across different services and

devices, with limited user awareness.
3The Article 29 Working Party – an EU body to provide guidance on data protection law (now

the European Data Protection Board) – has listed the 9 features commonly found in such high-risk
activities, namely: 1) Evaluation or scoring, 2) Automated-decision making with legal or similar
significant effect, 3) Systematic monitoring, 4) Sensitive data or data of a highly personal nature, 5)
Data processed on a large scale, 6) Matching or combining datasets, 7) Data concerning vulnerable
data subjects, 8) Innovative use or applying new technological or organisational solutions, and 9)
Prevention of data subjects from exercising a right or using a service or a contract. [176]
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The Information Commissioner’s Office (ICO) – the UK’s DPA – discourages the

use of legitimate interest for high-risk activities and recommends that controllers

instead rely on another lawful ground such as consent [177]. Similarly, after having

analysed the case of tracking deployed on a webshop selling medical and cosmetic

products [84], the German DPA concluded that the average website visitor could not

reasonably expect tracking of their online activities to take place, especially when

it operates across devices and services. In that case, it argued, the website visitor is

not in a position to avoid the data collection. These are the concrete manifestations

of the balancing exercise required by Article 6(1)f. ‘Share First, Ask Later (or

Never?) Studying Violations of GDPR’s Explicit Consent in Android Apps’ [178]

further argued that data sharing from one controller to another in app tracking

(i.e. from one app developer to a tracking company) would always require consent,

referencing the opinion of the Article 29 Working Group on Legitimate Interest

from 2014 [175]. All in all, the aforementioned considerations might disqualify

the use of the controllers’ legitimate interests as an appropriate lawful ground to

legitimise third-party tracking in mobile apps.

5.2.2 ePrivacy and the Need for Consent for Local Storage
of and Access to Data

Whether and how app tracking might be permissible under the GDPR is an

important legal discussion that has not been settled yet. This represents an ongoing

debate within academia and jurisprudence, and it will take more time to be finally

resolved. However, there exists another law that puts forward much clearer and

stricter rules around tracking: the ePrivacy Directive. This is a lex specialis, meaning

that, when both the ePrivacy Directive and the GDPR apply in a given situation, the

rules of the former will override the latter. This is the case for third-party tracking,

since Article 5(3) of the ePrivacy Directive specifically requires consent for accessing

or storing non-technically necessary data on a user’s device. It is widely accepted,

and reflected in DPAs’ guidance, that most tracking activities are not technically

necessary, and therefore require consent to read or store data on a user’s device [179].
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If tracker software involves accessing or saving information on a user’s smart-

phone – as third-party trackers typically do on a regular basis – this requires prior

consent. Tracking software usually accesses various identifiers (e.g. the Android ID,

Android Advertising Identifier, the IMEI, the UDID, the phone number and name)

from a user’s smartphone and transmits them to tracking companies. Furthermore,

as we observed in our experiments, most tracking software additionally generates

a random, unique user identifier on the first app start and stores this identifier

in the internal storage of the device. Even if tracking software operated without

any such identifiers and used device fingerprinting instead, it would still need to

access information (e.g. installed apps, local IP address, free device storage, battery

level, volume level, MAC addresses of nearby devices) from the user’s device for

such fingerprinting. Since tracking – by definition – relies on the singling out of

individuals, it cannot function without some form of identification. As a result,

while consent is already the most reasonable option under the GDPR, it becomes

the only viable one when combining both regulatory frameworks.

Recent guidance and enforcement action from various DPAs have also demon-

strated how the GDPR and the ePrivacy requirements apply to situations where

consent is the basis for processing by one controller, and when that data is provided

to another controller for further processing. Article 7(1) of the GDPR requires

that, where consent is the lawful ground, the controller must be able to demonstrate

that the data subject has consented. The ICO’s guidance states that third-party

services should not only include contractual obligations with first parties to ensure

valid consent is obtained, but ‘may need to take further steps, such as ensuring

that the consents were validly obtained’ [180]. It notes that, while the process of

getting consent for third-party services ‘is more complex’, ‘everyone has a part to

play’ [180]. The responsibility of third parties has been further illustrated in an

enforcement action by the CNIL (the French DPA), against Vectaury, a third-party

tracking company [141]. This showed how the validity of consent obtained by an app

developer is not ‘transitive’, i.e. does not carry over to the third party. If a first party
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obtains consent ‘on behalf’ of a third party, according to a contract between the

two, the third party is still under the obligation to verify that the consent is valid.

To summarise the implications of GDPR and ePrivacy in the context of third-

party tracking: consent is typically required for access to and storage of data on the

end-user’s device, which in turn is usually required for tracking. Even if that consent

is facilitated by the first party, third parties must also be able to demonstrate the

validity of the consent for their processing to be lawful on that basis.

5.2.3 Requirements of the Google Play Store

In addition to EU and UK privacy law, Google imposes a layer of contractual

obligations that apps must comply with. These policies apply worldwide – so

beyond the jurisdiction of the EU and UK – and might oblige all app developers

to implement adequate mechanisms to gather consent for third-party tracking.

Google’s Developer Content Policy highlights that in-app disclosure and consent

might need to be implemented when ‘data collection occurs in the background of

your app’ [181]. The Developer Content Policy also requires that developers abide

by all applicable laws. It is unclear how strictly compliance with these policies – and

in particular with all applicable laws – is verified and enforced by Google.

5.3 Tracking in Apps before and after Consent

The previous Section established that third-party tracking in apps typically requires

valid user consent under the EU and UK regulatory framework – because of the

ePrivacy Directive in conjunction with the GDPR. Despite these legal obligations, it

is yet not clear how and whether consent is realised in practice. In order to examine

the extent to which regulation around consent is implemented in practice, we

conducted two studies – Study 1 (in this Section) to see how consent is implemented

in a representative sample of Google Play apps, and Study 2 (in the following

Section 5.4) to examine how app developers were supported and encouraged to

implement consent by the providers of tracker libraries.
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5.3.1 Methodology

We studied a representative sample of 1,297 free Android apps. This sample was

chosen randomly (through random sampling without replacement) from the apps

already analysed in the previous Chapter 4. The selected apps were run on a

Google Pixel 4 with Android 10. Each app was installed, run for 15 seconds, and

then uninstalled. We did not interact with the app during this time, to record

what companies the app contacts before the user can be informed about data

collection, let alone give consent. During app execution, we recorded the network

traffic of all tested apps with the TrackerControl app (see Section 3.2.2). We did

not include any background network traffic by other apps, such as the Google

Play Services. For apps that showed full-screen popup ads, we closed such popups,

and took note of the presence of display advertising. We assessed whether each

contacted domain could be used for tracking and, if so, to what tracking company

it belonged, using a combination of the App X-Ray [4] and Disconnect.me [182]

tracker databases. 15 seconds after having installed the app, we took a screenshot

for further analysis, and uninstalled it.

We inspected the screenshots for any form of display advertising, privacy notice

or consent. We took note of any display advertising (such as banner and popup

ads) observed. We classified any form of information about data practices as a

privacy notice, and any affirmative user agreement to data practices as consent.

While this definition of consent is arguably less strict than what is required under

EU and UK law, this was a deliberate choice to increase the objectivity of our

classification, and provide an upper bound on compliance with EU and UK consent

requirements. We then re-installed and ran those apps that asked for consent,

granted consent, and repeated the network capture and analysis steps above,

i.e. monitoring network connections for 15 seconds, followed by a screenshot, and

finally, removed the app once again.
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Hosts Company Apps

adservice.google.com Alphabet 19.7%
tpc.googlesyndication.com Alphabet 17.2%
lh3.googleusercontent.com Alphabet 14.2%
android.googleapis.com Alphabet 12.9%
csi.gstatic.com Alphabet 11.6%
googleads.g.doubleclick.net Alphabet 10.3%
ade.googlesyndication.com Alphabet 9.7%
connectivitycheck.gstatic.com Alphabet 9.5%
config.uca.cloud.unity3d.com Unity 7.5%
ajax.googleapis.com Alphabet 6.9%
api.uca.cloud.unity3d.com Unity 6.8%
android.clients.google.com Alphabet 6.7%
gstatic.com Alphabet 5.8%
graph.facebook.com Facebook 5.5%

Table 5.1: Top contacted tracker domains by 1,201 randomly sampled apps from the
Google Play Store, at launch, before any interaction with the apps.

5.3.2 Results

Of the 1,297 apps, 96 did not show a working user interface. Some apps did not

start or showed to be discontinued. Other apps did not provide a user interface

at all, such as widgets and Android themes. We therefore only considered the

remaining 1,201 apps. 909 apps (76%) were last updated after the GDPR became

applicable on 25 May 2018.4 On average, the considered apps were released in

August 2018 and last updated in December 2018. All apps were tested in August

2020, within a single 24-hour time frame.

Widespread tracker use. Apps contacted an average of 4.7 hosts each at

launch, prior to any user interaction. A majority of such apps (856, 71.3%) contacted

known tracker hosts. On average, apps contacted 2.9 tracker hosts each, with a

standard deviation of 3.5. The top 10% of apps contacted at least 7 distinct hosts

each, while the bottom 10% contacted none. Alphabet, the parent company of

Google, was the most commonly contacted company (from 58.6% of apps), followed

by Facebook (8.2%), Unity (8.2%), One Signal (5.6%), and Verizon (2.9%). Apps
4It is worth noting, however, that both the need for a lawful ground – an obligation under

Directive 95/46 – and the consent requirement for access to and storing on terminal equipment – an
obligation under the ePrivacy Directive – were already applicable before 25 May 2018. The latter
has merely provided clarification on the conditions for consent to be valid.
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that we observed showing display ads contacted a significantly higher number of

tracker hosts (on average 6.0 with ads vs 2.2 without).

The dominance of Google services. The 9 most commonly contacted

domains all belong to Google; the top 2 domains are part of Google’s advert-

ising business (adservice.google.com, linked to Google’s Consent API, and

tpc.googlesyndication.com, belonging to Google’s real-time advertising bidding

service). 704 apps (58.6%) contacted at least one Google domain; the top (Google)

domain was contacted by 236 apps (19.7%). Such breadth and variation is reflective

of the corresponding variety of services that Google offers for Android developers,

including an ad network (Google AdMob), an ad exchange (Google Ad Manager,

formerly known as DoubleClick), and various other services. Domains by other

tracker companies, such as Unity and Facebook, were contacted less frequently

by apps (see Table 5.1).

Google’s tracking was also observed to be deeply integrated into the Android

operating system. It has been known that the Google Play Services app – required

to access basic Google services, including the Google Play Store – is involved

in Google’s analytics services [62]. In our network analysis, this app seemed to

bundle analytics traffic of other apps and send this information to Google in the

background with a time delay. Without access to encrypted network traffic (as

explained in Section 5.1), this makes it impossible to attribute network traffic to

individual apps from our sample, when such network traffic could also be related

to other system apps (some of which, such as the Google Phone app, use Google

Analytics tracking themselves). As a consequence, we are likely under-reporting

the number of apps that share data with Google, since we only report network

traffic that could be clearly attributed.

Consent to tracking is widely absent. Only 9.9% of apps asked the user

for consent. Apps that did so contacted a larger number of tracker hosts than those

that did not (3.7 with consent vs 2.8 that did not). A slightly larger fraction (12.2%

of all apps), informed the user to some extent about their privacy practices; apps in

this category also contacted a larger number of trackers than those that did not
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(3.6 that informed vs 2.8 that did not). 19.1% of apps that did not ask for consent

showed ads, compared to only 2.5% of apps that asked for consent. Once consent

was granted, the apps contacted an average of 4.2 tracker hosts (higher than the

3.7 before granting consent, and the 2.8 for apps without any consent flows).

Consent is limited to using or not using an app. Most apps that ask for

consent force users into granting it. For instance, 43.7% of apps asking for consent

only provided a single choice, e.g. a button entitled ‘Accept Policy and Use App’ or

obligatory checkboxes with no alternative. A further 20.2% of apps allowed users to

give or refuse consent, but exited immediately on refusal, thus providing a Hobson’s

choice. Only 42 of the apps that implemented consent (comprising a mere 3.5% of

all apps) gave users a genuine choice to refuse consent. However, those apps had

some of the highest numbers of tracker hosts, and contacted an average of 5.2 on

launch. Among these apps, if consent was granted, the number of tracker hosts

contacted increased to 8.1, but, interestingly, an increase was also observed even if

data tracking was opted-out (from the pre-consent 5.2 to 7.5 post-opt-out). This

increase does not necessarily mean that apps disregard users’ consent, but might

indicate that apps without consent connect to tracking domains for less invasive

types of tracking (e.g. unpersonalised ads instead of personalised ads).

Consent is limited to the personalisation of ads. Consent was often limited

to an opt-out from personalised ads. 37 of the 42 apps that implement a genuine

choice to refuse consent restrict this choice to limiting personalised advertising; such

a choice might make some users wrongly assume that refusing to see personalised

ads prevents all tracking (see Figure 5.1 for some common examples). We observed

that 23 of these 37 apps (62%; 1.9% overall) used Google’s Consent API [183], a

toolkit provided by Google for retrieving consent to personalised ads (particularly

when multiple ad networks are used). None of the apps using the Google Consent

API, however, ended up asking users to agree to further tracking activities, such as

analytics. Only 4 apps provided the option to refuse analytics; all 4 of these did

so in addition to providing the option to opt-out of personalised advertising. One

further app in our sample requested consent to process health data. Since our study,
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Tracker Apps Expects consent
(in EU / UK)

Implements consent
(by default)

Mentions consent
(in implementation guide)

Discloses local
data storage

Google Analytics 50% Yes No No Yes
Google AdMob 45% Yes No Yes Yes
Google Crashlytics 29% Yes No No Yes
Facebook App Events 20% Yes No No ?
Google Tag Manager 19% Yes No No Yes
Facebook Ads 14% Yes Yes* No ?
Flurry 9% Yes No No ?
Unity Ads 8% Yes Yes No Yes
Inmobi 8% Yes No Yes ?
Twitter MoPub 6% Yes Yes No Yes
AppLovin 6% No No No ?
AppsFlyer 5% ? No Yes ?
OneSignal 4% Yes No No Yes

Table 5.2: Consent requirements and implementation for 13 commonly used Android
trackers. App shares according to the Exodus Privacy Project [137]. The trackers in
bold require consent, but do neither implement such by default nor mention the need to
do so in their implementation guides. ?: We did not find any information. *: Facebook
opts-in users by default to their personalised advertising, unless they disable this behaviour
from their Facebook settings or do not use the Facebook app.

Google has deprecated its Consent API and switched to the IAB’s Transparency

& Consent Framework (see Section 8.3.1 for more details).

5.4 Support and Guidance from Trackers

The previous Section found a widespread absence of consent to third-party tracking

in apps. As explained in Section 5.2, both first and third parties have a part to

play in facilitating valid consent, and third parties need to take steps to ensure

consent obtained by first parties is valid. At the same time, it has been reported

that many app developers believe the responsibility of tackling risks related to ad

tracking lies with the third-party companies [31], and need clear guidance regarding

app privacy [85]. In this Section, we assess the efforts that providers of tracker

libraries make to encourage and support app developers in implementing a valid

consent mechanism. We focus on the most common libraries in order to understand

the current practices across the tracking industry.
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5.4.1 Methodology

Our qualitative analysis focuses on the 13 most common tracker companies on

Android (according to [137]), and three types of documents that each of them

provides: 1) a step-by-step implementation guide, 2) a privacy policy, and 3) further

publicly available documentation. While there may be other ways in which providers

of tracking libraries support app developers to facilitate valid consent, we reason

that these are the standard means by which such support would be provided. Step-

by-step implementation guides serve as a primary resource for app developers and

summarise the essential steps of implementing a tracker library in code. Since the

implementation of consent must be done in code, consent implementation is one

essential step for those trackers that require consent.

In assessing this documentation, we assume the perspective of an app developer

who is motivated to comply with any explicit requirements mentioned by the tracker

provider, and to follow their instructions as to how to do so, but lacks in-depth

knowledge about how the GDPR and ePrivacy Directive apply to their use of a

given third-party tracking software [87]. We also assume that app developers are

likely to read documentation only as far as necessary to make the third-party library

functional, often through trial-and-error [184, 185], and stop studying other resources

once the tracker implementation is functional, since they are often pressured by

time and economic constraints [30, 31, 186].

5.4.2 Results

Our results are summarised in Table 5.2. We detail our main findings in the

following paragraphs.

Most trackers are unclear about their use of local storage. Whether

a tracker accesses and/or stores information on a user’s device is essential in

determining the need to implement consent, as explained in Section 5.2.2. As such,

we would expect to find information stating whether or not access and/or storage

takes place as part of the standard operation of the tracker. However, we did not
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find such information for 6 out of 13 trackers. For the others, this information

was difficult to find. AppsFlyer rightly states in its online documentation that

‘there are no cookies for mobile apps or devices’ [187]. While this is true from a

technical perspective, EU and UK law do not differentiate between cookies and

other information saved on a user’s device. Crucially, we did not find any tracker

stating not to save information on a user’s device. In the absence of such a denial,

app developers would run the risk of assuming they do not need to obtain consent

for data accessed and/or stored by the tracker.

Most trackers expect app developers to obtain consent. Despite being

unclear about their use of local storage, a closer inspection of the tracker policies

and documentation found that most trackers instruct developers to request consent

from EU users (11 out of 13). AppLovin is an exception, but does require consent

if developers want to show personalised ads (which tend to be more lucrative than

contextual ads). For AppsFlyer, we could not find any information regarding the

need to ask users for consent. The need to ask for consent was sometimes difficult

to find, and required a careful reading of the policies and documentation provided.

Some developers are bound to overlook this, and unnecessarily compromise on

the users’ right to choose over tracking.

Few trackers implement consent by default. We further inspected

whether tracker libraries provide their own consent implementation. If they do,

an app developer would not need to make any further modifications to the app

code. However, only a minority of tracker libraries (3 out of 13) integrate an

implementation of user consent by default, and none of the five most common

trackers do so. Unity Ads and Twitter MoPub provide consent flows that are

automatically shown, without further action by the app developer. Facebook Ads

only shows ads, if the app user 1) has agreed to personalised ads in their Facebook

account settings, and 2) uses the Facebook app on their phone. However, Facebook

opts-in users by default to their personalised advertising, unless they disable this

behaviour from their Facebook settings (checked 14 February 2021). While Google

AdMob provides a consent library, this is not implemented by default. Indeed,
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(a) Facebook links to a page
that is supposed to explain
how to implement consent in
practice.

(b) Google AdMob links to
an outdated library, creating
unnecessary friction for con-
sent implementation.

(c) Flurry links to a broken
GDPR guide.

Figure 5.2: Many trackers provide information on what developers need to know to
implement consent. These guides are often difficult to find, hard to read, and poorly
maintained. 3 out of 13 common trackers linked to unmaintained or broken pages.

Google AdMob expects the app developer to retrieve consent from the user, but

shows personalised ads even if the developer does not implement their consent library.

Limited disclosure of consent requirements in step-by-step guides. We

find that 3 out of 13 tracker libraries disclose the potential need for consent in their

step-by-step implementation guides. This is despite 11 out of 13 trackers mentioning

the need to implement consent in other places of their online documentation. Google

AdMob mentions the need to retrieve consent among other ‘examples of actions

that might be needed prior to initialization [of AdMob]’ [188]. Inmobi points out

that developers need to ‘obtain appropriate consent from the user before making

ad requests to InMobi for Europe’ [189] in the Section on ‘Initializing the SDK’.

AppsFlyer offers developers to ‘postpone start [of the tracker library] until you

receive user consent due to GDPR or CCPA requirements, etc.’ [190] in Section 3.4

on ‘Delay SDK initialization’. It is not clear from these three implementation guides

what other reasons are to ‘delay initialisation’ beyond legal compliance, and why this

is not clarified. At least 6 out of 13 trackers require consent, but neither implement

such by default nor inform app developers of the need to do so in the implementation

guides. If AppLovin needs consent (despite not stating to do so, but as suggested by

our legal analysis in Section 5.2), this figure would increase to 7 out of 13 trackers.

Compliance guidance: often provided, but sometimes difficult to

find, hard to read, and poorly maintained. Many tracker companies provide

additional information on GDPR compliance and consent implementation on a

separate website as part of their online documentation. We found some compliance
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guidance (with varying levels of detail) for all trackers except the Google Tag

Manager. Excluding the 3 trackers implementing consent by default, a developer

needs an average of 1.56 clicks to reach these compliance guides. For AppLovin,

a developer must click ‘Help Center’, then ‘Getting started & FAQ’, and lastly

‘User opt-in/opt-out in the AppsFlyer SDK’. Facebook required developers to click

‘Best Practices Guide’ and then ‘GDPR Compliance guide’. While this GDPR

compliance guide provides some guidance on the implementation of consent, the

link to Facebook’s ‘consent guide’ with practical examples of how to implement

consent was broken. Also, the framing as ‘Best Practices’ suggests the optionality

of legal compliance. For OneSignal, developers must first click ‘Data and Security

Questions’ and then ‘Handling Personal Data’.

The compliance guides (excluding code fragments) reached a mean Flesch

readability score [191] of 41.8, as compared to 50.6 for the step-by-step imple-

mentation guides (where 100 means ‘very easy’, and 0 ‘very difficult’ to read).

Both the implementation and compliance guides are ‘difficult’ to read, with the

compliance guides somewhat more so. For 3 of the 13 trackers, we were directed to

broken or outdated links (see Figure 5.2). Google AdMob linked to an outdated

consent strategy, while the Facebook SDK and Flurry linked to non-existing pages

(returning 404 errors). We found other pages with compliance information for

each of these trackers, but broken guidance can act as a deterrent for developers

who want to implement consent and follow their legal obligations. However, since

this Chapter was published, the broken links in the documentation of the Flurry

and Facebook trackers were fixed.

5.5 Discussion

Consent is an integral part of data protection and privacy legislation, both in the

EU and the UK, and elsewhere. It is all the more so in the context of third-party

tracking, for which consent appears to be typically a precondition, as analysed

in Section 5.2. Not only has this been emphasised by multiple DPAs, but is also
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acknowledged by tracking companies themselves in the documentation they make

available to app developers. Relying on the controller’s legitimate interests – the only

conceivable alternative to consent under EU and UK data protection law – would

likely fall short of passing the balancing test outlined in Article 6(1)f GDPR. This

also follows from the requirement to obtain consent prior to storing or accessing

information on a user’s device, under the ePrivacy Directive.

Against this backdrop, we analysed 1,297 mobile apps from Google Play in

Section 5.3 and discovered a widespread lack of appropriate mechanisms to gather

consent as required under the applicable regulatory framework. We found that, while

the guidelines of many commonly used tracker libraries require consent from EU

and UK users, most apps on the Google Play Store that include third-party tracking

features do not implement any type of consent mechanism. The few apps that

require data subjects to consent do so with regard to personalised advertising, but

rarely for analytics – despite this being one of the most common tracking practices.

Where an opt-out from personalised advertising was possible, the number of tracker

domains contacted decreased only slightly after opting-out, hinting at continued

data collection when serving contextual advertising. These observations are at

odds with the role of consent as the only viable option to justify the processing

of personal data inherent in third-party tracking.

As detailed in Section 5.3, the fact that only 9.9% of the investigated apps

request any form of consent already suggests widespread violations of current EU

and UK privacy law. This is even before considering the validity of the consent

mechanisms put in place by that small fraction of apps. As underlined in Section 5.2,

consent must be ‘freely given’, ‘informed’, ‘specific’ and ‘unambiguous’. The findings

outlined in Section 5.3 suggest that most apps that do implement consent force

users to grant consent, therefore ruling out its qualification as ‘freely given’. The

same goes for the 43.7% of those apps that do not provide data subjects with

the possibility to consent separately for each purpose, but instead rely on bulk

consent for a wide array of purposes.
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When considering both the absence of any form of consent in more than 90% of

the investigated apps and the shortcomings inherent in the few consent mechanisms

that are implemented by the remaining sample, we infer that many mobile apps

fail short of meeting the requirements stemming from EU and UK data protection

law. Our analysis does not even consider the fact that consent is only one of a

variety of legal rules that third-party tracking needs to comply with. Breaches of

other legal principles – such as data minimisation, purpose and storage limitation,

security and transparency – might be less visible than a lack of consent and harder

to analyse, but no less consequential.

We further found that one of the reasons for the lack of consent implementation

in apps might be inadequate support by tracker companies [31, 85]. Studying the

online documentation of the 13 most commonly used tracker libraries in Section 5.4,

only 3 trackers implemented consent by default, and another 3 disclosed the need

to implement consent as part of step-by-step implementation guides. These step-

by-step guides serve as a primary resource for app developers, and can give a false

impression of completeness when in fact additional code needs to be added for

many trackers to retrieve user consent. This is true for at least 6 out of 13 trackers,

including Google Analytics and the Facebook App Events SDK, which likely need

consent, but neither disclose this in their implementation guides nor implement

such consent by default. While most trackers provide some compliance guidance,

we found that this can be difficult to find, hard to read, and poorly maintained.

Whatever the reasons for the lack of consent, the result is an absence of end-user

controls for third-party tracking in practice.

Lastly, it is worth highlighting that Google, which is both the largest tracking

company and the main developer of Android, faces conflicts of interest with respect

to protecting user privacy in its Google Play ecosystem [82, 192, 193]. The company

generates most of its revenue from personalised advertising, and relies on tracking

individuals at scale. Certain design choices by Google, including its ban of anti-

tracking apps from the Play Store, its recent action against modified versions of

Android, and the absence of user choice over AdID access for analytics on Android
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(as opposed to iOS), create friction for individuals who want to reduce data collection

for tracking purposes, and lead to increased collection of personal data, some of

which is unlawful as our legal analysis has shown.

5.6 Limitations

It is important to acknowledge some limitations of our methodology. Our analysis

in Section 5.3 used dynamic analysis, and not all tracking might be detected. We

only inspected network traffic before and shortly after consent was given. Apps

might therefore conduct more tracking during prolonged app use. Besides, we

only reported the network traffic that could be clearly attributed to one of the

apps we studied, potentially leading to under-reporting of the extent of Google’s

tracking (as explained in Section 5.3).

While the reported tracking domains can be used for tracking, they might also

be used for other non-tracking purposes. However, it is the choice of the tracking

company to designate domains for tracking. Indeed, there is an incentive for tracking

companies to bundle different purposes under one domain so as to make blocking on

non-essential network traffic more difficult for DNS-based ad blockers, but thereby

also conflicting with the GDPR’s transparency principle (Article 6(1) GDPR).

We do not study the contents of network traffic because apps increasingly use

certificate pinning (about 50% of the studied apps used certificate pinning for some

of their network communications). As for our second study in Section 5.4, we

studied the online documentation of tracker libraries with great care, but did not

always find all relevant information, particularly regarding the local storage of data

on a user’s device. Where this was the case, we disclosed it (e.g. see Table 5.2).

5.7 Conclusions & Future Work

This Chapter analysed the legal requirements for consent to tracking in apps, and

found an absence of such consent in practice based on an analysis of a representative

sample of Google Play apps. This, in turn, suggests widespread violations of EU and
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UK data protection law. Simple changes by software intermediaries (such as Google

and Facebook), including default consent implementations in tracker libraries, better

legal guidance for app developers, and better privacy options for end-users, could

improve the status quo around app privacy significantly. However, it is doubtful that

these changes will happen without further intervention by independent parties – not

only end-users, but also policymakers and regulators – due to inherent conflicts

between user privacy and surveillance capitalism.

While the web has seen a proliferation of deceptive and arguably meaningless

consent banners in recent years [5, 7], we should hope that mobile apps will

not see similar mass adoption. Rather, we aim to influence the current policy

discourse around user choice over tracking and ultimately to make such choice

more meaningful. As Apple has demonstrated with iOS 14, system-level user

choices can standardise the process of retrieving user consent and make hidden

data collection, such as tracking, more transparent to end-users. We will explore

the impact of these changes in Chapter 7.

Future work. An overarching question for future work is the extent of the legal

obligations faced by the many actors involved in the third-party tracking ecosystem,

ranging from app developers to providers of tracker libraries and mobile operating

systems. This is inextricably linked to their qualification as ‘controllers’, a legal

notion whose boundaries still remain controversial, despite recent jurisprudence [117,

194, 195] and detailed guidance [196, 197]. Our analysis highlighted how simple

changes in the software design can have significant effects for user privacy.

Moreover, while the US – unlike many developed countries – lack a federal data

protection law, there exists a variety of specific privacy laws, such as COPPA to

protect children and HIPAA to protect health data, as well as state-level privacy

laws, including CCPA in California. Some of these laws foresee consent requirements

similar to EU and UK law. We leave it to further work to assess how widely apps

comply with the consent requirements of US privacy legislation.
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We explored in Section 2.3.2 how Google and Apple govern their respective

ecosystems with fundamentally different strategies. Despite this, previous research

on smartphone privacy has mainly focused on one of these companies Google and

the Android ecosystem [2, 47, 59, 67–74, 76]. Limited research exists on Apple’s

iOS and App Store ecosystem [4, 58], which has a market share of nearly two-thirds

in the US [198, 199]. One reason for the limited existence of iOS privacy research

has been the lack of publicly available analysis tools, paired with the encryption of

iOS apps and the uncertain legality of their decryption (we discuss this more in

Section 6.1.1). Knowledge of the app ecosystem is important so that consumer choice

between platforms can be informed on privacy grounds, but moreover for effective

regulation [19, 48, 200–202] and democratic debate regarding these increasingly

important pieces of digital infrastructure.

Given the differences between these business models and the greater emphasis

on privacy by Apple, it would be reasonable to assume that the iOS ecosystem

would be more privacy-protective in general, in terms of the kinds of data that can

be shared, and the extent of third-party sharing. However, little recent empirical

research has tested these assumptions in detail, by comparing the privacy practices

of apps on the two ecosystems at scale. This Chapter fills this gap, by examining
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the privacy behaviours of apps on the Apple App Store and Google Play, comparing

them explicitly, and examining how particular design decisions underlying the two

ecosystems might affect user privacy.

Empirical contributions. Given that there are multiple dimensions of

privacy, and a corresponding multiplicity of ways to measure it, we adopt a

mixture of different indicators and scales to examine each ecosystem along several

complementary facets, as follows:

1. Code Analysis of a representative sample of 12k apps from each platform to

assess commonly studied privacy metrics (e.g. permissions and presence of

tracking libraries) at scale and across platforms.

2. Network Traffic Analysis of the same 12k apps from each platform to study

apps’ real-world behaviour.

3. Company Resolution to reveal the companies ultimately behind tracking, as

well as the jurisdictions within which they reside.

Using the privacy footprints built from our analyses, we find and discuss

violations of privacy law and limited compliance with app stores’ data collection

policies. We note that while there exist a few other studies that have looked at

security vulnerabilities in larger numbers of iOS apps [77, 134, 203], this present

study is the largest study of privacy aspects of apps across Android and iOS to

date and of privacy in iOS apps since 2013 [33]. Analysing apps last updated

2018–2020, we study app privacy shortly before Apple’s introduction of mandatory

opt-ins to tracking in 2021 with iOS 14.5.

Technical contributions. We present a methodology for large-scale and

automatic download, privacy analysis, and comparison of apps from the Google Play

and Apple App Stores. So far, no comparable tools have existed in the public domain,

despite such tools being necessary to understand app privacy at large, and to hold

the platform gatekeepers to account. Compared to previous analysis tools for iOS,

our approach does not rely on the decryption of apps. We make our tools and dataset,

including the raw app data, publicly available at https://platformcontrol.org/.
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Android Only iOS Only Android & iOS
Viennot [76] Binns [4] Agarwal [33] Egele [75] Han [74] Ren [71] This

Chapter

Publication Year 2014 2018 2013 2011 2013 2016 2021
Total Apps 1m 1m 226k 1.4k 2.6k 200 24k
Static Analysis ✓ ✓ x ✓ ✓ x ✓
Dynamic Analysis x x ✓ x x ✓ ✓
Tracking Libraries ✓ ✓ x x ✓ x ✓
Permissions x x x x ✓ x ✓
PII Usage x x ✓ ✓ x ✓ ✓

Table 6.1: Previous papers studying privacy properties of iOS and Android apps. We
only include a small subset of important ‘Android Only’ studies. We do not include
papers that focus on security vulnerabilities of apps.

Structure. The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows. We

first summarise the challenges in analysing iOS apps and review related work

in Section 6.1. Next, we introduce our app analysis methodology of 12k apps from

each app platform in Section 6.2. We then turn to our results from the code and

network traffic analyses in Section 6.3, with a focus on compliance of apps with

privacy law. We discuss limitations in Section 6.4, and conclude the Chapter and

outline directions for future work in Section 6.5.

6.1 Background

6.1.1 Challenges on iOS

While many studies have analysed privacy in the Android ecosystem, comparatively

much less is known about iOS. One reason for this lies in the few unique challenges

that the Apple ecosystem poses. First, the closed-source nature of the underlying

operating system (iOS), including the use of Apple-only programming tools (Xcode),

languages (Objective-C and Swift) and compilers, complicates analysis efforts.

Previous work managed to decompile a subset of iOS apps, but no universal

decompilation tools exist [75, 204]. Another challenge is Apple’s FairPlay DRM,

which makes accessing and analysing apps’ code more difficult than on Android.

Decryption is possible, but relies on access to a physical device and takes time [75,

77, 134]. Depending on the jurisdiction, there might also be legal challenges related

to the decryption of iOS apps, since this circumvents copyright protections (though
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arguably not particularly effective ones). However, there exist exemptions for

research purposes in some jurisdictions (e.g. the UK and US), the analysis of which

is beyond the scope of this dissertation. By contrast, Google only encrypts paid

apps (not free ones) when downloaded from its Play Store.

Apple’s use of proprietary technologies and copyright protections acts as a

deterrent to developing scalable download and privacy analysis tools for iOS. No

publicly available, scalable tools exist for the Apple App Store (unlike for Google

Play) [4, 58, 134]. However, such tools are necessary to understand the iOS

ecosystem at large, and to hold the platform gatekeepers to account. This Chapter

addresses this gap by introducing tools and methods for scalable analysis of iOS

apps without relying on app decryption (see Section 6.2.2.1). This allows us to

share our tools publicly, without having to worry about uncertain liability.

6.1.2 Research Gap

Previous research extensively studied privacy in mobile apps. As discussed in

Section 2.2.4, there exist two main methods in the academic literature for such

studies: dynamic and static analysis. Key pieces of literature are summarised in

Table 6.1, and are discussed next. Table 6.1 evaluates prior work based on the

analysis technique used (static or dynamic) and on the privacy properties studied:

(i) tracking libraries, (ii) permissions, and (iii) PII usage.

Tracking libraries. Several studies exist that examine the presence of tracking

libraries in apps. For instance, Viennot et al. [76] analysed more than 1 million

apps from the Google Play Store in 2014, and found that 36% of analysed apps

contained the Google Ads library, 12% the Facebook SDK, and 10% Google Analytics.

Similarly, Binns et al. [4] decompiled and analysed third-party data collection in

about 1m Google Play apps in 2018. The authors found a strong concentration

of data collection with very few tracker companies (‘trackers’), with Google and

Facebook being the most prominent. Chen et al. [77] decompiled ~1.3m Android

and ~140k iOS apps, and found potentially malicious libraries in 7% of Android

and 3% of iOS apps in 2016.
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Permissions. Analysing permission use by apps has a long history in app

research [2, 74, 102, 205–211]. For instance, Han et al. [74] decompiled and analysed

1,300 pairs of iOS and Android apps in 2013. They found that iOS apps accessed

sensitive data significantly more often than their Android counterparts. Advertising

and analytics libraries accounted for a third of these accesses. The analysis of

permissions only gives a partial picture of apps’ privacy practices, since apps tend to

request more permissions than necessary [205], but may never access the information

associated with the permission. Moreover, some Android apps have even been found

circumventing the permissions system [102].

PII usage. There are several approaches to study PII usage in apps. Some

approaches, such as the one taken by Agarwal and Hall [33] in 2013, examine access

to sensitive data by intercepting API calls in a jailbroken iOS device. Since access

does not always lead to transmission, recent work has shifted to a network-based

approach to detect PII exposure over the network [2, 67, 69–71, 212]. For example,

Ren et al. [71] developed a VPN server to detect the sharing of PII independent

of the mobile operating system in 2016.

Our work. In this Chapter, we provide an updated study of privacy practices

in apps across Android and iOS at a sufficient scale. Most of the studies discussed

above examine either the Android or the iOS ecosystem. The number of comparative

studies is limited, so we seek to address this gap. Unlike previous work, we analyse

iOS apps without relying on app decryption or only traffic analysis, to produce rich

insights about app privacy at scale through both dynamic and static analysis, and

to make our analysis toolchain public at https://platformcontrol.org/ without

having to worry about uncertain liability.

6.2 Methodology

In this Section, we describe our analysis methodology, depicted in Figure 6.1. We

begin by detailing our app selection and download process in Section 6.2.1. Next, in

Section 6.2.2, we present our method for code analysis, which allows us to extract
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Figure 6.1: Overview of our analysis methodology (Section 6.2): First, (1) we select
and download 12k apps from the Google Play and Apple App Stores each (Section
6.2.1). We then perform a (2) Code Analysis (Section 6.2.2): (i) we inspect the list
of class names (obtained from *.dex files on Android and Frida class dumps on iOS)
for known tracking libraries; (ii) we check if apps can access the AdId; and (iii) we
analyse the App Manifest to obtain a list of permissions and also to determine the privacy
configuration of popular tracking libraries. Third, (3) we conduct a Network Traffic
Analysis (Section 6.2.3): we disable certificate validation and execute each downloaded
app while using mitmproxy to capture network traffic in the HAR format. We analyse the
captured traffic for occurrences of PII and contacted host names. Finally, (4) we perform
a Company Resolution (Section 6.2.4) to obtain a list of companies behind tracking,
their owner companies, and the countries of these companies. We use the X-Ray 2020
database for this analysis and resolve the companies behind both the identified tracking
libraries in (2) and the contacted hosts in (3). The results of this analysis (Section 6.3) are
detailed App Privacy Footprints (5) of the downloaded apps, that allow for comparison
of privacy characteristics between the two platforms.

the following information about each app (without the need to decrypt iOS apps):

what tracking libraries are used, how they are configured, which permissions are

requested, and whether or not the AdId is accessed. Afterwards, in Section 6.2.3,

we describe how we collected and decrypted apps’ network traffic and analysed it

for PII exposure. Finally, in Section 6.2.4, we provide details on how we resolved

tracking activities (found by both code and network analysis) to the companies

behind them and their country of origin.
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6.2.1 App Dataset and Selection

As the foundation for the analysis in this Chapter, we use the app dataset that

we collected in 2020 in Section 3.1.1. We only considered apps that were released

or updated in 2018 or later to focus on apps that are still in use. Due to the

size of the dataset (containing almost 560k apps released or updated in 2018 or

later), we selected a random subset of apps of 24,000 apps (12,000 from each

platform) for further analysis in this Chapter.

Statistical extrapolation from our sample. In this Chapter, we are

interested in studying trackers, and thus we need to ensure that the results we

gather on tracking activities in our app corpus can be extrapolated. Here, we will

argue that our corpus of 24,000 apps is statistically sound when it comes to tracking

libraries. For a description of how we identify tracking libraries, see Section 6.2.2.

We chose to download more than 10,000 apps for each platform to bring down

the margin of the 95% confidence interval (and thereby, the sampling error in our

dataset) for the tracker prevalence XT to less than 2%, for every studied tracker T ,

assuming an underlying normal distribution due to the law of large numbers:

XT ∼ N(µ, σ2)

Studying a random subset of 100 or even 1000 Android apps would not suffice to

reach this sampling error margin of 2%. For example, the expected 95% confidence

interval for containing the Facebook SDK was (19.2%, 37.0%) for a sample of 100

apps from our dataset, yielding an expected sampling error margin of 17.8%. For

a sample of 1, 000 Android apps: (25.3%, 30.9%), yielding an expected sampling

error margin of 5.6%. However, in our dataset of 12, 000 Android apps, 28.1% of

apps contained the Facebook SDK; the 95% confidence interval was (27.3%, 28.9%).

In conclusion, while we focus on a subset of the overall apps, our results can be

extrapolated to the larger dataset, and across all apps on the app stores updated

since 2018, with limited error.

Additionally, where appropriate, we conduct permutation tests (using 10,000

permutations) to assess the statistical significance of any quantitative comparisons.
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In our tests, we use the difference in mean as our test statistic. Where we do not

find statistical significance (p > 0.05), we also report 95% confidence intervals.

Identification of cross-platform apps. While the majority of this Chapter

analyses the set of 24,000 downloaded apps, Section 6.3.5 examines cross-platform

apps – using a simple similarity algorithm that examined terms from both app

titles and app identifiers as follows: We first tokenised, counted and frequency-

weighted terms from app titles and app identifiers for all 560k iOS and Android

apps (i.e. all apps from our dataset in Chapter 3 that were released or updated in

2018 or later) using TF-IDF, then computed cosine similarities between pairs of

the resulting vectors. Among the 24k downloaded apps, we considered only those

apps as cross-platform that had a cosine similarity of at least 95%. This amounted

to 13.7% of downloaded Android apps, and 12.8% of iOS apps.

6.2.2 Code Analysis

In this section, we describe how we analyse the apps’ code in order to assess the

usage and configuration of tracking libraries, access to the AdId, and requested

permissions (see step 2 in Figure 6.1.

6.2.2.1 Tracking Libraries: Presence

Tracking library detection. We first obtained the class names in Android

apps directly from their corresponding *.dex files, while for iOS, we used the

Frida dynamic instrumentation toolkit to dump class names from apps. Note

that decryption of iOS apps was not necessary with this Frida-based approach.

We then studied what class names occurred in at least 1% of Android or iOS

apps and are related to tracking, similar to Han et al. [74]. We resolved class

names to tracking libraries using various online resources, including the Exodus

Privacy project for Android apps [137] and the CocoaPods Master repository for

iOS ones [213] (containing information on class signatures) as well as trackers’

online resources (documentation and GitHub repositories). We identified a total

of 40 tracking libraries of interest, all of which existed for both Android and iOS,
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except for Google’s Play Services (which was present on Android only) and Apple’s

SKAdNetwork (which was present on iOS only).

Impact of obfuscation. While some very popular apps may use code

obfuscation to hide their tracking activities intentionally, we found that it had little

effect on our overall analysis. By default, iOS apps do not apply any obfuscation

to the class names, and developers are well known to be subject to a ‘default bias’

(i.e. not to change default settings) in the literature [31, 53, 86, 87]. As for Android,

we found similar results by checking against the obfuscation-resilient LibRadar++

library [59, 153]. An important reason for this result is that, while tracking libraries

may obfuscate their internal code, obfuscating user-facing APIs is difficult [86].

Further, many tracking libraries use inter-app communication and cannot easily

obfuscate their communication endpoints [102]. We do not use LibRadar++ for

our overall analysis, since it is closed-source, no longer maintained, has an outdated

database of library signatures (last updated in 2018), and struggled with different

library configurations (for instance, Google Firebase is a set of different libraries,

including advertising and analytics components that share some of the same code,

but LibRadar++ summarised all these components as com.google.firebase). We

also tried LibScout [214, 215] for library detection, but found that it also missed

essential libraries and took a long time to execute.

6.2.2.2 AdId Access

The AdId is a unique identifier that exists on both iOS and Android. It allows

advertisers to show more relevant ads for users (e.g. by avoiding showing the same

advert twice in two different apps), but it can also be used to create fine-grained

profiles about app users. This is something many users may not expect and that can

lead to potential violations of data protection law, including the need to seek consent

before tracking (see Chapter 5). The AdId is also the only cross-app identifier that

may be used for advertising on Android, but might additionally be used for analytics

[216]. That is why AdId access might be an upper bound on the use of any form of

analytics on Android (including personalised ads); there are no incentives not to use
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the AdId for these purposes. While users can theoretically reset the AdId, most do

not know how or why to do so [43, 53]. Starting with iOS 14.5 in 2021, the operating

system has switched from an opt-out to an opt-in mechanism for apps’ use of the

AdId; in our study, we will assess privacy in the app ecosystem immediately before

this policy change. We detected potential access to the AdId by checking for the

presence of the AdSupport class and the system interface IAdvertisingIdService

in the app code on iOS and Android, respectively. After our study, Google has begun

to roll out a new opt-out framework from the AdId, in response to Apple’s new opt-in

App Tracking Transparency framework that we will discuss in the next Chapter.

6.2.2.3 App Manifest Analysis

Permissions. Permissions form an important part of the security models of

Android and iOS as they protect sensitive information on the device. We extract

the permissions used by the apps in our dataset by parsing the app manifest files.

At the time of data collection, Android defined a total of 167 permissions, 30 of

which were designated as dangerous permissions by Google and require user opt-in

at run-time. Similarly, Apple defined 22 permissions that needed to be disclosed

in the app manifest. All of these require user opt-in. We only include permissions

defined by the Android or iOS operating system, and exclude custom permissions

by other vendors (used by some Android apps). While the targeted OS version

can affect what permissions apps can request, only a few new permissions have

been added in 2018–2020 and we did not consider this aspect further; in our results,

none of the top 10 permissions on either platform has been added in the period

2018–2020, so this should not significantly affect our reported descriptive statistics.

In addition to reporting statistics on general permissions usage, we further

focus on the ones that both Apple and Google agree to be particularly dangerous

and need user opt-in. There are a total of 7 such cross-platform permissions

that exist on both platforms: Bluetooth, Calendar, Camera, Contacts, Location,

Microphone, and Motion. This total number is small compared to the overall

number, since we excluded and summarised some permissions to overcome the
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different functionality and granularity in permissions across the platforms. For

instance, Android discriminates between read and write permissions for contacts

and calendar, but we have summarised them as Contacts and Calendar, respectively.

Tracking library configuration. Many tracking libraries allow developers

to restrict data collection using settings in the app manifest, e.g. to disable the

collection of unique identifiers or the automatic SDK initialisation at the first app

start. This can help setting up tracking libraries in a legally compliant manner.

For the Facebook SDK, these options were only added after public backlash over

the mandatory and automatic sharing of personal data at the first app start,

potentially violating EU and UK data protection law [217]. We focus on the

privacy settings provided by some of the most prominent tracking libraries: Google

AdMob, Facebook, and Google Firebase.

6.2.3 Network Traffic Analysis

In this Section, we discuss our network traffic analysis process (step 3 in Figure 6.1).

App execution and network traffic capture. We opened every app

automatically on a real device – a Google Nexus 5 running Android 7 and an

iPhone SE 1st Gen with iOS 14.2 – for 30 seconds without user interaction. We

captured apps’ network traffic using mitmdump to study apps’ data sharing with

tracking domains. Tracking libraries are usually initialised at the first app start

and often without user consent [6, 70, 178], which we aimed to detect with this

approach. We did not perform any further automated actions on the studied apps,

since there did not exist established approaches (like the UI Exerciser Monkey on

Android or more sophisticated approaches [218]) to instrument arbitrary iOS apps.

Device configuration. We disabled certificate validation using JustTrustMe

on Android and SSL Kill Switch 2 on iOS, after gaining system-level access on

both devices (known as ‘root’ on Android and ‘jailbreak’ on iOS), in order to read

apps’ HTTPS traffic. We would have liked to use a more recent version of Android,

but we found that disabling certificate validation was unstable on the latest versions

of Android. We note that several identifiers are inaccessible as of Android 10, but
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apps should behave similarly otherwise. We uninstalled or deactivated pre-installed

apps, and were not logged into an Apple or Google account. On both phones, we

did not opt-out from ad personalisation from the system settings, thereby assuming

implicit user opt-in to apps’ use of the AdId.

PII analysis. To analyse the sharing of PII and other personal data, we

conducted a case-insensitive search on the network traffic for the following identifiers

as well as common transformations thereof (MD5, SHA-1, SHA-256, SHA-512,

URL-Encoding): Advertising ID, Android Serial Number, Android ID, phone

and model name, and Wi-Fi MAC Address. We have refrained from analysing

further PII, such as location, contacts or calendar, due to a lack of instrumentation

methods for iOS to get around opt-in permission requests. We also assembled

a list of contacted host names.

6.2.4 Company Resolution

As part of our following analysis, we also explore which companies are ultimately

behind tracking, and in which jurisdiction these are based (step 4 in Figure 6.1).

We combine the insights from both the studied tracking libraries (Section 6.2.2.1),

as well as all tracking domains observed in at least 0.5% of apps’ network traffic

(Section 6.2.3). For this purpose, we use the X-Ray 2020 database that we introduced

in Section 3.1.2 and was updated such that it includes all relevant tracking libraries

and domains – on iOS and Android.

6.3 Results

In this Section, we present our findings from analysing 24,000 apps from iOS and

Android (step 5 in Figure 6.1). We analysed 0.86 TB of downloaded apps, and

collected 24.2 GB of data in apps’ network traffic. Installing and instrumentation

failed for 124 Android and 36 iOS apps; we have excluded these apps from our

subsequent analysis.
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Median Mean Q1 Q3 Count > 10 None

Android 3 3.8 2 5 3.73% 11.27%
iOS 3 3.1 1 4 3.13% 20.65%

(a) Top tracking libraries in app code.

Median Mean Q1 Q3 Count > 10 None

Android 2 2.7 1 4 1.99% 18.56%
iOS 2 2.4 0 4 1.35% 31.54%

(b) Top tracking hosts contacted at the first app
start.

Figure 6.2: Third-party libraries and contacted tracking domains of apps, as well as
the companies owning them (in brackets). Shown are the top 15 tracking libraries and
domains from each platform.

First, we focus on the tracking libraries found from the code analysis and

whether or not they were configured for data minimisation (Section 6.3.1). Next,

in Section 6.3.2, we analyse potential data access of apps, by examining their

permissions and their access to the AdId. Following up, in Section 6.3.3 we report

on the actual data sharing of apps before consent is provided, as well as the observed

exposure of PII in network traffic. Afterwards, we explore the complex network of

companies behind tracking and their jurisdictions (Section 6.3.4). Lastly, we focus

on cross-platform (Section 6.3.5) and children’s apps (Section 6.3.6). Cross-platform

apps have received attention in previous studies, but might feature different privacy

properties than apps in the ecosystem overall. Children’s apps must adhere to

stricter privacy rules, arising both from legal requirements (e.g. COPPA [163] in

the US and GDPR in the EU) and the policies of the app store providers.
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6.3.1 Tracking Libraries

6.3.1.1 Presence

Apps from both platforms widely use tracking libraries (see Figure 6.2a). The

median number of tracking libraries included in an app was 3 on both platforms.

3.73% of Android apps contained more than 10, compared to 3.13% on iOS. 88.73%

contained at least one on Android, and 79.35% on iOS.

The most prominent tracking library on Android is the Google Play Services

(in 87.3.% of apps) – a technology that is ultimately owned by Google’s parent

company Alphabet. This library provides essential services on Android devices, but

is also used for advertising and analytics purposes. The most prominent library

on iOS is the SKAdNetwork library (in 69.6% of apps). While part of Apple’s

privacy-preserving advertising attribution system, this library discloses information

about what ads a user clicked on to Apple, from which Apple could (theoretically)

build user profiles for its own advertising system. Google’s advertising library

(‘AdMob’) ranks second on Android, and occurs in 61.7% of apps. One factor

driving the adoption of this library on Android might be that it not only helps

developers show ads, but also provides easy access to the AdId (although developers

could also implement this manually). However, this dual use of the tracking library

might increase Google’s reach over the mobile advertising system, by incentivising

the use of AdMob. Google Firebase is the second most popular tracking library

on iOS, occurring in 53.9% of apps, as compared to 57.6% on Android. Facebook

(nowadays called ‘Meta’), the second largest tracker company, has a far smaller

reach than Google, and is only present in 28.0% of apps on Android and 25.5% on

iOS. Few tracking services are more popular on iOS: Google Crashlytics occurred

in 31.8% of apps, and 23.8% on Android. MoPub, a Twitter-owned advertising

service, was present in 4.71% of iOS apps, and 4.25% on Android. Overall, tracking

services are widespread in both ecosystems, but slightly more so on Android, likely

in part due to Google’s dual role as a dominant advertising company and platform
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gatekeeper on Android. However, Google also has a significant presence on iOS,

highlighting its dominance in both smartphone ecosystems.

We note that certain libraries have sub-components which can be loaded

individually and have different consequences for privacy. For instance, both Google

Play Services and Google Firebase bundle a range of different services, from which

developers can choose. Further, certain libraries provide configuration options

that also affect privacy. While we do not consider all the sub-components of

libraries in this study, we do analyse the libraries’ configurations, as discussed

in the next Section.

6.3.1.2 Configuration for Data Minimisation

Only a small fraction of apps made use of data-minimising SDK settings in their

manifest files, e.g. to retrieve user consent before sharing data with trackers. At

the same time, ‘data minimisation’ is one of the key principles of GDPR, as

laid out in Article 5, and user opt-in is usually required prior to app tracking

in the EU and UK (see Chapter 5). However, we found that the vast majority

of developers did not change trackers’ default options which might lead to more

data sharing than necessary.

Among the apps that used Google AdMob, 2.2% of apps on iOS and 0.8%

on Android chose to delay data collection. Among the apps using the Facebook

SDK, less than 5% (2.3% on Android, 4.6% on iOS) had delayed the sending of

app events, less than 1% (0.4% on Android, 0.9% on iOS) had delayed the SDK

initialisation, and less than 4% had disabled the collection of the AdId (0.9% on

Android, 3.0% on iOS). Among apps using Google Firebase, 0.5% had permanently

deactivated analytics on Android and 0.4% on iOS, 1.2% had disabled the collection

of the AdId on Android and 0.1% on iOS, and 1.2% had delayed the Firebase

data collection on Android and 0.5% on iOS.
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6.3.2 Data Access

6.3.2.1 AdId Access

Potential access to the AdId was more widespread among Android apps than iOS

ones. Among the studied apps, 86.1% of Android apps could access the AdId, 42.7%

on iOS, allowing them to track individuals across apps easily.

Advertising and AdId access were often linked. Of those apps with Google

AdMob, 100% on iOS and 99.6% on Android had access to the AdId. We had

similar results for the next most popular advertising services: of apps with Unity3d

Ads, more than 99% of apps accessed the AdID; similarly for Moat (100% of

apps), and Inmobi (more than 94% of apps). Conversely, about 71.3% of Android

apps and 53.4% of iOS apps with AdId access used Google AdMob, but less than

20% used Unity3d Ads, Moat or Inmobi. If we assume, for argument’s sake, that

an app shows personalised ads if and only if it has AdId access (because there

is hardly any reason for apps not to use the AdId for personalised ads), this

suggests that Google AdMob was present in the majority of apps with personalised

ads. This points to a high market concentration towards Google in the digital

advertising market – which is coming under increasing scrutiny by competition

regulators and policymakers [48, 219].

One reason for the differences in AdId access might be the restrictions set by the

platforms themselves. Apple is taking steps against the use of the AdId, which is

often linked to advertising. On submission to the Apple App Store, app publishers

have long had to declare that their app only uses the AdId for certain, specific

reasons related to advertising. Additionally, Apple allows iOS users to prevent

all apps from accessing the AdId, and even asks for explicit opt-in as of iOS 14.5.

Google does not currently allow all users to prevent apps from accessing the AdId

on Android (although the company is rolling out a new opt-out framework).
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Android Permission Apps (%) Opt-in? iOS Permission Apps (%) Opt-in?

INTERNET 98.7 x PhotoLibrary 58.0 ✓
ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE 94.5 x Camera 56.3 ✓
WAKE_LOCK 70.0 x LocationWhenInUse 47.7 ✓
WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 63.4 ✓ LocationAlways 31.4 ✓
READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE 41.4 ✓ PhotoLibraryAdd 27.4 ✓
ACCESS_WIFI_STATE 40.0 x Microphone 26.2 ✓
VIBRATE 35.8 x Calendars 25.2 ✓
RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED 26.5 x LocationAlwaysAndWhenInUse 16.8 ✓
ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION 26.1 ✓ BluetoothPeripheral 16.4 ✓
ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION 24.8 ✓ Contacts 16.1 ✓
READ_PHONE_STATE 21.5 ✓ Motion 8.0 ✓
CAMERA 21.4 ✓ Location 7.5 ✓
FOREGROUND_SERVICE 12.1 x AppleMusic 7.1 ✓
GET_ACCOUNTS 10.1 ✓ BluetoothAlways 6.8 ✓
RECORD_AUDIO 9.7 ✓ FaceID 6.1 ✓

(a) Most common permissions on iOS and Android.

(b) Percentage of apps request-
ing opt-in permissions. iOS apps
consistently included more than
Android.

Figure 6.3: Top permissions on Android and iOS. All permissions on iOS require opt-in,
only ‘dangerous’ ones on Android.

6.3.2.2 Permissions

Most prevalent permissions. Figure 6.3a shows the most prevalent permissions

on both platforms, and whether these require opt-in. The most common permissions

on Android are INTERNET and ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE, both requested by more

than 90% of apps and related to Internet access. A similar permission does not
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exist on iOS. The most common ‘dangerous’ permissions (requiring user opt-

in) on Android are related to storing and reading information on the external

storage, WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE and READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE. Such external

storage exists on iOS as well, but apps access it through a system-provided ‘Files’

dialog. PhotoLibrary (for photo access) is the most common permission on iOS.

Although a similar permission (CAMERA) exists on Android, apps do not have

to request it, but can rather invoke the camera application on the phone to

take a picture directly. This potentially explains some of the differences in the

number of camera-related permission requests between Android and iOS. The

iOS PhotoLibrary permission was an outlier from the overall observation that

iOS apps needed more permissions and was as prevalent (about 60% of apps) as

the WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE permission on Android, possibly because the most

common usage of file access is processing photos (e.g. in social media or photography

apps). Access to external storage can be a privacy risk since it can enable unexpected

data exposure and tracking across apps [102]. Because of this, Google has been

restricting access to external storage ever more with recent versions of Android

and Apple has never allowed direct access to file storage.

Cross-platform permissions. All cross-platform permissions were more

common on iOS than on Android, see Figure 6.3b. The most common were Camera

and Location. Both were included by about 50% of iOS apps (Camera 56.3%,

Location 49.2%), and less than a third of Android apps (Camera 21.2%, Location

28.0%). iOS apps also accessed the Calendar and Contacts permissions more often

than Android apps (25.2% vs. 3.2% for Calendar; 16.1% vs. 6.4% for Contacts).

Note that Android differentiates between read and write access for the Contacts and

Calendar permission. The studied Android apps with Calendar access usually had

both read (95.0%) and write (94.5%) access. Of those with Contacts access, 97.6%

had read and 47.1% write access, underlining the potential value of separating read

and write permissions. Motion was the least common cross-platform permission,

present in 8.0% of iOS apps and 1.4% of Android apps.
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To seek further explanations on why iOS apps request camera and location access

more frequently than Android apps, we first checked the categories of the apps in our

dataset. Our intuition was that iOS apps would more frequently fall into categories

related to photography and navigation, but that was not the case. Next, we checked

the required permissions of the top 15 tracking libraries. However, we did not find any

differences, except for AdColony, which requests different permissions on Android

and iOS, but has a relatively small market share. Finally, we measured how many

apps mentioned the terms ‘photo’ or ‘camera’ in their description on the respective

app store. Including only those descriptions that were in English (according to

the langdetect Python library [220]), 14.0% of apps on Android and 11.8% of

apps on iOS mentioned either term. However, the median length of descriptions in

English was substantially higher on Android (1032 characters) compared to iOS

(761 characters) and only 72.7% of iOS app descriptions were actually in English

(81.6% on Android), making it difficult to interpret these observations.

Summary. Android has many permissions that have no equivalent on iOS, and

thus Android apps can appear to be more privileged than their iOS counterparts,

but on closer examination, they are simply asking for permissions to access resources

which are not restricted on iOS (e.g. Internet access and network state). Further,

iOS apps showed substantially higher levels of cross-platform permissions that both

Apple and Google deem as particularly dangerous and require user opt-in. This

can be a reason for concern. Once a permission is granted, an app can usually

access sensitive data anytime without the user’s knowledge.

From our analysis, it does not seem like the distribution of apps on the app stores,

or the different permission requirements of tracking libraries on either platform

are the main drivers behind the observed differences in permission use. Instead,

there are a range of architectural differences between the platforms that might

lead to increased use of opt-in permissions on iOS. One important factor might

be that Android allows for deeper integration between apps, through its powerful

intent system. Android apps can call specific functionality of other apps, and

listen for return values. In the past, Android apps have also been observed to
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use side channels to circumvent the permission system [102], which underlines the

potentially deep integration between Android apps. By contrast, iOS only allows for

very limited cross-app communication. This might mean that a higher number of

dangerous cross-platform permissions on iOS might actually be positive for privacy,

since it reflects higher encapsulation of apps.

There has also been a wealth of research into Android’s permission system in the

past, and much less so on iOS; this, in conjunction with disclosures of permissions

on the Google Play Store (but traditionally not so on the App Store), might have

made Android developers more cautious about declaring permissions – particularly

those that require explicit opt-in.

In sum, there are a variety of aspects – including differences in software

architecture, developer attitudes and practices, and socioeconomics of end-users –

that drive permission use on either platform. We leave it for future work to

disentangle these aspects further.

6.3.3 Data Sharing

6.3.3.1 Before Consent

We now turn to data sharing in apps’ network traffic, before any user interaction.

While in this section we do not analyse what personal data is shared, tracker

companies necessarily receive the user’s IP address from any connections, which

itself can classify as personal data under EU law [221] and can be used for tracking

purposes [222]. Our results are shown in Figure 6.2b.

The average app on both platforms contacted similar numbers of tracking

domains (2.7 on Android, and 2.4 on iOS). 18.6% of Android apps and 31.5% of

iOS apps did not contact any tracking domains at the app start. The most popular

domain (googleads.g.doubleclick.net) on Android was related to Google’s

advertising business – contacted by 37.6% of Android apps, and 11.9% on iOS.

The most popular domain on iOS was related to Google’s analytics services

(app-measurement.com) – contacted by 30.7% of apps on iOS, and 36.4% on
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Android. Facebook services were contacted by more iOS apps (21.2%) than

on Android (17.2%). Some iOS apps additionally exchange data about app

installs (itunes.apple.com) and ad attribution (ca.iadsdk.apple.com) with

Apple. These services are unique to the Apple ecosystem, and do not exist on

Android. As observed in the previous section, advertising services seem more

popular on Android than on iOS, by a factor of roughly 2 (e.g. *.doubleclick.net,

*.googlesyndication.com, unityads.unity3d.com).

Widespread tracking without the legally required consent. Overall,

we find that data sharing with tracker companies before any user interaction is

common on both platforms. However, EU and UK law usually requires user consent

before third-party tracking can take place (see Chapter 5). This suggests potentially

widespread violations of applicable data protection law (in 81.44% of Android apps,

and 68.46% of iOS apps). While most of this data sharing can be attributed to

Google, other companies, such as Facebook and Unity, also receive data for tracking

purposes. Moreover, tracking by Google also happens widely on iOS where, unlike

on Android, a user would not have given consent as part of the device set-up process.

6.3.3.2 PII Exposure

We found that more Android apps shared the AdId over the Internet (55.4% on

Android, and 31.0% on iOS). The reduced sharing of the AdId on iOS might be

related to the reduced prominence of AdId access in iOS apps as found in our static

analysis, and the stricter policies by Apple regarding AdId use (see Section 6.3.2.2).

85.1% of Android and 61.4% of iOS apps shared the model and phone name over

the Internet, which can be used as part of device fingerprinting.

Android apps also shared other system identifiers, including the Android ID

(18.2% of apps), the IMEI (1.3% of apps), the Serial number (1.1% of apps) and

the Wi-Fi MAC Address (0.6% of apps). We note that these identifiers are no

longer accessible as of Android 10. We did not find equivalent identifiers in iOS

network traffic; iOS has long deprecated access to permanent identifiers (UDID

with iOS 6 in 2012 and MAC Address with iOS 7 in 2013).
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Median Mean Q1 Q3 Count > 10 None

Android 1 2.3 1 2 2.77% 6.86%
iOS 2 2.6 1 3 1.82% 15.28%

Figure 6.4: Root companies that are ultimately behind tracking.

6.3.4 Tracker Companies

Owners of tracking technology. Since many tracker companies belong to a

larger consortium of companies (see Figure 3.1 for the example of Verizon), we now

consider what parent companies ultimately own the tracking technology, i.e. the

root companies behind tracker companies. We report these root companies by

combining the observations from our static and traffic analysis, and checking against

our X-Ray 2020 (see Section 6.2.4.

Figure 6.4 shows both the prevalence of root parents (i.e. their share among

all apps), as well as descriptive statistics. The median number of companies was

1 on Android, 2 on iOS. This reflects the fact that Google is prominent in data

collection from apps on both platforms, but Apple only on iOS. The maximum

number of companies was 21 on Android, and 23 on iOS.

A large percentage of apps share data with one or more tracker companies

ultimately owned by Alphabet, the parent company of Google, as can be seen in

Figure 6.4. This company can collect data from nearly 100% of Android apps,
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Figure 6.5: Visualisation of third-party tracking across platforms, root companies, and
the jurisdictions of these root companies.

and has its tracking libraries integrated into them. Apple can collect tracking

data (mainly about users’ interactions with in-app ads and purchases) from more

than two-thirds of apps. The next most common is Facebook, which has a similar

presence on both platforms, and slightly more so on Android. Tracker companies

owned by Unity and Verizon can be contacted by roughly twice as many Android

apps as iOS ones. Beyond these larger companies, a range of smaller specialised

tracker companies (including InMobi, AppLovin, AdColony) engage in smartphone

tracking. These can potentially pose unexpected privacy risks, since they attract

much less scrutiny from regulators and the interested public.

Countries of tracker companies. Based upon the X-Ray 2020 database, which

contains company jurisdictions, we now can analyse in what countries the companies
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behind app tracking are based (including both subsidiary and root parent). This is

visualised in Figure 6.5 (root parents only). It should be noted that while some large

companies (like Google and Apple) have subsidiaries in Europe, we tended to observe

direct data sharing with the parent company (i.e. which are mostly US-based).

The US is the most prominent jurisdiction for tracker companies. 93.3% of

Android apps and 83.5% of iOS apps can send data to a US-based company. The

next most common destinations are China on iOS (9.5% of iOS apps; 4.8% on

Android) and India on Android (7.45% of Android apps; 2.23% on iOS). These

destinations highlight the global distribution models of both the Apple and Google

ecosystem. While Google Play has a large user base in India, it is not available in

China where instead numerous other app stores compete [59]. Conversely, the Apple

App Store is available in China, and is the only authorised app marketplace on iOS.

Germany and Russia are the only other countries whose root tracker companies

reach more than 2% of apps on iOS or Android.

While we downloaded apps from the UK app store, the most commonly contacted

tracking countries are based outside the UK and EU. This can give rise to potential

violations of EU and UK data protection law, since the exchange of personal data

beyond the EU / UK is only legal if special safeguards are put in place, or an

adequacy decision by the European Commission (or its UK equivalent) exists [4,

223]. However, such adequacy decisions do not exist for the three most common

jurisdictions of tracker companies, namely the US, China and India. According

to our data, the exchange of data with companies based in countries without an

adequacy decision seems similarly widespread on both Android and iOS.

6.3.5 Cross-Platform Apps

Many previous studies pursuing cross-platform app analysis (i.e. analysing both

Android and iOS apps) focused on those apps that exist on both platforms. However,

there has been limited discussion of how the characteristics of those cross-platform

apps might differ from those of the average app on either platform. Our data

suggests notable differences.
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Platform Android iOS
Category All Cross-Platform Children All Cross-Platform Children

Total Number 11 876 1 623 371 11 964 1 534 109
Root Tracker companies 2.3 2.8 2.7 2.6 3.3 2.4
Permissions (Cross-Pltf.) 11.0 (0.8) 14.3 (1.2) 6.9 (0.2) 3.7 (2.0) 4.0 (2.1) 2.7 (1.4)
Location Permission 28.0% 41.1% 3.8% 49.2% 53.1% 26.6%
AdId access (in traffic) 86.1% (55.4%) 84.4% (64.3%) 89.8% (59.3%) 42.7% (30.9%) 49.9% (38.3%) 50.5% (24.8%)

Table 6.2: Comparative statistics for all, cross-platform and children’s apps on iOS
and Android. Since iOS and Android have permissions of different kinds and absolute
numbers, we also provide means both for all and cross-platform permissions (as defined
in Section 6.2.2.3). Column-wise maxima in bold.

Table 6.2 shows a comparison between cross-platform and all apps across a

range of privacy indicators (and also children’s apps, which are discussed in the

next Section). All privacy indicators show worse properties than for all apps: data

sharing with tracker companies, the presence of permissions, potential access to

location, and the communication of the AdId over the Internet were increased

among cross-platform apps. On Android, cross-platform apps could share data

with 2.8 companies on average, compared to 2.3 in the total Android sample. The

difference of 0.5 in the average number of companies is statistically significant

(p < 0.001, permutation test with 10,000 permutations). Their iOS counterparts

could share with 3.3 companies on average (compared to 2.6 in the total iOS

sample, p < 0.001). The mean number of permissions increased from 11.0 to 14.3

on Android (p < 0.001), and from 3.7 to 4.0 on iOS (p = 0.003). When focusing

on cross-platform permissions, the figure increased from 0.8 to 1.2 on Android

(p < 0.001), and from 2.0 to 2.1 on iOS (p = 0.007). Apps had a similar level

of AdId access on Android than across all apps (p = 0.06). However, more apps

(64.3% in cross-platform apps compared to 55.4%) were observed to share the AdId

over the Internet (p < 0.001). Similarly, the proportion of apps that share the AdId

over the Internet increased from 30.9% to 38.3% on iOS (p < 0.001).

The reason for the higher amount of tracking in cross-platform apps may be due

to increased popularity, and thereby heightened financial interest in data collection

for advertising and analytics purposes. This makes it not only more valuable to

use user data for advertising and other purposes, but also to develop an app for

both platforms in the first place. Indeed, manual analysis showed that among the
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top 100 apps from the UK app stores on Android and iOS, 92% existed for both

platforms. The more popular an app, the more likely it seems to be available on

both platforms and the more likely it is to use a greater number of tracking services.

6.3.6 Apps for Children

Children enjoy special protections under data protection laws in many jurisdictions,

including COPPA in the US and the GDPR in the EU and UK. Among other

legal requirements, US, EU and UK law require parental consent for many data

collection activities involving children. The UK’s Age appropriate design code

explicitly prohibits the use of profiling technologies without prior consent [224]. In

addition to the legal requirements, Apple and Google impose contractual obligations

on children’s apps on their app stores. As such, the study of children’s apps not

only allows us to assess the practices of apps aimed at particularly vulnerable users,

but also serves as a useful case study for the efficacy of privacy rules imposed

by policymakers and app platforms. Both app stores offer a dedicated section for

children’s apps, known as the Kids category on the Apple App Store and the Designed

for Families program on the Google Play Store. 109 iOS apps (0.9%) and 371

Android apps (3.1%) from our dataset fell into these categories. While this dataset

is much smaller than in the previous sections, our analysis of this subset suggests

that worrying privacy practices are not absent from children’s apps, see Table 6.2.

Tracking. On average, tracking – in terms of the root companies present – was

more widespread in Android apps for children than across all apps (p = 0.02, using

a permutation test with 10, 000 permutations and the difference in mean as our

test statistic), but not so for iOS (p = 0.41, 95% CI [2.05, 2.76]). Most of this

tracking is related to analytics purposes on iOS. 84.4% of iOS apps contained

Apple’s SKAdNetwork (compared to 69.9% across all iOS apps), which is used for

ad attribution. The next most common tracking libraries in children’s apps on iOS

are Google Firebase Analytics (40.4%, compared to 54.7% on Android), Google

Crashlytics (22.0%, compared to 14.0% on Android), and the Facebook SDK (13.8%,

compared to 17.8% on Android). As for Android, the most commonly contacted
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domain (50.4% of apps) was googleads.g.doubleclick.net, which belongs to

Google’s advertising business. 71.7% of Android children’s apps contained Google

AdMob (compared to 14.7% on iOS); Unity3d Ads was present in 27.0% of Android

children’s apps (compared to 6.42% on iOS).

AdId. The increased prevalence of advertising-related tracking in children’s

apps on Android is consistent with the fact that more children’s apps on Android

were observed to share the AdId over the Internet compared to all apps (59.3%

compared to 55.5%, p = 0.14, 95% CI [54.3, 64.3]), but not so on iOS (24.8%

compared to 30.9%, p = 0.17, 95% CI [16.4, 33.0]) – these observed differences

were not statistically significant, but the 95% confidence intervals still point to

common sharing of this identifier over the Internet. The differences in AdId access

between the platforms, and potentially the lower proportions of children’s apps on

the App Store might stem from a differing stringency of privacy rules on the two

app stores. Apple started to restrict third-party data collection from children’s

apps [225] from June 2019 onwards. Children’s apps ‘may not send personally

identifiable information or device information to third parties’ [226], which includes

personalised advertising. While the Google Play Store also bans personalised ads

in children’s apps, the sharing of personally identifiable or device information is

not expressly prohibited [227].

Permissions. Permission use was, on average, lower than across all apps

(p < 0.01), which could hint at improved privacy properties in children’s apps. At

the same time, more than one-quarter of children’s apps on iOS (26.6%, compared

to 49.2% across all apps, p < 0.001), and 3.8% (compared to 28.0% across all apps,

p < 0.001) on Android request location access. These results reflect the fact that

Google Play apps in the Family category are not allowed to access location [227].

It remains unclear from our data 1) why a minority of Android apps still declare

the location permissions in their app manifest, and 2) whether some apps might

obtain user location in other ways, e.g. through side-channels [102].

Conclusions. The study of children’s apps revealed that many share data,

including unique identifiers, with tracker companies – both on Android and iOS. The
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sharing of data with advertising services, including unique user identifiers, tended

to be more common on Android than on iOS (p < 0.001). At the same time, iOS

apps contained the location permission seven times more often than their Android

counterparts (p < 0.001), which can lead to unexpected disclosures of GPS data from

children. Data sharing with third parties often takes place without the necessary

parental consent, and despite privacy laws and the policies of the platforms. Not

all comparisons between the subset of children’s apps and all apps were statistically

significant, but even where this was not the case, the reported 95% confidence

intervals still underlined that worrying data practices are common in children’s apps.

6.4 Limitations

It is important to highlight certain limitations of our methodology. We do not

cover all apps available in each app store, only a (large) subset of free apps. Our

sampling method relies on the app stores’ search functionality, which might be

biased differently on each platform. We excluded apps that were last updated

before 2018, assuming that these are not widely used anymore. The results of our

code analysis must be interpreted with care, since not all parts of an app might

be invoked in practice – an inherent limitation of this type of analysis. We used

off-device network analysis, which may wrongly attribute some communications; we

reduced the impact of this by disabling pre-installed apps if possible. We also used

jailbreaking on iOS and rooting on Android to circumvent certificate validation,

which might make some apps alter their behaviour. For network analysis, we used

a phone running Android 7, which was somewhat outdated at the time of data

collection, but still widely used [228]. Compared to other research studies, we did

not interact with the studied apps, so as to analyse data sharing without user

consent. We also did not analyse interdependent privacy, i.e. how information

disclosed from one individual might affect someone else. In all parts of our analysis,

we consider all apps equally, regardless of popularity [47] and usage time [135], both

of which can impact user privacy. Likewise, we treat all tracking domains, libraries

and companies equally, though they might pose different risks to users.
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6.5 Conclusions & Future Work

While it has been argued that the choice of smartphone architecture might protect

user privacy, no clear winner between iOS and Android emerges from our analysis.

Data sharing for tracking purposes was common on both platforms. Android apps

tended to share the AdId, which can be used for tracking users across apps, more

often than iOS apps (p < 0.001). Permissions, which both Apple and Google

deem as particularly dangerous and require user opt-in, were more common among

iOS apps (although Android also has a greater range of permissions deemed ‘not

dangerous’ and do not require opt-in).

Compliance issues. Across all studied apps, our study highlights widespread

potential infringements of US, EU and UK data protection and privacy laws. Apps

widely use third-party tracking without user consent, lack parental consent before

sharing PII with third parties in children’s apps, share more data with trackers

than necessary, and send personal data to countries without an adequate level

of data protection.

A fundamental compliance issue is the lack of transparency around apps’ data

practices. Data protection law obliges apps to disclose their data practices adequately

(e.g. Article 13 GDPR). Privacy policies are one way to do this, but are often

inadequate [42, 58, 70, 73]. At the same time, design decisions by Apple and Google

hinder the interested public from independently assessing the privacy practices of

apps. Apple even applies encryption to all iOS apps and widely uses proprietary

technologies, thereby driving researchers analysing iOS apps into legal grey areas.

On Android, Google has banned the installation of root certificates in unmodified

versions of Android (which is necessary to assess apps’ network communications),

enabled app obfuscation in release builds by default, and has been taking measures

against those who modify their Android device with its SafetyNet (even if this is

for research purposes). These new hurdles to app privacy research are in potential

conflict with the transparency obligations under data protection and privacy laws.
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Apple and Google’s conflicts of interest. Since the platforms take a share of

any sales through the app stores (up to 30%), both Apple and Google have a natural

interest in creating business opportunities for app publishers, and letting them

collect data about users to drive such sales. Apple’s AdId policies might actively

encourage certain app monetisation models to its own benefit (Section 6.3.2.1). Our

study also underlined the high market share of Google in mobile display advertising,

which itself relies on the collection of user data. Google Ads was potentially present

in more than half of apps with ads on both iOS and Android (Section 6.3.2.1).

The study of children’s apps further illustrated the conflicts of interest that app

platforms face between user privacy and revenues. Both platforms have policies

to limit data collection and advertising in children’s apps. Despite this, access to

unique device identifiers, specifically the AdId, and access to user location was still

common in children’s apps. 27% of children’s apps on iOS could request the user

location, and 4% on Android. About 59% of Android apps shared the AdId with

third parties over the Internet, 25% on iOS. This can be used to build fine-grained

profiles about children, putting them at risk [30].

As a result of these conflicts of interest, Google and Apple’s business practices

are being investigated by competition regulators worldwide, including in the US [200,

201], the EU [202], Germany [219], and the UK [48]. Indeed, the US Department of

Justice is investigating potentially anti-competitive and illegal contracts between

the two companies [201].

Suggestions. App platforms are well-positioned to protect user privacy [82,

97, 108], but targeted regulation of app platforms remains largely absent (see

Section 2.4.4). This stresses the need for increased transparency around apps’

practices [229]. More transparency could also help build trust around the changing

takes by platforms on user privacy, including the scanning of users’ photo libraries

for Child Sexual Abuse Material (CSAM) as proposed by Apple in 2021 [230, 231].

In the meantime, transparency around the privacy practices of apps will remain a

challenging target to analyse, as will creating accountability for privacy malpractices.

The tools developed in this Chapter seek to foster discussion on regulatory and
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transparency issues around app privacy, and we share all our tools and data publicly

to support such work at https://platformcontrol.org/.

Future work. An important field for further study is the development of

a cross-platform app instrumentation tool. Further research is also needed to

develop a holistic approach to assess compliance within mobile apps. Since Apple

introduced new wide-ranging privacy measures with iOS 14, the analysis of the

impact of these changes is another important piece of follow-up work and conducted

the next Chapter.
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7
Impact of iOS App Tracking Transparency

and Privacy Labels

Starting with iOS 14, Apple introduced two new measures to improve the privacy

protections on iOS: the App Tracking Transparency (ATT) framework and Privacy

Nutrition Labels. These new measures are introduced in response to the heightened

privacy expectations of iOS users (see Section 2.1.3) as well as increased regulatory

pressure (see Section 4.1).

Under the ATT, iOS apps must now ask users for explicit permission before

tracking them (see Figure 7.1a). If an iOS user asks an app not to track, then this

has the direct effect that this app cannot access the Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA)

anymore. The IDFA is a random, unique identifier provided by the operating system

to apps for tracking users across different apps and multiple sessions of a single

app. Additionally, apps are obliged to stop certain tracking practices under Apple’s

App Store policies (more in Section 7.3). Preliminary data suggests that the vast

majority of users (between 60% and 95%) choose to refuse tracking when asked for

it under the new system [158, 159, 232]. Although users could previously opt-out

from the use of the IDFA, the use of this feature was low, since it was off by default

and not very visible in the system settings of iOS devices [233].
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(a) App Tracking Transparency (ATT). (b) Privacy Nutrition Label.

Figure 7.1: Overview of Apple’s new privacy measures, introduced with iOS 14 [24].

While potentially good for user privacy, the ATT has been reported to have

vastly increased Apple’s share of advertising on iOS – as part of its Apple Search

Ads on the App Store – and to have decreased the share and efficacy of ads from

competing companies. An important reason for this, as argued by Eric Seufert

and others, is that Apple’s own tracking technologies may not fall under Apple’s

definition of tracking [161]. It has also been reported that, as a result, many

marketing companies have shifted advertising budgets from iOS to Android [160].

The Financial Times estimated that the loss for leading tech companies from the

new policy would be around $10bn [234], but also reported that companies deemed

the ‘effect of Apple’s privacy changes was less than feared’ [235]. Apple’s new rules

might represent an important shift in the mobile advertising ecosystem towards

more user privacy and market concentration. They may also prompt a rise in paid

apps and in-app purchases [236], and thereby particularly affect those individuals

who are already worse off financially.

Despite Apple’s new rules, some apps may try to circumvent them so as to

continue to engage in the lucrative collection and sharing of personal data. This

might sometimes be in violation of Apple’s App Store policies, but both the

automatic and manual review on the App Store can sometimes fail to pick up such

violations and not enforce its policies [33, 82, 237–239]. The refusal to respect

users’ consent to tracking might not only be in violation of Apple’s own rules,

but also defy the expectations of many end-users and potentially violate existing

legal requirements relating to consent to tracking.
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In addition to the changes relating to the ATT, app developers must now self-

declare what types of data they collect from users, and for what purposes – called

Privacy Nutrition Labels [240, 241], see Figure 7.1. As such, these labels aim to

make it easier for end-users to understand the data practices of apps, instead of

having to study lengthy privacy policies, which few users do [9]. There is, however,

a risk that many users may just ignore the new (and potentially oversimplified)

privacy labels (as they commonly do with privacy policies [9]), gain a false sense

of security, or not understand the consequences for their privacy (which tends to

be highly individual [52]), and that developers may not honestly self-declare their

actual data practices [242]. Despite these concerns, the labels have the potential

to shift developers’ existing data practices towards being more privacy-preserving,

through increased transparency and end-user awareness.

Based on the above observations, this Chapter analyses the following research

questions:

1. What impact have the ATT and Privacy Nutrition Labels had – thus far – on

tracking, particularly on the extent and quality of tracking?

2. To what extent do apps disclose their tracking practices in their Privacy

Nutrition Labels?

3. What implications do the ATT and Privacy Nutrition Labels have for the

power relations between the actors in the digital advertising system, including

mobile OS providers, digital advertisers, app developers and marketers?

To analyse these questions, this Chapter analyses privacy in 1,759 iOS apps, for

each of which we downloaded two versions: one from before Apple’s new rules and

one that has been updated since. We use a combination of app code and network

analysis to gain rich insights into the data practices of the studied apps.

Contributions. By answering the above questions, this Chapter provides

important evidence around the marketing claims of Apple regarding privacy. We

further provide the first real-world evidence of apps using fingerprinting to agree
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on a mutual user identifier, thereby sidestepping Apple’s new privacy rules. This

Chapter also underlines the conflicts of interest that app platforms like Apple

face in regulating their app ecosystems, and contributes to our understanding of

how tracking might develop in the future.

Structure. The remainder of this Chapter is structured as follows. We first

introduce our app selection and analysis methodology in Section 7.1. We turn to

the results from our app code and network analysis in Section 7.2. We discuss our

findings in Section 7.3 and the limitations of our study in Section 7.4. We conclude

the Chapter and outline direction for future work in Section 7.5.

7.1 Methodology

In this Section, we describe our analysis methodology, which follows the one

previously used for the comparative analysis of iOS and Android apps’ privacy

practices in the previous Chapter 6.

7.1.1 App Selection and Download

For the selection of apps, we revisited the same 12,000 iOS apps as in the previous

Chapter 6. We re-downloaded those apps that were updated to comply with Apple’s

ATT and privacy label rules, in October 2021. This resulted in a dataset of 1,759

pairs of apps, one from before iOS 14 and one from after. This number of apps is

comparatively small because many apps had not yet been updated since the new

rules, while some other apps had been removed from the store (2,713 out of 12,000

apps were not available on the App Store anymore). We additionally downloaded

the Privacy Nutrition Labels for the newly downloaded apps.

7.1.2 App Analysis

For our further analysis of apps, we executed every app on a real device – one

iPhone SE 1st Gen with iOS 14.2, and one with iOS 14.8 – for 30 seconds without

user interaction. We captured apps’ network traffic using the tool mitmdump. We
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disabled certificate validation using SSL Kill Switch 2, after gaining system-level

access on both iPhones (known as ‘jailbreak’). On the iPhone with iOS 14.2, we

did not opt-out from ad personalisation from the system settings, thereby assuming

user opt-in to use the IDFA (reflecting the assumption that many users, who would

reject tracking, do not do so because the option is in the less prominent settings on

the OS [36]). On the iPhone with iOS 14.8, we asked all apps not to track from

the system settings. To identify the presence of tracking libraries, we extracted the

names of all classes loaded by each app using the tool Frida [243] and checked them

against a list of known tracker class names, curated in the previous Chapter 6. As

in the previous Chapter 6, we also analysed the privacy settings provided by some

of the most prominent tracking libraries: Google AdMob, Facebook, and Google

Firebase. Beyond analysing tracking in apps, we again obtained a list of permissions

that apps can request. These permissions are different to the new privacy labels,

which do not affect the runtime behaviour of apps. We extracted apps’ permissions

by automatically inspecting the manifest file that every iOS app must provide.

7.2 Results

In this Section, we present our findings from analysing two versions – one from

before and one from after the release of iOS 14 and the ATT – of 1,759 iOS

apps. We analysed 199.6 GB of downloaded apps, extracted 3.2 GB of information

about classes in apps’ code, and collected 3.9 GB of data in apps’ network traffic.

Installing and instrumentation failed for 74 iOS apps; we excluded these apps from

our subsequent analysis and focused on the remaining 1,685 apps.

First, we focus on the tracking libraries found in the code analysis (Section 7.2.1)

and whether or not they were configured for data minimisation (Section 7.2.1.1).

Following up, in Section 7.2.2, we analyse apps’ access to the IDFA (which is now

protected by the ATT) and also their permissions. Next, in Section 7.2.3, we

report on the data sharing of apps before consent is provided, with a particular

focus on whether apps that are instructed not to track actually do so in practice.
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Figure 7.2: Third-party libraries (integrated in apps, but not necessarily activated) and
contacted tracking domains of apps, as well as the companies owning them (in brackets).
Shown are the top 15 tracking libraries and domains for before and after the new privacy
changes under iOS 14.

Lastly, in Section 7.2.4, we check whether and to what extent apps disclose their

tracking practices in their Privacy Nutrition Labels.

7.2.1 Tracking Libraries

Apps from both before the ATT and after widely used tracking libraries (see

Figure 7.2a). The median number of tracking libraries included in an app was 3 in

both datasets. The mean before was 3.7, the mean after was 3.6. 4.75% of apps

from before ATT contained more than 10 tracking libraries, compared to 4.75%

after. 86.39% contained at least one before ATT, and 87.52% after.

The most prominent libraries have not changed since the introduction of ATT.

The top one was the SKAdNetwork library (in 78.4% of apps before, and 81.8%

after). While part of Apple’s privacy-preserving advertising attribution system,

this library discloses information about what ads a user clicked on to Apple, from

which Apple could (theoretically) build user profiles for its own advertising system.
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Following up with Apple about this potential issue (by exercising the GDPR’s right

to be informed under Article 13), they did not deny the fact that this data might

be used for advertising, but assured us that any targeted ads would only be served

to segments of users (of at least 5,000 individuals with similar interests). Google

Firebase Analytics ranked second (64.3% of apps from before ATT, and 67.0%

after), and Google Crashlytics third (43.6% before, 44.4% after).

Overall, Apple’s privacy measures seem not to have affected the integration

of tracker libraries into existing apps.

7.2.1.1 Configuration for Data Minimisation

Among the apps that used Google AdMob, 2.9% of apps from before and 4.5%

from after chose to delay data collection. Choosing to delay data collection can be

helpful for app developers, to seek consent before enabling tracking and to fulfil legal

obligations. Among the apps using the Facebook SDK, there was an increase in those

which delayed the sending of app events (6.7% before, and 12.5% after), an increase

in those which delayed the SDK initialisation (1.0% before ATT, 2.2% after), and an

increase in those which disabled the collection of the IDFA (5.0% before, 8.6% after).

Among apps using Google Firebase, 0.6% permanently deactivated analytics before

ATT and 0.8% after, 0.0% disabled the collection of the IDFA before and 0.6%

after, and 0.6% delayed the Firebase data collection before ATT and 1.0% after.

Overall, we found that only a small fraction of apps made use of data-minimising

SDK settings in their manifest files. One reason for this observation might be that

some developers are not aware of these settings because tracking companies tend

to have an interest in less privacy-preserving defaults regarding data collection [6,

31]. This fraction has subtly increased since the introduction of the ATT.

7.2.2 Data Access and Permissions

Most prevalent permissions. Figure 7.3 shows the most prevalent permis-

sions before and after the introduction of the ATT. On average, there was an

increase in permission use (4.3 permissions before, 4.7 after – excluding the new
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Figure 7.3: Top 10 permissions that apps can request.

TrackingUsage permission). Among the re-downloaded apps, CameraUsage (for

camera access) was the most common permission (62.6% before ATT, 66.9% after),

closely followed by PhotoLibraryUsage (65.8% before ATT, 66.9% after), and

LocationWhenInUseUsage (53.8% before ATT, 58.0% after).

Tracking permission and access to IDFA. As part of ATT, apps that

want to access the IDFA or conduct tracking must declare the TrackingUsage

permission in their manifest. 24.7% of apps from our dataset chose to declare

this permission, and might ask users for tracking. At the same time, the share

of apps that contain the AdSupport library, necessary to access the IDFA in the

app code, stayed unchanged at 50.8% of apps. This means that 50.8% of apps

from after the ATT could access the IDFA on earlier versions of iOS than 14.5,

but only 24.7% can on iOS 14.5 or higher.

Tracking permission and integration of tracking SDKs. The share of

apps that both contained a tracking library and could request tracking varied

somewhat between the used tracking library. 69.3% of the 350 apps that integrated

Google AdMob declared the TrackingUsage permission; 78.7% of the 110 apps

that integrated Unity3d Ads; 50.0% of the 116 apps that integrated Moat; and

77.3% of the 54 apps that integrated Inmobi. Whether the app is from before or
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after the ATT, the vast majority of apps (between 97 and 100%) that integrated

any of these tracking libraries also integrated the AdSupport library, and could

therefore access the IDFA if running on iOS versions before 14.5.

7.2.3 Data Sharing

7.2.3.1 Before Consent

This Section analyses how many tracking domains were contacted by apps before

any user interaction has taken place; the next Subsection then analyses what data

was shared with trackers. Since tracking libraries usually start sending data right

at the first app start [6, 36, 70, 178], this approach provides additional evidence

as to the nature of tracking in apps – and without consent. Our results are

shown in Figure 7.2b.

The average number of tracking domains contacted was somewhat higher for apps

from after the introduction of the ATT (4.0 before, 4.7 after). The most popular do-

mains were related to Google’s analytics services: firebaseinstallations.googleapis.com

(4.1% of apps before the ATT, 47.4% after) and app-measurement.com (45.2%

before, 47.2% after). Since both endpoints are related to Google Firebase, the large

increase in prevalence likely reflects internal restructuring of Firebase following

Google’s acquisitions of other advertising and analytics companies. For example,

Google acquired the crash reporting software Crashlytics from Twitter in January

2017, which is reflected in our data: Google deprecated the old API endpoints (from

settings.crashlytics.com to firebase-settings.crashlytics.com) from Novem-

ber 2020. This had the direct effect that all Crashlytics users must now also use

Google Firebase. The domain settings.crashlytics.com was contacted by 36.4%

of apps from before the ATT, and firebase-settings.crashlytics.com by 32.3%

after the ATT. While this might point to a small difference in the adoption of Google

Crashlytics, the exact same number of apps (734, 43.6%) integrated the Crashlytics

library into their code, before and after the ATT. Similarly, the exact same number

of apps integrate the Facebook SDK (523, 31.1%); the share of apps that contacted

the associated API endpoint graph.facebook.com at the first start fell from 27.7%
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{
" sdk_version ": "1.2.0" ,
" bundle_id ": "[ Redacted ]",
" hw_model ": " N69uAP ",
"kid ": "[ Redacted ]",
" total_storage ": "30745123781" ,
" country ": "GB",
" zdata ": "[ Redacted ]",
" app_version ": "[ Redacted ]",
" app_name ": "[ Redacted ]",
" sdk_type ": "IOS",
" storage ": "14078912372" ,
" zdata_ver ": "1.1.0" ,
" source_id ": " umeng ",
"idfv ": "7 EBDAFC8 -97BB -4FDB -B4D3 - E2F4EA040B8C ",
" timezone ": "1" ,
" os_version ": "14.8" ,
" model ": "iPhone8 ,4" ,
" hostname ": " MyPhone ",
" appkey ": "[ Redacted ]",
"idfa ": "00000000 -0000 -0000 -0000 -

000000000000"
}

(a) Request: Sending a range of device inform-
ation to Umeng at https://aaid.umeng.com/
api/postZdata.

{
"aaid ": "BAEC362C -49FC -494B-B0A7 -175

D990B059D ",
...

}

(b) Response: Umeng returns an identifier that
is shared by multiple apps, and can be used for
cross-app tracking.

Information Example Before After

iPhone Name MyPhone 2.5% 4.2%
iPhone Model iPhone8,4|iPhone SE 60.2% 74.5%
Carrier Three 20.2% 20.2%
Locale en_GB|en-gb 85.7% 90.1%
CPU Architecture ARM64|16777228 13.7% 16.1%
Board Config N69uAP 3.1% 4.5%
OS Version 14.8|18H17 79.9% 86.9%
Timezone Europe/London 3.9% 3.4%

(c) Proportion of all apps that shared device
information. This information can potentially
be used for fingerprinting or cohort tracking.

Figure 7.4: Fingerprinting and cohort tracking in apps, even after the ATT. The
fingerprinting is likely in violation of Apple’s new policies and the expectations of many
end-users (personal data redacted).

to 23.1%. The Google Admob SDK, too, was integrated in the same number of

apps (350, 20.8%), and did not see a decline in apps that contact the associated

API endpoint googleads.g.doubleclick.net (12.1% before, 12.9% after).

Overall, data sharing with tracker companies before any user interaction remains

common, even after the introduction of the ATT. This is in potential violation

of applicable data protection and privacy law in the EU and UK, which usually

require prior consent (see Chapter 5).

7.2.3.2 Exposure of Personal Data

We found that 26.0% of apps from before the ATT shared the IDFA over the

Internet, but none from after the ATT. In this sense, the ATT effectively prevents

apps from accessing the IDFA. Despite Apple’s promises, closer inspection of the

network traffic showed that both Apple and other third parties are still able

to engage in user tracking.

We found that iPhones continued to share a range of information with third-
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parties, that can potentially be used for device fingerprinting or cohort tracking

(see Table 7.4c). Only timezone saw a subtle decrease in the number of apps that

share this information. It is not clear why apps Needed to access or shared some

of this information, e.g. the carrier name (shared by 20.2% of apps) or the iPhone

name (shared by 3–4% of apps). Meanwhile, some types of information, particularly

the iPhone name, might allow the identification of individuals, especially when

combined with other information.

In our analysis, we found 9 apps that were able to generate a mutual user

identifier that can be used for cross-app tracking, through the use of server-side

code. These 9 apps used an ‘AAID’ (potentially leaning on the term Android

Advertising Identifier) implemented and generated by Umeng, a subsidiary of the

Chinese tech company Alibaba. The flow to obtain an AAID is visualised in

Figures 7.4a and 7.4b. As expected, the IDFA is only zeros because we used

the opt-out provided by iOS 14.8; we observed, however, that the IDFV (ID for

Vendors), a non-resettable, app-specific identifier was shared over the Internet, see

Figure 7.4a. The sharing of device information for purposes of fingerprinting would

be in violation of the Apple’s policies, which do not allow developers to ‘derive data

from a device for the purpose of uniquely identifying it’ [24]. Other experts and

researchers have also voiced concerns that tracking might continue [222, 237–239].

We reported our observations to Apple on 17 November 2021, who promised

to investigate the problem. We conducted a follow-up investigation on 1 February

2022, and re-downloaded and analysed a range of iOS apps. Some of the apps still

continued to retrieve a unique identifier from the URL https://aaid.umeng.com/

api/postZdata. Other apps now contact the URL https://utoken.umeng.com/

api/postZdata/v2, and apply additional encryption (rather than just HTTPS) to

requests and responses. This encrypted data had roughly the same size as before

(~750 bytes for the request, ~350 bytes for the response) and the same mimetype

(for the request, for the response). The issue seems thus to be present still, but

has now been hidden away from the public through the use of encryption. We

have tried to reproduce these experiments for a few apps on iOS 15 and higher,
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Domain Company Apps User ID Locale Model OS Version

firebaseinstallations.googleapis.com Google 47.4% ✓ ✓
app-measurement.com Google 47.2% ✓ ✓
firebase-settings.crashlytics.com Google 32.3% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
device-provisioning.googleapis.com Google 25.8% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
graph.facebook.com Facebook 23.1% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
itunes.apple.com Apple 18.3% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
fbcdn.net Facebook 13.0% ✓
googleads.g.doubleclick.net Google 12.9% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
firebaseremoteconfig.googleapis.com Google 11.8% ✓ ✓
gsp-ssl.ls.apple.com Apple 9.9% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
tpc.googlesyndication.com Google 8.3% ✓ ✓
www.googletagservices.com Google 8.1% ✓ ✓
clients3.google.com Google 5.3% ✓
firebasedynamiclinks.googleapis.com Google 5.2% ✓ ✓ ✓
in.appcenter.ms Microsoft 4.3% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
play.googleapis.com Google 4.2% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
skadsdk.appsflyer.com AppsFlyer 4.0% ✓ ✓
gsp64-ssl.ls.apple.com Apple 3.9% ✓ ✓ ✓
api.onesignal.com OneSignal 3.7% ✓
ca.iadsdk.apple.com Apple 3.7% ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Table 7.1: 20 most common tracking domains after ATT: sharing of user identifiers with
third-parties, alongside device information. Empty cells mean that we did not observe
the sharing of a certain type of information, although this might still take place.

but did not observe the same behaviour; there did not exist a public jailbreak for

these iOS versions at the time of our study, and similar investigations as ours were

not (yet) possible on these iOS versions. There is a possibility that the issue has

been fixed on iOS 15 or higher, or that we did not pick up the same behaviour

in our small-scale testing (about 10 apps instead of more than 1000). However,

Apple did not provide further details to us.

Analysing the top 20 most commonly contacted domains, we could confirm

that installation-specific identifiers (see column ‘User ID’) are commonly collected

alongside further device-specific information, see Table 7.1. While these installation-

specific identifiers are usually randomly generated at the first app start, large

tracking companies can likely still use these identifiers to build profiles of an app

user’s journey across apps, using their server-side code to link different identifiers

together (e.g. through the user’s IP address, other device information and first-party

data). Companies also receive information about a user’s locale (i.e. the display

language), the device model, and the OS version. Such information can be used to
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<plist version ="1.0">
<dict >

...
<key >dsid </key >
<string >[ Apple ID]</ string >
<key >guid </key >
<string >[UDID]</ string >
<key >serialNumber </key >
<string >[ serial number ]</ string >
...

</dict >
</ plist >

(a) Request of Apple App Store to https://buy.
itunes.apple.com/WebObjects/MZFinance.
woa/wa/renewVppReceipt?guid=[UDID].

{
" attributionMetadataExistsOnDevice ": false ,
" toroId ": "[ Redacted ]",
" purchaseTimestamp ": "2021 -11 -01 T15 :15:05 Z",
" adamId ": 477718890 ,
" attributionDownloadType ": 0,
" developmentApp ": false ,
" anonymousDemandId ": "[ Redacted ]",
" bundleId ": "ru. kinopoisk ",
" attributionKey ": "[ Redacted ]"

}

(b) Request (shortended) of Apple’s advertising
framework to https://ca.iadsdk.apple.com/
adserver/attribution/v2.

Figure 7.5: Sharing of unique user identifiers with Apple (personal data redacted).

distinguish different users connecting from the same IP address (e.g. households

sharing the same Wi-Fi router) – and even across different IP addresses through

the use of additional, first-party data that large tracking companies hold.

Table 7.1 does not include all the different kinds of information that we observed

being sent to tracking domains because the kinds of information varied between

companies. For example, Google assigned an android_id to an iOS app upon first

contact with the company that was then used for all subsequent communication

with Google’s API endpoints. This identifier differed between apps, and did not

seem to be used for cross-app tracking on-device (it might be on Google’s servers).

When contacting the domain googleads.g.doubleclick.net, Google collected

the current system volume and the status of the silencing button. As already

described above, ca.iadsdk.apple.com collected a purchaseTimestamp, that can

be used to identify the user, and is not accessible by other app developers. The

domain gsp64-ssl.ls.apple.com, belonging to Apple’s location services, even

collected the IP address and port that we used for proxying the network traffic

through mitmdump as part of our analysis. We did not observe any other domains

that had access to this information, underlining Apple’s privileged data access.

Crucially, for many of the observed transmissions between apps and servers, we

could not even determine what data was sent, due to the use of encryption [238]

and closed-source communication protocols.
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System-level tracking by Apple. We found that iPhones exchanged a range

of unique user identifiers directly with Apple, see Figure 7.5. We observed that

network requests, which included various unique user identifiers and other personal

data, were issued following the interaction with apps and connected to Apple’s App

Store and advertising technologies. While this does not allow user-level apps to

gain access to these user identifiers, Apple itself can use these identifiers to enrich

its own advertising services. Indeed, Apple claims in its privacy policy that it may

use users’ interactions with its advertising platform and with the App Store to

group users into segments (of at least 5,000 individuals), and show adverts to these

groups [61]. Specifically, we found that the App Store collected the UDID, the serial

number of the device, the DSID (an identifier linked to a user’s Apple account), and

a purchaseTimestamp. All of these identifiers can be used by Apple to single out

individual users. Crucially, the UDID has been inaccessible to app developers other

than Apple since 2013 [244], but Apple continues to have access to this identifier.

Moreover, Apple collects the serial number, which cannot be changed and is linked

to a user’s iPhone. This might be unexpected for some users. These findings are in

line with previous reports that both Google and Apple collect detailed information

about their users as part of regular device usage [65].

7.2.4 Disclosure of Tracking in Privacy Nutrition Labels

We now consider whether and to what extent apps (from after the introduction of

iOS 14) disclose their tracking activities in their Privacy Nutrition Labels.

Among the studied apps, 22.2% claimed that they would not collect any data

from the user. This was often not true: as shown in Figure 7.6, 80.2% of these

apps actually contained at least one tracker library (compared to 93.1% for apps

that did disclose some data sharing), and 68.6% sent data to at least one known

tracking domain right at the first app start (compared to 91.4%). On average, apps

that claimed not to collect data contained 1.8 tracking libraries (compared to 4.3),

and contacted 2.5 tracking companies (compared to 4.2).
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Figure 7.6: Top tracking libraries in apps that claim in their Privacy Nutrition Labels
not to collect any data.

Among the 22.2% of apps claiming not to collect data, only 3 were in the App

Store charts. As noted above (see Table 7.1), tracking libraries usually create a

unique user identifier. Among the apps that used the SKAdNetwork, 42.0% disclosed

their access to a ‘User ID’, 42.2% of apps using Google Firebase Analytics, 48.2% of

apps using Google Crashlytics, and 53.2% of apps using the Facebook SDK. 63.2%

of apps using Google Firebase Analytics disclosed that they collected any data

about ‘Product Interaction’ or ‘Other Usage Data’, and about 70% of apps using

the Facebook SDK, Google Analytics, or Google Tag Manager. Additionally, apps

can disclose their use of ‘Advertising Data’: 27.5% of apps with the SKAdNetwork

did so, 66.0% of apps with Google AdMob, 80.9% of apps with Unity3d Ads,

and 45.4% apps with AppsFlyer.

All of this points to notable discrepancies between apps’ disclosed and actual data

practices. App developers might be able to address this, but they are often not fully

aware of all the data that is collected through third-party tracking software [30, 31].

Conversely, Apple itself might be able to reduce this discrepancy through increased

use of automated code analysis, in particular applied to third-party tracking software.
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7.3 Discussion

Tracking is still widespread and reinforces the power of gatekeepers

and the opacity of the mobile data ecosystem. Our findings suggest that

tracking companies, especially larger ones with access to large troves of first-party

data, can still track users behind the scenes. They can do this through a range of

methods, including using IP addresses to link installation-specific IDs across apps

and through the sign-in functionality provided by individual apps (e.g. Google or

Facebook sign-in, or email address). Especially in combination with further user and

device characteristics, which our data confirmed are still widely collected by tracking

companies, it would be possible to analyse user behaviour across apps and websites

(i.e. fingerprinting and cohort tracking). A direct result of the ATT could therefore

be that existing power imbalances in the digital tracking ecosystem get reinforced.

We even found a real-world example of Umeng, a subsidiary of the Chinese tech

company Alibaba, using their server-side code to provide apps with a fingerprinting-

derived cross-app identifier, see Figure 7.4. The use of fingerprinting is in violation

of Apple’s policies [24], and raises questions about the extent to which Apple can

enforce its policies against server-side code. ATT might ultimately encourage a shift

of tracking technologies behind the scenes, so that they are outside of Apple’s reach.

In other words, Apple’s new rules might lead to even less transparency around

tracking than we currently have, including for academic researchers.

Privacy Nutrition Labels can be inaccurate and misleading, and have

thus far not changed data practices. Our results suggest that there is a

discrepancy between apps’ disclosed (in their Privacy Nutrition Labels) and actual

data practices. We observed that many (mostly less popular) apps gave incomplete

information or falsely declared not to collect any data at all. These observations are

not necessarily to blame on app developers, who often have no idea of how third-party

libraries handle users’ personal data [6, 30, 31]. As reported in Section 7.2.1.1,

the proportion of app developers that make use of data-minimising settings of

popular tracker libraries has roughly doubled, but these developers still remain a
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small minority. The Privacy Nutrition Labels have not (yet) had an impact on

developers’ actual practices at large, but might do so in the long run by both

increasing app users’ privacy expectations and making app developers rethink their

privacy practices [240, 241]. As they stand, the labels can be misleading and

create a false sense of security for consumers.

Are the most invasive and opaque trackers tamed now? The reduced

access to permanent user identifiers through ATT could substantially improve

app privacy. While in the short run, some companies might try to replace the

IDFA with statistical identifiers, the reduced access to non-probabilistic cross-app

identifiers might make it very hard for data brokers and other smaller tracker

companies to compete. Techniques like fingerprinting and cohort tracking may

end up not being competitive enough compared to more privacy-preserving, on-

device solutions. We are already seeing a shift in the advertising industry towards

the adoption of such solutions, driven by decisions of platform gatekeepers (e.g.

Google’s FloC / Topics API and Android Privacy Sandbox, Apple’s ATT and

Privacy Nutrition Labels) (see Section 4.6 and also [245]), though more discussion

is needed around the effectiveness of these privacy-protecting technologies. The

net result, however, of this shift towards more privacy-preserving methods is likely

going to be more concentration with the existing platform gatekeepers, as the

early reports on the tripled marketing share of Apple [235], the planned overhaul

of advertising technologies by Facebook/Meta and others [245], and the shifting

spending patterns of advertisers [160] suggest. Advertising to iOS users – being

some of the wealthiest individuals – will be an opportunity that many advertisers

cannot miss out on, and so they will rely on the advertising technologies of the

larger tech companies to continue targeting the right audiences with their ads.

Failure of GDPR enforcement, and power of platforms. Apple’s new

rules should not have a dramatic effect on the tracking of users in the EU and

UK, given that existing data protection laws in these jurisdictions already ban

most forms of third-party tracking without user consent (see Chapter 5). While

there was a vocal outcry over Apple’s new privacy measures by advertisers, the
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adtech industry was aware of tightened EU and UK data protection rules since April

2016, and had plenty of time to work out a way to ensure compliance with basic

provisions of the GDPR, until May 2018, including the need to seek consent from

users before engaging in tracking. Broad empirical evidence, from this dissertation

and other pieces of research [6, 36, 58, 70, 73, 151], suggests that apps’ compliance

with the GDPR is somewhat limited.

At the same time, it is worrying that a few changes by a private company (Apple)

seem to have changed data protection in apps more than many years of high-level

discussion and efforts by regulators, policymakers and others. This highlights the

relative power of these gatekeeper companies, and the failure of regulators thus far

to enforce the GDPR adequately. An effective approach to increase compliance

with data protection law and privacy protections in practice might be more targeted

regulation of the gatekeepers of the app ecosystem; so far, there exists limited

targeted regulation in the US, UK and EU (see Section 2.4.4).

Apple’s Double Standards I: Making and Enforcing App Store Policies.

Our analysis shows that Apple has a competitive advantage within the iOS ecosystem

in various ways. First, it both makes the rules for the App Store and interprets them

in practice. This is particularly reflected in Apple’s definition of tracking, which

ostensibly exempts its own advertising technology [61]: ‘Tracking refers to the act of

linking user or device data collected from your app with user or device data collected

from other companies’ apps, websites, or offline properties for targeted advertising

or advertising measurement purposes. Tracking also refers to sharing user or device

data with data brokers.’ (emphasis added) [24] In other words, for tracking to fall

under Apple’s definition, it must fulfil three conditions, or be done by a data broker.

Apple’s definition hinges on a distinction between first-party and third-party

data collection, when this is not usually the root of privacy problems. This is why

the W3C defines tracking as ‘the collection of data regarding a particular user’s

activity across multiple distinct contexts and the retention, use, or sharing of data

derived from that activity outside the context in which it occurred.’ [246]. Rather

than companies, this definition is centred around different contexts, as is commonly
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Figure 7.7: Apple exempts a list of data practices, including credit scoring, from
requiring user opt-in under ATT [24] (emphasis added).

sought to be protected in privacy theory (e.g. contextual integrity [52]) and in privacy

and data protection law (e.g. purpose limitation under Article 5 of the GDPR).

Apple’s definition of tracking might both betray the expectation of consumers who

expect that tracking would stop (when first-party tracking, notably by Apple itself,

continues to be allowed), and motivate other companies to consolidate and join

forces leading to increased market concentration.

Apple additionally foresees a list of exempt practices [24], see Figure 7.7. These

include ‘fraud detection, fraud prevention, or security purposes’, which might be

interpreted extremely broadly by tracking companies. The exempt practices further

allow tracking by a ‘consumer reporting agency’. The term ‘consumer reporting

agency’ is defined in the US Fair Credit Reporting Act (FCRA), regulating the

relationship between these agencies and other ‘furnishers of information’ relating

to consumers. By explicitly exempting credit scoring, Apple might try to avoid

liability, and it might not have much choice under current US law. The exemption

of credit scoring is nonetheless problematic because the use of personal data for

credit scoring can have disproportionate impacts on individuals, and might be

protected by other data protection and privacy laws. This might create the (false)

impression for some app developers that other legal conditions do not apply, and

a false sense of security for many consumers.
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Apple’s Double Standards II: Access to Data. Being the maker of the

iOS ecosystem, Apple has a certain competitive advantage, by being able to collect

device and user data, including hardware identifiers, that other app developers

do not have access to, and use this for its own business purposes. For example,

by collecting the device’s serial number regularly, Apple can accurately tie the

point-of-sale of its devices to activities on the device itself, and track the device

lifecycle in great detail. Some of Apple’s own apps, including the App Store itself,

have access to this information because they are not distributed via the App Store

and hence do not fall under the rules governing the App Store, including those

that relate to tracking of users. These observations support the known concerns

around fair competition in the App Store. Over a lack of consent to tracking by

the Apple App Store in iOS 14.6, the CNIL, the French data protection authority,

fined Apple 8m Euros in December 2022 [247]. Interestingly, the CNIL based its

decision on violations of the ePrivacy Directive, over which it has competency

(despite the one-stop shop principle of the GDPR).

7.4 Limitations

A few limitations of our study are worth noting. First, for practical reasons, we

were not able to analyse all the apps in the App Store, only a reasonably large

subset of free apps in the App Store’s UK region. Furthermore, for the purposes

of examining the effect of ATT, we only focused on apps that already existed on

the App Store before iOS 14 – newly released apps may adopt different strategies.

Regarding our analysis methods, our instruments are also potentially limited in

several ways. The results of our static analysis must be interpreted with care, since

not all code shipped in an app will necessarily be invoked in practice. We may

have overestimated tracking in certain contexts, e.g., if tracking code was included

but not used. In our network analysis, we performed this off-device, meaning

that all device traffic was analysed in aggregate. The risk here is that we may

wrongly attribute some communications to an app that was generated by some

other app or subsystem on the device. To minimise this risk, we uninstalled all
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pre-installed apps, and ensured no apps were running in the background. We also

used jailbreaking (i.e. gained full system access by exploiting a vulnerability in the

iOS operating system) to circumvent certificate validation, which might make some

apps alter their behaviour. In all parts of our analysis, we consider all apps equally,

regardless of popularity [47] and usage time [135], both of which can impact user

privacy. Likewise, we treat all tracking domains, libraries and companies equally,

though they might pose different risks to users.

7.5 Conclusions & Future Work

Overall, we find that Apple’s new policies largely live up to its promises of making

tracking more difficult. Tracking libraries cannot access the IDFA anymore, and

this directly impacts the business of data brokers. These data brokers can pose

significant risks to individuals, since they try to amass data about individuals

from a wide range of contexts and sell this information to third-parties. At the

same time, apps still widely use tracking technology of large companies, and send

a range of user and device characteristics over the Internet for the purposes of

cohort tracking and user fingerprinting. We found real-world evidence of apps

computing a mutual fingerprinting-derived identifier through the use of server-side

code (see Figure 7.4) – a violation of Apple’s new policies [24], highlighting limits

of Apple’s enforcement power as a privately-owned data protection regulator [82,

108]. Indeed, Apple itself engages in some forms of user tracking (see Figure 7.5)

and exempts invasive data practices like first-party tracking and credit scoring from

its definition of tracking. The company was recently fined over these practices [247].

Lastly, we found the Privacy Nutrition Labels to be sometimes incomplete and

inaccurate, especially in less popular apps.

Apple’s privacy changes have led to positive improvements for user privacy.

However, we also found various aspects that conflict with Apple’s marketing claims

and might go against users’ reasonable privacy expectations, e.g. that the new opt-in

tracking prompts would stop all tracking, that the new Privacy Nutrition Labels
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would always be correct and be verified by Apple, or that Apple would be subject

to the same restrictions to data access and privacy rules as other companies. There

is a risk that individuals will develop even more resignation over the use of their

data online if they are provided with misleading or ineffective privacy solutions [8,

18]. This resignation could in the long run undermine privacy efforts and adversely

affect fundamental rights, such as the rights to data protection and privacy.

Despite positive developments over the recent months and years, especially

through initiatives by Apple, there is still some way to go for app privacy. Violations

of various aspects of data protection and privacy laws remain widespread in apps [6,

36, 58, 70, 73, 151], while enforcement of existing data protection laws against

such practices stays sporadic. Apple’s privacy efforts are hampered by its closed-

source philosophy on iOS and the opacity around the enforcement of its App Store

review policies. To strengthen iOS privacy, Apple has already started to prevent

IP-based tracking by routing traffic to trackers via its own servers when using the

iOS browser (‘Privacy Relay’). As a direct response to our findings, Apple could

consider extending the Privacy Relay to tracking within apps, thereby making the

tracking of users through their IP address more difficult [237]. However, this would

also further extend Apple’s reach over the iOS ecosystem and potentially allow

the company to track users even more accurately.

More generally, the key decision makers in privacy technologies must establish

robust transparency and accountability measures that allow for independent as-

sessment of any privacy guarantees and promises. This is especially true, given

the current relative lack of targeted regulations for app platforms like Google Play

and the Apple App Store (see Section 2.4.4). In the case of Apple, improved

transparency measures must necessarily involve the phasing out of encryption of free

iOS apps by default, which currently forces independent privacy researchers into

legal grey areas and severely hampers such research efforts (see Section 6.1.1). This

is why most previous privacy research focused on Android and the last large-scale

privacy study into iOS apps had been conducted in 2013 [33], until the recent release

of the method used in this dissertation (see previous Chapter 6).
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We conclude that the new changes by Apple have traded more privacy for more

concentration of data collection with fewer tech companies. Stricter privacy rules

may encourage even less transparency around app tracking, by shifting tracking

code onto the servers of dominant tracking companies. Despite the new rules,

large companies, like Google/Alphabet and Facebook/Meta, are still able to track

users across apps, because these companies have access to unique amounts of

first-party data about users. Apple is now able to track its customers even more

accurately, by taking a larger share in advertising technologies and getting unique

access to user identifiers, including the device serial number. This underlines that

privacy and competition problems can be highly intertwined in digital markets

and need holistic study.

Future work. In this Chapter, we only analysed apps that were already present

on the App Store before iOS 14 and the ATT; it would be interesting to analyse how

the ATT has impacted the privacy properties of newly released apps on the App

Store, and how it might impact app privacy in the long run. It would also be helpful

to develop a new automation tool for iOS apps to observe apps’ data practices

automatically, even beyond the first app start – as studied in this present Chapter –

and thereby generate richer insights into these data practices. Furthermore, it

would be pertinent to study user tracking by platforms in more detail, and also

how the new Apple’s Privacy Nutrition Labels inform the decision-making and

education process of individuals around app privacy.
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Tracking has been known to be widespread in apps and highly intrusive for

individuals. Despite this, there has been limited quantitative evidence of the

current and changing nature of user choice over tracking. This is why this thesis

aimed to provide robust quantitative insights.

8.1 Overview of Results

To analyse user choice over data within smartphones, this thesis traversed different

levels at which users could potentially have a choice over tracking: regulatory inter-

ventions and electoral decisions (analysing the impact of the GDPR in Chapter 4),

developer interventions and choice of apps (analysing the presence of consent in apps

in Chapter 5), and platform interventions and choice of app platform (analysing the

differences between Android and iOS and the impact of Apple’s ATT in Chapters 6–

7). Throughout, we considered the intersection between user choice over tracking and

apps’ compliance with important aspects of data protection law (e.g. the provision of

consent flows). The assessment of compliance – and developing robust research tools

for studying this in the first place – has been an important gap in previous literature.
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8.1.1 Impact of the GDPR

In Chapter 4, we analysed the presence of tracking in apps, before and after the

introduction of the GDPR. The aim of this is to gain insights into the impact

of this data protection law on app tracking. We analysed 1m Android apps that

our research group had previously downloaded in 2017, as well as another newly

downloaded 1m Android apps from 2020 (see Section 3.1.1). We used similar

analysis techniques to the previous study by Binns et al. [4], analysing the presence

of tracker hosts in the app code with the X-Ray 2020 database (see Section 3.1.2).

We additionally reproduced the work of Binns et al. [47], who analysed market

concentration in tracking in 5,000 apps and websites, but at a larger scale.

Tracking has remained prevalent across a wide range of mobile apps and

prominent in its reach of app users. The number of tracking companies in the

average app on Google Play has stayed about the same between 2017 and 2020. The

top destination countries have likewise stayed the same, as have the most prominent

tracking companies – namely Alphabet/Google and Meta/Facebook. 85% of apps

from 2017 could send data to Alphabet/Google, compared to 89% in 2020. Apps

still widely send personal data to tracking companies based in a third-party country

without an ‘adequate’ level of data protection, particularly to those in the US. Our

observations are consistent across ‘super genres’. We found that the concentration

in the tracking ecosystem has seen limited change over time. Competition between

tracking companies seems to revolve at least partly around user privacy due to the

relevance of little-known tracking companies. These can evade public and regulatory

scrutiny to an extent, but still collect data about sizeable numbers of individuals.

Of 53 observed M&A transactions in the tracking ecosystem between 2018 and

2020, only three were filed with EU or UK competition authorities.

We suspect that the observed limited change in the presence of tracking in apps

stems from the fact that the underlying business models have not changed. App

monetisation continues to rely on freemium and advertising-driven models. Apple

and Google take a significant share of the revenue generated from this business
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model, and face conflicts of interest in taming data collection and generating

revenues from their respective app ecosystems.

Overall, our study suggests that the current enforcement of data protection

obligations does not yet achieve its intended ends. Increased intervention by

regulators is warranted, in particular as regards M&A transactions that concern

data businesses and stricter enforcement of existing data protection rules.

8.1.2 Choice over Tracking in Apps

In Chapter 5, we first studied from a legal perspective whether and when apps

need to ask EU and UK users for consent before engaging in third-party tracking.

While there existed academic pieces on the conditions for tracking on the web,

the case of tracking in apps had not been thoroughly studied before. This is

despite smartphones usually having access to other and arguably more sensitive

information, such as persistent cross-app identifiers to track user activity. We

then analysed a representative sample of 1,297 apps from the Google Play Store –

a random subset of the same 1m apps from 2020 that we had analysed in the

previous Chapter 4. We manually opened each app on a real phone and checked

for the presence of any consent flows (but did not interact with the app further),

while logging transmissions to known tracking companies with the TrackerControl

app and the X-Ray 2020 database. Lastly, we studied the online guidance of

the 13 most popular tracking companies, and how these companies support app

developers in implementing consent.

Our legal analysis highlighted that apps must – with almost no exceptions – ask

for consent from EU and UK users before engaging in tracking. This is because

the ePrivacy Directive, which exists alongside the GDPR, requires consent before

accessing or storing information on a user’s device, unless strictly necessary for

the functioning of the app. Since tracking is usually not strictly necessary for

apps and inherently relies on accessing or storing information (to collect data

about individuals), consent is required.
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Our empirical findings suggest that very few apps actually ask for consent prior

to tracking consumers (less than 10%), while most apps (more than 70%) share

data with a range of third-party companies before any user interaction. In our

analysis, we did not determine what these tracking companies do with this collected

data, or if it is, in fact, used to track users, because we as researchers have limited

insights into the servers and further data processing of tracking companies.

An important reason for this lack of compliance is that existing guidance for

app developers by tracking companies is often hard to find, poorly maintained and

difficult to read, due to the inherent conflicts of interest of tracking companies in

increasing data collection and getting integrated into apps while protecting user

privacy. Despite UK data protection law usually requiring consent to tracking,

we found that Google and other companies do not make this point clear in their

online implementation guidance for app developers and thereby make compliance

for app developers harder than necessary.

8.1.3 Choice between iOS and Android Apps

In Chapter 6, we compared privacy in Android and iOS apps. An understanding

of the iOS ecosystem is important for an informed consumer choice around app

platforms, but the last large-scale study on iOS app privacy had been done in

2013 by Agarwal and Hall [33]. For our analysis, we adopted a varied set of

metrics to assess privacy, with a focus on commonly used privacy metrics as well as

measures for compliance with important obligations under EU, UK and US privacy

law (e.g. the provision of consent flows). Using code and network analysis, we

analysed a total of 24k apps from across the Apple App and Google Play Store

(12k apps each). We selected a random subset of those apps in our app dataset

(see Section 3.1.1) that were released or updated since January 2018. We made

this choice to focus on apps that are currently in use. Apps were downloaded from

the UK app stores around the beginning of 2020. This was about a year before

Apple introduced new iOS privacy measures that may have led to changes in app

tracking (see Chapter 7 for a follow-up investigation).
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In our analysis, we found no clear winner in terms of privacy between iOS and

Android across the various dimensions studied. Android apps tended to share an

Advertising Identifier (known as ‘Android Advertising Identifier’ on Android and

as ‘Identifier for Advertisers’ on iOS), which can be used for tracking users across

apps, more often than iOS apps. Permissions, that both Apple and Google deem

as particularly dangerous and require user opt-in, were more common among iOS

apps (although Android also has a greater range of permissions that are deemed

‘not dangerous’ and do not require opt-in). On both platforms, our study highlights

widespread potential violations of US, EU and UK data protection and privacy

laws, including 1) the use of third-party tracking without user consent, 2) the lack

of parental consent before sharing personal data with third-parties in children’s

apps, 3) the non-data-minimising configuration of tracking libraries, and 4) the

sending of personal data to countries without an adequate level of data protection.

More generally, we observed an absence of transparency around tracking, partly

due to design decisions by Apple and Google. Such transparency is essential in

keeping and holding gatekeeper power to account, but the analysis thereof remains

difficult in the mobile tracking ecosystem. This conflicts with the strict transparency

requirements for the processing of personal data laid out in the GDPR (Article 5).

8.1.4 Apple’s Intervention against Tracking

Acknowledging the invasiveness of third-party tracking, Apple introduced two

new privacy measures with iOS 14: Privacy Nutrition Labels and App Tracking

Transparency (ATT). To assess the impact of these changes on app tracking, we

analysed 1,759 iOS apps from the UK Apple App Store in Chapter 7: one version

from before iOS 14 and one that has been updated to comply with Apple’s new

rules. We selected these apps by revisiting the same 12k iOS apps from the previous

Chapter 6, and attempting to re-download all these apps (and then only including

those apps that were compiled for iOS 14.5 or higher).

We found that Apple’s new policies, as promised, prevent the collection of the

Identifier for Advertisers (IDFA), an identifier used to facilitate cross-app user
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tracking. However, the number of tracking libraries has – on average – roughly

stayed the same in the studied apps. The average number of contacted companies

and domains as well as the integrated opt-in permissions of iOS apps have seen

a slight, but statistically significant, increase. We also found that the Privacy

Nutrition Labels can be inaccurate and mislead consumers about apps’ actual

privacy practices. For example, 80.2% of those apps, that declared not to collect

any data in their Privacy Nutrition Labels, actually sent data to at least one known

tracking company right at the app’s first initiation, before any user interaction and

thus without user consent. This observed phenomenon seems to be more widespread

in apps that did not range among the top apps on the App Store. As before, we

did not analyse the invasiveness of such tracking because we do not have insights

into the further data processing of tracking companies, so some of this observed

data sharing with tracking companies may not be problematic.

Overall, Apple’s technical changes make tracking more difficult now, but also

reinforce the market power of existing gatekeeper companies with access to large

troves of first-party data. Smaller data brokers, who used to engage in some of the

most invasive data practices, will now face much higher challenges in conducting

their business – a positive development for the privacy protections of end-users.

We expect, however, that tracking companies will eventually work around these

new policies, by using statistical methods (‘fingerprinting’) to identify users. Such

fingerprinting would likely be easier to conduct for larger companies than smaller

ones – deepening current imbalances in market power. A recent report by the

Financial Times confirms this, and also highlights that Apple might foresee ways

for other large companies to get around the ATT rules – something that might

be unexpected for consumers [245]. Despite the new rules, large companies, like

Google/Alphabet and Facebook/Meta, are still able to track users across apps,

because these companies have access to unique amounts of data about users. Out of

similar concerns, the CMA is investigating Google’s Privacy Sandbox, which would

entail the removal of third-party cookies from its Google Chrome browser [248].
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In our analysis, we found convincing evidence that sophisticated fingerprinting

methods are already used in practice.

In our study, we also observed that Apple still has access to a wide range of

device identifiers that third-party app developers have no access to. For example,

we observed that Apple regularly collects the device’s serial number (see Figure 5a),

through which Apple can accurately tie the point-of-sale of its devices to activities

on the device itself, and track the device lifecycle in great detail. This is information

that competitors do not have access to, and might disproportionately privilege

Apple’s position in the smartphone (data) market.

8.2 Reflections on Methodology

As outlined in Chapter 3, the methodology of this thesis had four main ingredients:

a large app dataset of 2.3m apps (1m Android apps from 2017, 1m Android apps

from 2020, 0.3m iOS apps from 2020), a new large-scale analysis method for iOS and

Android (PlatformControl), the X-Ray 2020 database and the TrackerControl app.

These approaches also have limitations. Due to the scale of apps analysed, we

could not dissect apps individually, and there might be inaccuracies in our results.

Less focus was put on the top apps by some of the most well-resourced app developers,

since these developers are known to struggle less with compliance and also because

the composition of these top apps is regularly changing. We only considered the

data practices that we can study on-device; what happens behind the scenes, on

the servers of tracking companies and between tracking companies, is not covered

by our analysis. The lack of compliance on the client-side suggests that similar

levels of compliance might be found behind the scenes, on the servers of tracking

companies; the recent ruling by the Belgian data protection authority on the IAB’s

Transparency & Consent Framework confirms this [89, 249]. Some of our analysis,

particularly the analysis of consent in apps, was semi-automated, and might be

improved further through automation. The analysis of compliance remains difficult,

because there exists no such thing as a single privacy score that covers all aspects
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of app compliance. This is why, rather than focus on one single aspect as some

previous work did, we drew on a range of important compliance aspects, including

the provision of consent and the sending of personal data to non-‘adequate’ countries.

One of the most important aspects of the work in this dissertation is that the

methods and data are public (at https://www.platformcontrol.org/) and can

be reproduced easily. This supports keeping up with the quickly changing app

ecosystem. Previous analysis of iOS apps relied on the decryption of apps, which

is a legal grey area since it involves the circumvention of copyright protections

(see Section 6.1.1). This acts as a deterrent to the development and publication of

iOS privacy analysis tools. We managed to develop a new, Frida-based method

that enables the analysis of iOS app privacy, without the need for decryption.

Our approach is not perfect, since it currently only considers what libraries are

present in apps and does not scale as well as commonly used Android app analysis

tools (though the performance is similar to previous iOS analysis tools). There

might be room for further improvement.

Ultimately, we hope that this dissertation will pave the way towards a new

transparency and accountability instrument for apps’ data practices.

8.3 Revisiting What Success Looks Like

8.3.1 A Tracking-Free Mobile Ecosystem?

Over recent months, the pressure on tracking providers has been increasing. In Febru-

ary 2022, the Belgian data protection authority found that the IAB’s Transparency &

Consent Framework is in violation of EU/UK data protection law [89, 249]. Among

other aspects, the authority argued that the IAB is in fact a data controller and not

just those organisations that use the IAB framework. This ruling by the authority

represents one of the first applications of the EJC’s rulings on joint controllership

within the context of web and mobile tracking [117, 194, 195]. The ruling underlines

that those who design the technical infrastructure behind the tracking ecosystem

bear responsibility for their design decisions under EU/UK data protection law.
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Around the same time, the Austrian and French data protection authorities

as well as the European Data Protection Supervisor found that the use of Google

Analytics on websites can be in violation of the ECJ’s prohibition of personal data

flows to the US without sufficient safeguards (Schrems II ruling) [60, 250–252].

These rulings suggest that the widespread sending of personal data to the US – which

this dissertation proved to be common in app tracking (see Chapters 4 and 6) – faces

an uncertain future. Without a new, reliable regime for the transatlantic sharing

of personal data, the current practice of tracking is unlikely to be sustainable for

much longer for app developers. The processing of personal data will need to find

ways to overcome the reliance on US-centred infrastructure (and the potential harm

posed by US intelligence agencies accessing these servers). Whether the proposed

EU-U.S. Data Privacy Framework from 2022 is fit for the task remains to be seen.

As discussed in Chapter 5, the use of tracking relies on the fact that many app

developers need ads for monetisation. Conversely, ads are the primary reason for

using invasive tracking technologies. However, the invasiveness of tracking as well

as recent rulings by European data protection authorities and courts cast doubt

over the current practice. While ads and the personalisation thereof are often

permissible, the use of invasive third-party tracking to support these technologies

is often not. As a result, the link between personalised ads and tracking will

likely weaken in the near future.

The industry is reacting to these recent developments and is working towards

privacy-preserving advertising solutions. Apple and Google are increasingly prevent-

ing apps – and thereby third-party tracking companies – from accessing persistent

user identifiers. Prominent recent examples are the introduction of the App Tracking

Transparency framework on iOS (blocking access to unique user identifiers without

user consent), the planned ban of third-party cookies from the Google Chrome

browser (preventing websites from saving unique identifiers in cookies to track

users across websites), and Google’s introduction of a user opt-out from sharing

personal identifiers with apps on Android. While these measures can increase
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consumer privacy, they might also put more power over user data into the hands

of the digital gatekeepers.

Increased restrictions on user identifiers might shift the tracking ecosystem in

the direction of statistical identifiers (e.g. device fingerprinting). A company might

then (likely wrongly) argue that these statistical identifiers do not fall under the

protections of the GDPR anymore, since data cannot be uniquely attributed to

an individual or only with great effort [253]. This argument is already used by

the industry5 to justify the use of pseudonymous identifiers, which, however, fall

under the GDPR [255, 256]. While the threshold for the GDPR not to apply is

high [253, 257], the increased use of statistical identifiers could make it more difficult

for individuals to enjoy and exert their data protection rights in practice. At the

same time, statistical identifiers may simply not be a good enough replacement

for persistent user identifiers (such as advertising identifiers). If tracking systems

do not have access to persistent user identifiers anymore, this might not only

inhibit data trading, but might also make some smaller tracking companies less

viable and run out of business.

One key technology for the mobile advertising industry is install attribution.

When app A shows an ad by an advertising company to install app B, then this

advertising company would like to know if a user has installed app B after clicking

app A’s ad (‘conversion’). Traditionally, advertisers monitored conversions through

a persistent user identifier, such as the IDFA. Now that Apple is significantly

restricting access to the IDFA (through ATT) the company has implemented a new

privacy-preserving ad attribution framework: SKAdNetwork. This new framework

operates without persistent user identifiers, and discloses much less information

about the user to advertisers; at the same time, Apple now gains more insights into

the conversions of other advertisers. Indeed, Apple operates its own attribution

framework that is not subject to the new ATT rules and gives advertisers much

better insights into conversions.
5For example, Google argues that ‘pseudonymous cookie IDs’, ‘pseudonymous advertising IDs’,

‘IP addresses’, and ‘other pseudonymous end user identifiers’ do not fall under its own definition
of ‘Personally Identifiable Information’ (PII) [254].
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The case of SKAdNetwork shows that it is possible to build more privacy-

preserving advertising technologies. It also shows that there is a risk that the shift

towards more privacy will reinforce gatekeeper power and reduce competition around

mobile ads. More competition around ads is usually a good thing for consumers

because it will reduce the cost of ads and, as a result, the price of products they

buy. Currently, we also have competition around tracking (surveillance) of users,

since tracking still underpins a lot of online advertising. The result of competition

around tracking has traditionally been rather negative for consumers because it

creates a race to build better profiles and to collect more data about individuals,

thereby conflicting with their data protection and privacy rights, among others.

It might sometimes seem difficult to imagine how the genie could be put back

in the bottle in the tracking ecosystem, given that the app ecosystem relies on the

income generated from tracking. However, this is what Apple is currently attempting

– phasing out mobile tracking over time and shifting towards more privacy-preserving

advertising technologies. This makes technical changes to the tracking ecosystem

more important than ever and will need further scrutiny in the future.

8.3.2 Alternative App Stores on iOS?

There is a long-running debate about whether alternative iOS app stores might

improve the conditions for consumers. These proposals have even made it into the

EU Digital Markets Act from 2022. This will likely force Apple to allow users to

install apps from outside the official Apple App Store.

Historically, alternative app stores have not fared well. Well-resourced companies

such as Blackberry and Amazon have attempted to create alternative app stores

within the Android ecosystem. Blackberry implemented an Android subsystem

into its Blackberry OS 10 that allowed users to install Android apps alongside

their Blackberry apps. The company eventually withdrew from the smartphone

business. Amazon launched its Appstore in 2011, as an alternative to Google’s

system, but has never seen wide adoption.
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The closed environments of both the Google and Apple app stores come with a

range of benefits. They offer good usability to end-users because they serve as a

single point of contact. They also foster user trust and security. It would have been

arguably more difficult for Apple to enforce its new ATT policies to reduce the

invasiveness of tracking without being the provider of the Apple App Store as well.

Even if alternative app stores will not be widely adopted, they still show some

promise and can serve as an important testing ground for new ideas. For example,

Amazon pioneered subscription models for paid apps. Both Apple and Google

now have similar models. Similarly, the Aurora app store was among the first to

show privacy nutrition labels on its store, which are now implemented by Google

and Apple in their own app stores as well.

The often-used argument of Apple that sideloading (‘a cybercriminal’s best

friend’ [258]) would undermine the security of its iOS devices is rather weak.

Sideloading has long been possible on Android, and Google has implemented a

range of measures to safeguard this process. Play Protect – by default – transmits all

sideloaded apps to Google for safety checks. Android also implements a careful UI

design to avoid less experienced users from sideloading. Arguing that sideloading is

inherently insecure would imply that the implementation of Android has been deeply

flawed since its inception more than a decade ago. The argument also discredits

the merits of openness, transparency and interoperability within computer systems,

and might be seen as overly paternalistic by many iOS users. Apple’s refusal of

sideloading also makes it harder for researchers to access much-needed insights into

app privacy within mobile ecosystems, as discussed in the following.

8.3.3 Easy Access to Insights for Researchers

On both Android and iOS, the download and analysis of apps at scale remains

challenging for researchers. This is, however, essential to app privacy and security

research. As previously discussed, Apple applies encryption to all iOS apps by

default, which drives researchers into legal grey areas (see Section 6.1.1). As a

result, there has been hardly any large-scale research into the privacy practices
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of iOS apps from 2013 [33] until the publication of our 2022 paper on comparing

iOS and Android privacy (Chapter 6). We have worked around some, but by far

not all, the limitations in analysing iOS apps.

As discussed in Section 5.1, Google has been introducing various measures

that are meant to increase user privacy and security on Android, but have also

made research significantly more difficult. The most notable of such measures is

the ban on installing self-signed certificates (thereby preventing researchers from

analysing apps’ network traffic for app research without deep modifications of

the system files of Android devices) and the rollout introduction of the Google

SafetyNet (which makes it impossible to run certain apps – including popular apps

like Snapchat and Pokémon Go – on Android devices with modified system files).

The rollout of the SafetyNet and the ban on self-signed certificates in tandem

makes app research like ours extremely difficult. While Google argued that the ban

on self-signed certificates would serve device security, it seems that the company

could easily implement choice architectures for average end-users to prevent them

from accidentally installing such certificates (as is currently done on iOS where

the installing of such certificates is not easy but possible), while still allowing

researchers to disable such security features to conduct their work. Some internet

outlets even declared the death of modifying the Android operating system (currently

a central requirement for Android app research) in response to Google’s rollout of

the SafetyNet [169]. Additionally, many apps nowadays use code obfuscation (see

Section 6.2.2.1), which further complicates app privacy research.

With our publicly available app download and analysis methods (available at

https://www.platformcontrol.org/), we hope that researchers will be able to

access insights into apps’ data practices more easily in the future.

8.3.4 The Need for Better User Controls?

Some, particularly from within the tracking industry, argue for better user controls

to tackle problems around data protection on the Internet. These voices have
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arguably led to a proliferation of cookie banners, but did little to improve better

protections of users’ fundamental rights online [5, 7].

There exists ample research on the fact that privacy self-management is a flawed

concept [25, 27, 44, 49, 52, 54]. Individuals by themselves struggle to navigate the

vast number of privacy choices that they face in their online lives, and thus rely on

the choice architectures presented by app developers and platforms. Users do often

not understand the options provided and will follow their intuition when reacting to

any prompt provided. This explains the high signup rates on the web, where users

often are nudged into ‘consent’. This also explains the high opt-out rates on iOS,

which provides users with two rather equal options regarding whether to accept or

decline app tracking [158, 159, 232]. This, in turn, underlines that user opt-out is

often a matter of software design, rather than user choice [2, 5, 7].

At the same time, consent still forms a central part of data protection regimes

worldwide, including the EU, UK and US. While individual users struggle to

manage privacy, the sum of privacy preferences can indeed influence the regulatory

environment (as seen by the introduction of the GDPR in 2016) and the technical

implementation of choice architectures around data (as seen by recent privacy efforts

of Google and Apple). These efforts face significant headwinds, not the least by

the tracking industry itself which has long advocated its Transparency & Consent

Framework as a legitimate solution to comply with the consent obligations under

the GDPR. As mentioned earlier in this dissertation, there is a broad agreement by

academics, regulators and activists that the status quo around (user choice over)

tracking is not compliant with the GDPR [5, 7, 84, 89, 143, 259–261]. This has

also been highlighted by the research in this dissertation.

This implies that, to improve the privacy protections of users, the choice

architecture around data should be brought within the realm of the existing legal

obligations. This does not necessarily mean better user controls, which are often

ineffective, but a serious consideration of the concept of data protection by design

and default, as is already foreseen by Article 25 of the GDPR. As regards the

case of invasive tracking, there seems to exist limited space within the regulatory
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environment to justify such practice per se, let alone adding any user controls

around them. In the interim, more transparency and accountability, as aimed for

by the tools developed in this dissertation, could increase the level of meaningful

user choice, by encouraging more public debate and pressure around permissible

business models and data practices in the digital age.

8.4 A New Approach to Tech Regulation

Given the current widespread mismatch between the law on the books and data

practices in reality, iterative changes to current legal practice will not be enough.

This is not a problem of the law per se but rather one of philosophy and established

patterns of thought. Based on this and other research, we propose a range of

priorities for future work to move beyond the status quo.

Priority 1: Make consent meaningful – or abandon it

Although often claimed otherwise, the GDPR does not require a broad imple-

mentation of ‘cookie banners’. EU and UK data protection principles have hardly

changed since the GDPR came into force in May 2018 and were already part of

the Data Protection Directive 1995. The requirements regarding ‘cookie banners’

additionally result from Art 5(3) of the ePrivacy Directive as amended in 2009,

not from the GDPR.

The recent flood of cookie banners can rather be explained by the fact that the

potential sanctions for data protection violations have drastically increased with

the GDPR, causing discontent within the online data industry. The conditions

for consent have also been tightened and existing standards have been clarified in

line with case law. User consent must now be ‘freely given, specific, informed and

unambiguous’ (Recital 32 GDPR). However, this is rarely the case in practice, as

found in this and other work. A significant proportion of current ‘cookie banners’

are thus in violation of the GDPR.
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The designation of those consent banners as ‘cookie banners’ can further be

interpreted as misinformation. For example, Facebook implements a pop-up on

its website titled ‘Allow the use of cookies from Facebook in this browser?’ It

is only in the accompanying Cookie Policy that Facebook clarifies that ‘cookies’

do not only refer to cookies but also that other ‘technologies, including data that

we store on your web browser or device, identifiers associated with your device

and other software, are used for similar purposes.’ The online advertising industry

today uses a variety of technologies to track user activity across various apps and

websites – such as fingerprinting (i.e. using browser characteristics such as time zone,

language and operating system) and email hashing (i.e. sending email addresses

from non-Facebook websites to Facebook even if the user does not use Facebook).

This collection of data about websites and apps – tracking – is widespread, as

found by this thesis and other research. Meanwhile, the term ‘cookie’ sounds

innocuous and is widely used by the industry.

Overall, a considerable part of the ‘cookie banners’ on the internet aims to

misinform and frustrate internet users vis-à-vis the GDPR rather than to implement

the law’s requirements [249].

There remains significant work to do for authorities and other organisations to

tackle incompliant implementations of consent and make it meaningful. Indeed,

ample research suggests that this is not possible at all [25–27], in part because

individuals will never be sufficiently ‘informed’ – as is required by GDPR – about

the opaque data practices of large technology companies [262].

Priority 2: Better, bolder communication

Due to the continued uncertainty and misinformation regarding the GDPR, the

current way of working of data protection and other public authorities has created

a vacuum of knowledge and authority that has been successfully occupied by

third parties with strong self-interests. This way of working in the EU is often

characterised as bureaucratic and apolitical, resulting from a lack of a transnational
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public sphere in Europe. However, without a European public sphere and debate,

political legitimacy in the Habermasian sense is difficult, if not impossible.

The end result is problematic for data protection because it fuels a negative and

dismissive mood among citizens – including those individuals who are responsible

for the practical implementation of the GDPR – towards the competence of public

authorities in digital matters. Data protection and other public authorities should

counter this perception boldly and decisively. This applies both to new digital

initiatives and existing laws such as the GDPR.

Priority 3: Clear technical standards, visualisations and
reference code

As part of better communication, clear, reliable and actionable technical standards

should be considered. Unfortunately, developers do often not know how to comply,

so there is a need to clarify what forms of data processing are permitted and how

this should be implemented in software.

Currently, the expectation from the authorities is that software developers will

resolve important issues related to the implementation of the GDPR themselves – by

studying the relevant legislation and rulings. This assumption is unrealistic, at least

for smaller software companies [32]. In addition, the European Data Protection

Board and the ICO regularly publish explanatory notes on important aspects of the

GDPR. This usually involves the publication of long texts of legalese. The target

audience of these publications is thus primarily legal, especially courts, but not the

individuals tasked with the practical implementation of the law.

It is certainly important to explain the legal dimensions of the GDPR and to

pursue this through legal methodology, particularly by publishing explanatory legal

texts. At the same time, it seems that authorities too often hide their lack of

authority and technical expertise behind overly formal communication and shy away

from clear specifications. As a result, a significant part of the interpretation of the

GDPR currently falls to the courts. Unfortunately, this approach undermines a

swift and effective implementation of the GDPR and is unsuitable to keep pace
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with rapid technological change. Code can be changed and rolled out to users

worldwide in a matter of minutes. For effective IT regulation, the (ambitious)

goal must be to act similarly agile.

From a technical perspective, it is almost naïve to assume that legal text

could be translated more or less directly into code. Instead, in IT, requirements

specification provides a decades-old approach to describing and building IT systems.

A common standard was first published by the IEEE (Institute of Electrical and

Electronic Engineers) in 1984; the latest version is ISO/IEC/IEEE 29148:2018

from 2018. Requirements can be both technical and non-technical as well as

specific and less specific. There is no reason why similar requirements cannot be

formulated for core elements of the GDPR and other IT law. This could be done

in particular for the implementation of consent and should be accompanied by

visualisations and reference code where possible. In the context of the amendment

of the ePrivacy Directive in 2009, the EU even provided visualisations and reference

code in the past, but did not maintain them over the years and discontinued them

after the introduction of the GDPR.

Priority 4: Sufficient resources for authorities

There are many reasons for the lack of implementation of the GDPR in practice.

One important reason is the continued lack of resources of data protection author-

ities [263]. This refers to both financial resources and (technical) expertise. For

example, there has been virtually no action by the responsible authorities against

the documented data protection problems in mobile apps. A second reason is the

one-stop-shop approach of the GDPR in the EU. This approach currently leads to

a race to the bottom between member states in terms of negligent implementation

of the GDPR. In particular, Ireland, where most of the major tech companies in

Europe are based (including Microsoft, Alphabet/Google and Meta/Facebook), has

been criticised in this regard [144, 146]. A third reason is the still-evolving case law

in the courts. Since the GDPR is still relatively new, there are still many aspects

of the law that are still being clarified by the courts.
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The problem of the lack of practical enforcement of the GDPR has been

recognised by lawmakers and is being addressed in new EU digital legislation. Ireland

is no longer a single point of failure of legal enforcement in DMA and DSA against

big tech, as it was de facto under the GDPR, but rather the EU Commission. In

addition, technology companies will be required to subsidise enforcement financially.

A key challenge will remain recruiting the necessary technical talent for public

institutions, most of whom currently work for the same technology companies and

are needed to keep pace with private industry in terms of expertise and technical

understanding. In the past, European legislators have not always maintained an

air of technical competence. One example is the planned EU AI Act, which is

supposed to regulate AI applications. However, the definition of AI applications in

the Commission’s first proposal was so broad that it covered almost any computer

application. The planned AI rules are derived from EU product safety legislation.

This creates the risk of missing the core of AI, which rather lies in the inputs and

outputs of the model rather than the product/technology itself. Doubts about the

EU legislator’s deep technical understanding also arise when reading the GDPR.

The law, like its 1995 predecessor, distinguishes between controllers and processors

in the processing of personal data. Controllers are those that alone or jointly

with others determine the purposes and means of the processing of personal data

(Art 4 GDPR). Processors, on the other hand, usually only act at the instruction

of the controller. However, today’s IT systems are the product of the combined

work of many different actors, both large and small. This often makes it almost

impossible to distinguish between controllers and processors. This distinction is,

however, important because controllers face many more obligations than processors.

Moreover, whether and to what degree software development – rather than direct

data processing – entails obligations under the GDPR is not clear [127]. As a

result of these definitions, which only peripherally deal with the usual processes

and distribution of tasks in software development, there are a number of concluded

and pending cases regarding the definition of the role of data controller [89, 117,

194, 195]. One solution to this phenomenon was proposed by the Belgian DPA in
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the aforementioned case against IAB Europe: the DPA decided to define almost all

actors in the online advertising business as controllers, i.e. thousands of different

companies. IAB Europe has appealed and the case is currently pending before the

ECJ. As an alternative approach, China’s Personal Information Protection Law

(PIPL) from 2021 only foresees processors of personal data, but no controllers.

Of course, the GDPR is not limited to IT but covers many other areas of our daily

lives that involve personal data. Therefore, one could argue that criticism of the

GDPR’s lack of focus on software development misses the point of the law. However,

it is also the case that without technological developments, there would have been

little motivation for a revision of EU data protection law (see also Recital 6 GDPR).

Priority 5: Embrace regulatory technologies

There are two dominant approaches to enforcing data protection rules in digital

systems. The first one is taken by data protection authorities who tend to focus

their efforts on a few select cases and companies. The hope is that this will tame

the most excessive data practices and that there will be spillover effects across the

data practices by other organisations. The second approach is taken by gatekeepers,

such as app stores, who conduct some enforcement of data protection rules at

scale (e.g. through their (automated) app review), but publish limited public

information about this enforcement, including the number and nature of decisions

taken. Given the scale of the digital ecosystem and the extent of current violations

of data protection rules (as observed in this and other work), both approaches are

insufficient. Without the help of regulatory technologies in ensuring compliance in

the digital ecosystem, it will be impossible to scale operations across the vastness of

these digital ecosystems, to fulfil the expectations of individuals in keeping them

safe online, and to protect fundamental rights and freedoms.

In the app ecosystem, an important, persisting issue that emerged from our

analysis across iOS and Android is the lack of transparency around apps’ data

practices. This conflicts with the strict transparency requirements for the processing

of personal data laid out in the GDPR. Design decisions by Apple and Google
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currently impede research efforts, such as the application of copyright protection

to every iOS app – even free ones. I have elaborated on this aspect in a recent

preprint [264]. This is why it is important to develop and maintain transparency

tools, as undertaken in this research. Future work should strive to expand the

capabilities of the presented PlatformControl toolkit, and give more up-to-date

and detailed insights into apps’ privacy and compliance properties. As part of

this, an important field for further study is the development of a cross-platform

app instrumentation tool. Automatic app compliance analysis tools are not widely

available nor used by regulators and the interested public (though it might be

easy to conduct such automatic checks if the regulators defined more explicit rules

regarding privacy and app design), but would help keep up with the vastness of the

app ecosystem. Such analysis tools would require reliable and computable metrics

for compliance. While most of this work has been on the situation in Europe, there

have been emerging many promising new pieces of technology regulation across

the globe, which need further investigation.

Priority 6: Evolve ‘legacy’ legislation and provide support
for research

This thesis devoted much of its efforts to analysing GDPR compliance in mobile

apps. Such research is currently challenging, as the creation of the necessary data

is associated with high investments of time and scarce technical expertise. The fact

that analysing privacy issues in apps and in other software products is so difficult

has an impact not only on our research but also on the work of other researchers

and data protection authorities aiming to protect fundamental rights in digital

systems. For example, most data protection authorities themselves currently do

not possess independent expertise to analyse compliance issues in mobile apps.

The EU Digital Services Act makes promising progress in supporting research

in relation to online platforms and search engines. Its Article 40, for example,

obliges ‘very large online platforms’ and ‘very large online search engines’ to allow

researchers to analyse ‘systemic risks’. The concrete implications for research
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practice, however, remain to be seen. I have explored this aspect in a recent

preprint [264]. It can, however, be expected that clarifications of the law by the

highest courts will be necessary and that many years will pass before the law will

lead to major changes to the status quo.

Despite all the debates about new IT laws, one must not lose sight of existing

laws, such as copyright, patent, and IT security law. Even if such legislation may

be less attractive for public and academic debate and thus receives less attention,

there is also a great need for improvement here. This was also demonstrated by

the research in this thesis, which avoided challenges related to copyright law and

Apple’s use of DRM in iOS apps.

8.5 Conclusions

This thesis analysed app tracking at four levels: the impact of the GDPR (Chapter 4),

consent to tracking in apps (Chapter 5), differences between Android and iOS

(Chapters 6), and the impact of Apple’s App Tracking Transparency (ATT)

framework (Chapter 7). While many previous studies looked at data protection

and privacy in apps, few studies analysed tracking over time, took a compliance

angle, or looked at iOS apps at scale. Throughout our analysis of apps, we found

compliance problems within apps as regards key aspects of US, EU and UK data

protection and privacy law, particularly the need to seek consent before tracking.

For instance, while user consent is usually required prior to tracking in the EU and

UK (under the ePrivacy Directive), our empirical findings suggest that tracking

takes place widely and usually without users’ awareness or explicit agreement.

This thesis emphasised the need for robust analysis methods to build trans-

parency and accountability around app privacy and the actions of all relevant

stakeholders, including platforms, tracking companies, developers and regulators.

To pave the way towards this goal, this thesis contributed 1) a scalable downloading

and analysis framework for iOS and Android privacy and compliance analysis

(PlatformControl), 2) an improved understanding of the legal requirements and
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empirical facts regarding app tracking, 3) a comprehensive database of the relations

between companies in the app ecosystem (X-Ray 2020), and 4) an Android

app to support the easy and independent analysis of apps’ privacy practices

(TrackerControl). The app download and analysis tools are publicly available

at https://www.platformcontrol.org/.

Privacy is still broken in the app ecosystem, and there will be no single fix. It

will be essential for any fix that we know the facts on the ground. In the meantime,

there will continue to be a widespread sense within the tracking ecosystem that it is

fine to extract prodigious amounts of data from individuals, without their genuine

awareness or control. This can have significant effects on the rights to privacy and

data protection, but also on other fundamental rights, such as the right to non-

discrimination (e.g. when data from mobile tracking is used in AI systems, such as

targeted ads for job offers) or the right to free and fair elections (e.g. when political

microtargeting is used, as in the Brexit vote or the Trump election). Crucially, user

choice – a key theme of this thesis – does not necessarily need to be implemented as

consent. If data protection laws were adequate, sufficiently enforced and supported

by citizens, this might already ensure a reasonable level of data protection.

Ultimately, this thesis concludes that it is difficult to see how ubiquitous surveil-

lance of individuals could ever be compatible with the promises and foundations

of Western liberal democracies. If it is indeed incompatible, the choice that

individuals should have over tracking is none at all, and these practices should

have no place in our society.
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